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Abstract

Compromised Values: Charlotte Posenenske, 1966–Present
by
Ian Wallace
Advisor: David Joselit

Fabricated in unlimited series and sold at cost, the sculptures produced by Charlotte
Posenenske between 1966 and 1967—modular wall reliefs, interactive cubic structures, and
tubular geometric units whose installation requires collective decision making—were meant to
confront both the artwork’s commodity status and the limitation of its consumption to a
privileged elite. Nevertheless, Posenenske’s work has been effectively recuperated by the art
system: first, in the 1980s, through a series of exhibitions and publications organized by her
estate; and second, with her inclusion in Documenta 12 in 2007, which reintroduced her work to
the market. Since the artist’s death in 1985, her work’s circulation through the art system has
increasingly revealed the normally obscured role that economic value plays in curatorial and
conservation practices. Inspired by the artist’s own abandonment of art and turn to sociology
after 1968, I examine her oeuvre via an expanded concept of value, using this term to refer to the
often conflicting aesthetic, cultural, historical, and economic significance that is attached to
artworks as they move through cultural and institutional contexts. Borrowing a term from
cultural economist David Stark, I propose that Posenenske’s sculptures create value
heterarchies—systems in which multiple valuative criteria are in conflict, creating friction
between modes of valuation and prompting the recognition of not-yet-formulated value
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categories.1 Given Posenenske’s resistance to the commodification of her work during her life,
her anticipation of its ongoing reproduction and circulation, and museums’ subsequent assertion
of its economic value after her death, this dissertation argues that her art is central to assessing
the shifts in value that accompany the collection and preservation of institution-critical sculpture,
as well as all objects that circulate within the art system.

1

Stark, The Sense of Dissonance: Accounts of Worth in Economic Life (Princeton University Press, 2009)
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Introduction: Goodbye to Minimalism

In the spring of 1968, while in the process of assembling what would become one of the
most famous collections of modern art in The Netherlands, Martin and Mia Visser were
simultaneously engaged in a more quotidian project: remodeling their Gerrit Rietveld-designed
home and garden in the southern Dutch town of Bergeijk. Sol LeWitt, a friend of the Vissers,
happened to be in Holland at the time, where he was contemplating his response to a recent
invitation from Robert Smithson to participate in the exhibition that would become Earth Works
at the Virginia Dwan gallery in Los Angeles that October.1 In response to Smithson’s invitation,
LeWitt conceived a site-specific action, to be documented in photographs, that would take place
in the Vissers’ garden.2 As LeWitt later recalled: “I had them build a stainless steel box, and I had
them put something in it, and it was welded shut and buried.”3 What was ultimately included in
Dwan’s exhibition was a book of black-and-white, square-format photographs documenting the
burial of LeWitt’s cube.4 (Fig. 1) The first few images in the sequence show the action’s
protagonists—the Vissers, followed by two unidentified friends, then LeWitt himself—each
decorously posing behind the inconspicuous object, which is placed on the recently turned
ground. An image of LeWitt, in the process of digging what appears to be a fairly deep hole,

1

Sol LeWitt, “Interview by Gary Garrels” in New Art Examiner, vol. 15, no. 2 (December 2000 – January
2001), p. 15.
2
Perhaps it was the tension between the bucolic locale of the collectors’ garden and the sanctified space
of the gallery—something reminiscent of his friend Smithson’s site-nonsite dialectic—that drove
LeWitt’s action, though the Vissers’ garden was not exactly a non-art context, and the couple’s tastes
skewed toward the eclectic: the same year, their garden became home to Christo’s 56 Barrels, a stack of
fifty-six stacked oil barrels that neighbors complained, not entirely inaccurately, was a pile of junk.
3
Larry Bloom, Sol LeWitt: A Life of Ideas (Middletown CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2019), p. 123
4
The Dwan gallery’s price list for Earth Works describes the work as consisting of “an aluminum cube
buried in the ground and recovered,” suggesting that the cube was ultimately dug up. See “Price List,”
Dwan Gallery records, Box 3, Folder 18, 1968 October 5, Archives of American Art.
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follows. The point of view then shifts to the vertical: we see tightly-framed images of the empty
hole, the cube placed inside, the cube covered by a scattering of dirt—as if someone has just
tossed the first shovelful of earth over a coffin at a funeral—and, finally, the re-filled hole.
It is significant that the term LeWitt chose for his work’s title is “cube” rather than, for
example, “box,” as he retrospectively described it decades later. (The photographs indicate a
roughly eight-inch, smooth-sided cube, with seams that appear to have been hand-welded.) By
1968 the cube, which provided the basic unit of LeWitt’s sculptural work to that point—zigguratlike constructions based on the multiplication of open cubic forms into nested or modular
series—was strongly associated with Minimalism as a style, thanks in no small part to Robert
Morris’s appeal to gestalt forms in his “Notes on Sculpture,” published two years prior, along
with the frequent use of the cube in his own work.5 By relegating the Minimalist cube to a
container for an “important” object, which he placed in the care of vanguard collectors and
buried in the ground, LeWitt seems to have indicated an attitude, confirmed by his turn from
sculpture to art-as-idea conceptualism, that Minimalist sculpture’s purchase on high-minded
discourses of perception and experience became a moot point where its economic function as a
commodity was concerned. His action brought Minimalist sculpture—quite literally—back down
to earth, displacing phenomenological discourse with processual content.
The ambiguous identification of the “object” of LeWitt’s work—is it the cube itself? The
unspecified object inside? The photographs documenting the cube’s burial, or the book into
which they’re compiled?— is matched by doubt over whether there’s actually anything, after all,

5

“A Baroque figurative bronze is different from every side. So is a six-foot cube. The constant shape of
the cube held in the mind but which the viewer never literally experiences, is an actuality against which
the literal changing, perspective views are related.” Robert Morris, “Notes on Sculpture,” reprinted in
Gregory Battcock (ed.), Minimal Art: A Critical Anthology (New York: E.P. Dutton, 1968), p. 234.
Morris’s 1961 work Box with the Sound of Its Own Making is cubic in form; by the mid-’60s, he was
using specific the term “cube” in his titles, in particular in his series of “mirror cubes.”
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inside the box. Its burial—in a private garden, no less—precludes us ever finding out. As
LeWitt’s wry title informs us, the object inside the cube is of little value, but it is of importance.
There are, however, many ways this ambiguous object might have been “important,” depending
on who was asked. Was it an object of personal significance to LeWitt, or to the Vissers? An
object with objective importance, but without economic value—assuming that is the type of
“value” the work’s title means to suggest? Ultimately, though they are offered as exclusive terms,
“importance” and “value” are interchangeable here, and neither gets us any closer to figuring out
what, exactly, is inside the box.
This work is often referred to as LeWitt’s “goodbye” to Minimalism, marking the
transition from his floor and wall sculptures and modular cubic structures of the mid-1960s to the
first of the Wall Drawings produced in 1968, one year following the publication of his text
“Paragraphs on Conceptual Art.” While both that text and the subsequent “Sentences on
Conceptual Art” are widely credited with articulating the ethos of conceptualism—that is, that
the content of a work of art might be an idea, rather than a material or object—neither makes any
reference to either importance or value. Why, then, did LeWitt feel the need to introduce the
question of “value” at this particular juncture? The fact that his action was staged in the garden
of a European collector couple—and “importance” and “value” are opposed in its title—suggests
it was conceived as knowing nod to both the question of art’s value in general and, more
specifically, to Minimal sculptures’ status as an international style and marketable collector’s
item at the end of the 1960s. Buried Cube Containing an Object of Importance but Little Value
thus thematizes the tenuous link between art—especially the Minimalist cube as a typology of art
object—and its perceived value, which, as the work laconically suggests, is the product of its
various contingent circumstances, or perhaps even of projections of fantasy.
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1968 was a watershed year for Minimalism. It saw the publication of Gregory Battcock’s
Minimal Art: A Critical Anthology, which compiled statements by artists and critical assessments
and canonized Minimalism for art history. This was also the year the Whitney Museum of
American Art hosted the first museum retrospective dedicated to the work of Donald Judd, then a
forty-year-old artist who had only previously had only two solo shows at New York galleries.
Meanwhile, the travelling exhibition “The Art of the Real: 1948–1968” signaled the international
ascension of color field painting and Minimalist sculpture, becoming, as James Meyer has
described it—referring to the 1966 exhibition at the Jewish Museum that heralded Minimalism’s
US presence—“the ‘Primary Structures’ of the international circuit.”6 Far from happenstance,
then, it seems likely that Minimalism’s international scope informed LeWitt’s decision to situate
the burial of his cube, and his final send-off to Minimalist sculpture, in the garden of European
collectors. And pace artists like Judd’s contention that Minimalism represented a specifically
American ethos—embodying an anti-hierarchical directness, as versus traditional European
composition, refinement, and observational distance—the social critique of Minimalism that
followed was wrapped up in the transatlantic politics of 1968; a political context where cultural
and social values were being widely reconsidered.7
1968 was also the year that the German artist Charlotte Posenenske quit making art for
good. Posenenske had spent the previous year garnering critical attention for a body of sculptural
work that represented perhaps the most exemplary instance of a Minimalist practice developed
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on European soil. Born in Wiesbaden in 1930, Posenenske had studied at Stuttgart’s Staatlichen
Akademie der bildenden Künste under the painter and theatrical designer Willi Baumeister from
1951 to 1952.8 In 1955, after three years working in Lübeck as a set and costume designer under
Gustav Sellner, director of the Darmstadt Theater, she turned to painting. Studies of the rock
quarries of the Taunus hills, north of Frankfurt, which she visited regularly during her first
marriage to the architect Paul Posenenske, quickly progressed to experiments that sped through
the previous century’s major developments in abstraction: Posenenske produced what she called
Spachtelarbetein (“Palette Knife Works”) (1956–65), executed by using a palette knife to spread
oil or casein paint across paper or fiberboard and then re-tracing the mark to scrape away excess
paint; Rasterbilden (“Grid Pictures”) (1956–57), permutational explorations of black-and-white
dot-grid compositions; and Streifenbilds (“Stripe Pictures”) (1965), wherein strips of colored
tape are employed to create linear compositions of contiguous lines in complimentary, primary
colors. (Figs. 2 & 3) Informed by the utopian aims of the historic avant-gardes—especially
Neoplasticism and Constructivism—Posenenske ultimately removed her hand from her work
altogether, turning, with her Spritzbilder (“Spray Paintings”), Faltungen (“Folds”), and
Plastische Bilder (“Sculptural Paintings”) to the use of a spray-nozzle to apply even gradients of
industrial colors to paper from a distance. (Fig. 4) Between 1966 and 1967, she developed her
final body of work, based on a model of art making that sought to make radically accessible art’s
consumption and distribution, which she titled in sequential alphabetical series: The Series A, B,
and C Reliefs consist of variations on a simplified mounted arch, fabricated in sheet metal and
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painted using industrial color standards. (Fig. 5) Series D, the Vierkantrohre (“Square Tubes”),
consists of a set of eight tubular modules, in various shapes, that can be screwed together with
bolts to construct sculptural forms in hundreds of different permutations; Posenenske intended
for them to be assembled by groups of cooperating individuals, and ideally in non-art contexts.
(Fig. 6) Series DW—the W stands for “Wellpappe,” meaning corrugated cardboard—works on
the same principle, but reduces the number of elements to six, and is made from a more
lightweight (though more degradable) cardboard. Series E, the last that Posenenske produced,
includes the Drehflügel (“Revolving Vane”)—a metal cubic frame outfitted with four hinged
doors, designed to be opened and closed to modulate it space of display, and fabricated in
varying sizes—and the Raumteiler (“Room Divider”), which extends the same principle to an
entire room, and was only fabricated decades after Posenenske’s death. (Fig. 7)
Produced with cheap materials and in unlimited series, Posenenske’s final, serial works,
realized more or less within the span of a single year, were meant to confront both the artwork’s
commodity status and the limitation of its consumption to a privileged elite. In order to carefully
curtail the speculative value that was increasingly prominent on the art market, and to direct her
own work’s value and market reception, Posenenske produced her work in unlimited, unsigned
series and sold them at the cost of their fabrication.9 The morphological similarity between these
pared-down, industrial forms and the boxes, cubes, and “specific objects” produced by American
Minimalist sculptors led to her work’s inclusion in exhibitions alongside artists like Donald Judd
and Carl Andre—most notably, the 1967 exhibition “Serielle Formationen” (“Serial
Formations”) in Frankfurt—and she briefly corresponded and traded drawings with LeWitt. The
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important economic dimension of her work, however, has no corollary in US practices at the
time.
If 1968 marked a pivot for LeWitt, it was, famously, an endpoint for Posenenske. In the
May issue of Art International that year, she published a statement that at once explained her
sculptural works’ aims and, at the same time, expressed her frustrations with what she felt was
art’s apparent inability to effect true social change. Shortly after the publication of the statement,
Posenenske decided to leave art behind for good. Not only did she abandon her own practice; she
also stopped attending exhibitions and ceased contact with former friends and colleagues in the
art world, destroying some of her early work and packing the rest away in storage in the attic of
her home. Her ambitions were not so much abandoned as transposed into a field she felt would
be more efficacious: she turned her attention to the pursuit of a doctoral degree in sociology,
completing a dissertation—co-authored with her second husband Burkhard Brunn, who now runs
the Posenenske Estate—that critiqued Taylorist manufacturing processes based on the division of
labor through the tabulation of bodily movements to maximize efficiency.10 Posenenske and
Brunn argued that employers’ continued push to derive maximum productivity from exhausted
workers while cutting their wages to a minimum was not the result of a misapplication of
Taylorist principles, but rather a direct result of their implementation; such systems, they argued,
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therefore represent a quasi-scientific means to rationalize the capitalist exploitation of labor. The
dissertation was completed in 1979, and subsequently published by Frankfurt am Main’s
Campus-Verlag under the lengthy title “Vorgabezeit und Arbeitswert. Interessenkritik an der
Methodenkonstruktion: Leistungsgradschätzen, Systeme vorbestimmter Zeiten, analytische
Arbeitswertung, which Brunn has translated as Time Allocation and the Value of Labor, A
Critique of Method Construction: Performance Estimates, Time Allocation Systems, Analytical
Labor Valuation. She spent the rest of her life as a specialist in assembly line production and
industrial labor practices.
The story of Posenenske’s short-lived career as an artist raises, in stark terms, questions
that remained unanswered, and ideas that remained latent, in LeWitt’s pivot away from
Minimalism at the end of the ’60s. It may seem counterintuitive to say that she engaged where
LeWitt demurred, given that he continued producing artworks long after she quit. But more than
LeWitt—and, indeed, more than any other artist working in her milieu—Posenenske explicitly
thematized the question of art’s value, including anticipating the ongoing “life” of her work in its
circulation and consumption. For LeWitt, the ultimate fate of the cube he buried in the Vissers’
garden, and the object it obscured, is irrelevant to Buried Cube’s meaning. Following his own
precept that a work of art, consisting primarily of an idea, need not even be materially realized in
order to have significance, the ambiguities raised in the Buried Cube’s inconclusive position on
value and importance presented no obstacle to the work of art, as an action, in and of itself. For
Posenenske, in contrast, her sculptures’ reception and consumption as objects of value is
indistinguishable from their ultimate meaning. Wary of making unique objects for consumption
by individuals, she instead devised a sculptural system that extended from the work’s factory
fabrication to its reception on the market, which she tried—ultimately, as this dissertation will
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suggest, in vain—to shield against the speculative mechanisms of the art world, and its capacity
for recuperating critical practices for the market.
The fate of LeWitt’s Wall Drawings might tell us something about why Posenenske chose
to abandon art making the same year LeWitt shifted his practice away from sculpture. If the
conceptual import of the Wall Drawings was the fact that they could, in theory, be produced by
any person by following the artist’s written instructions—intricate and onerous as they might
be—this open-source ethos was ultimately recuperated for the market through the introduction of
contracts and certificates to legitimize, and control the production of, the paintings; a regulatory
system that is still in place today, and that represents precisely the kind of value production that
Posenenske realized would be impossible to avoid. (Figs. 8 & 9)
After Posenenske’s death from cancer in 1985, her work was largely forgotten until 2007,
when it was included in the twelfth Documenta exhibition in Kassel. This event led to a series of
exhibitions and institutional acquisitions of her work; a reintroduction to the market that has been
accompanied by various deviations from the careful system the artist had devised during her
lifetime. Whereas Posenenske intended for her art to be displayed in non-art contexts—and
ideally in social hubs, like airports and traffic junctions—it now regularly appears in both
commercial and museum galleries. What she devised as unlimited series have been divided into
distinct classes, with “prototype” originals and more recent re-fabrications handled differently
based on their historical status. And while her serial works are still sold “at cost,” that cost has
grown to include the maintenance of her estate and archive.
This dissertation argues, first, that Posenenske’s work is distinguished from the practices
of US Minimalism by the way it foregrounds the question of art’s value, a fact that will allow us
to ask after the ambiguity around the “importance” and “value” of art at the end of the 1960s and
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these concepts’ contingency in relation to the question of style. Rather than a totalizing concept, I
will understand “value” as referring to the shifting network of aesthetic, cultural, historical, and
economic significance that is attached to artworks as they move through cultural and institutional
contexts. Because values are the result of acts of projection, one instance of valuation will
often—as we shall see—conflict with or contradict another. Most significant when discussing
art’s value is the discursive suppression of economic value in favor of less-theorized concepts
like “aesthetic value” and “historical value”; concepts that are far from adequately parsed in the
current practices of art institutions. Second, the way Posenenske’s work has been posthumously
represented has resulted in its re-valuation in ways that have made it palatable to the art market,
thanks in no small part to the practices of the artist’s estate, demonstrating that manner in which
art’s value is transformed across institutional and historiographic contexts and the role that
galleries and museums play in recuperating the value of critical artistic practices. Recent
exhibitions of Posenenske’s work have upheld such re-valuations to effectively reincorporate her
practice into the very art system that she was trying to disrupt, which opens onto the broader
problem of applying standard curatorial and conservation procedures to sculpture that is
conceptually oriented and even explicitly institution-critical.
By centering this study on the question of value, I seek to avert a reading of Posenenske’s
work based on overly simplistic stylistic associations and instead raise more compelling, and
pressing, questions. What were the transatlantic conditions that led Posenenske to thematize and
interrogate value at this moment, just as Minimalism was ascending to an “international style”?
Should her own rejection of her art after 1968 inform, or even determine, how her work is
handled in the present? What role do documentary images, historical framing, and curatorial
practices play in constructing value around her sculptures themselves? And, perhaps most
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pressing: Is there a way to institutionalize Posenenske’s art without, in effect, sacrificing its
ethos?

***

Posenenske devised her sculptural system at the tail end of Germany’s
Wirtschaftswunder—the so-called “Miracle on the Rhine”—a period of remarkable economic
recovery after the conclusion of World War II under the leadership of West German Chancellor
Konrad Adenauer and Minister of Economics Ludwig Erhard, who succeeded Adenauer as
Chancellor in 1963.11 The new leadership propelled West Germany out of the mire of monetary
and regulatory problems and overall low economic output of the years immediately following the
end of the war and ushered in the rebuilding of the country’s latent industries, historically low
unemployment, an unprecedented speed in rise of the gross national product, rising standards of
living, and the increased availability of consumer goods. This was achieved through the West
German leadership’s embrace of a social market economy, wherein the state was tasked with
steering the free market towards its theoretical potential through regulatory interventions. The
Bad Godesberg party conference of 1959 marked the West German left’s embrace of Keynesian
demand management, with the aim of transforming the SPD from a workers’ party into a
Volkspartei for the general masses. By the mid-1960s, Keynesianism had become adopted as
official policy by the German left, particularly as an economic recession cast a shadow over
Erhard’s reputation and the perceived resiliency of the Wirtschaftswunder. Erhard’s replacement,
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Karl Schiller, subsequently passed a “stabilization law” allowing the government to intervene
directly in the German economy in order to maintain strong levels of employment and economic
growth.
From a young age Posenenske was an avowed leftist, undoubtedly informed by her early
experiences as a Jew in Nazi-controlled Wiesbaden.12 She spent her adult life in Frankfurt, a
center of the West German student movement, thanks, in no small part, to the influence of the
University of Frankfurt’s Institute for Social Research.13 But against the background of West
Germany’s embrace of Keynesian regulation, and its growing American-style consumer culture,
Posenenske’s project—which might, effectively, be characterized as a method for regulating art’s
consumption through mechanisms already put in the place by the market—takes on a particular
political orientation: less enamored with the communalization of labor and rejection of
capitalism than some of her peers, and more open to the possibility of an art market that would
incorporate market regulation into its very processes. Devised in a context that saw the rapid
flourishing of an international market for contemporary art, the question of art’s economic value,
including the institutional apparatuses by which it is secured, is central to Posenenske’s project.
Taking a diachronic approach, this dissertation addresses both the conditions surrounding
the development of Posenenske’s work during her lifetime and its re-framing,
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recontextualization, and re-valuation in its posthumous reception following her death in 1985. A
basic contradiction serves as a through-line: Posenenske did not intend for her work to be
handled or treated as standard works of art; that is, one-of-a-kind commodities whose value is
determined by the measures of artistic or aesthetic value. Nevertheless, since the “rediscovery”
of her work by the art world her work has increasingly been folded back into the very art system
it sought to evade. Posthumous publications and exhibitions of Posenenske’s work have
reasserted its aesthetic value and its contextual and stylistic interconnections with US
Minimalism. Meanwhile, the artist’s own estate has established categorical differentiations
between the limited sculptures produced during her lifetime and newer re-fabrications,
hierarchizing her work’s institutional representation while nominally maintaining her adherence
to at-cost pricing and unlimited series. The story of her works’ reception raises fundamental
questions about where to locate art’s value in relation to the artist’s original intentions, the
historical status of the art object, and art’s historiographic framing.
At the root of Posenenske’s oeuvre, then, is a contradiction in the way art is understood to
accrue and hold value. Borrowing a term from cultural economist David Stark, this dissertation
proposes that her sculptures illuminate value heterarchies: systems in which any given element
may be evaluated using multiple, equally-weighted criteria that do not necessarily intersect with
one another.14 Building, in part, on Joseph Schumpeter’s concept of innovation as a disruption of
taken-for-granted organizational routines, Stark argues that heterarchies are capable of producing
otherwise unrealizable answers to complex questions through the facilitation of “reflexive
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cognition”: by creating friction between modes of valuation, heterarchical systems prompt the
recognition of not-yet-formulated value categories and lead to new forms of understanding.15
Following Stark, the present study adopts a perspective that refuses the traditional separation of
economic “value” from sociological “values.”16 I understand value as the product of a field of
social relations, with multiple and sometimes conflicting expressions.
Posenenske’s work lays bare value heterarchies that were already latent within the art
system at the end of the 1960s, and that are operative in commercial and nonprofit galleries,
museums, and the market alike. Art institutions traffic in various kinds of symbolic value—
aesthetic value, historical value, artistic value, and so on—that have no intrinsic equivalent in
economic value.17 Those symbolic values are culturally and socially created, and, under certain
conditions, are convertible to economic value (e.g. when an exhibition at a nonprofit gallery
results in the introduction of a work to the market, or when a museum deaccessions a work of art
to raise money). Economic value’s relationship to the symbolic values of the art system is
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constantly being negotiated through exhibitions, acquisitions, deaccessions, sales and re-sales,
and acts of curation, conservation, and documentation.
On one hand, Posenenske’s work reveals the economic value that is obscured, under the
banner of symbolic value, within the art system. As distinguished from the expository mode of
institutional critique, however, her work holds economic value in tension with symbolic values:
her production of work in unlimited series belies the art system’s deployment of artificially
limited editions of work in otherwise infinitely reproducible media; her at-cost pricing denies the
art system’s opaque and nonsensical prices; her use of outsourced fabrication demonstrates the
arbitrariness of the link between “art” and individual expression; and her predilection for
installing her work in “social space”—while intended to facilitate new modes of social
experience—demonstrate the arbitrariness of art’s conscription to the art system’s preferred
venues. This holding-in-tension was not simply a rejection of art’s commodity status, but rather a
rejection of the idea that art’s value is unknowable, mystical, or strictly subject to definition
within the art system’s existing institutions. Her work was not designed to subvert or collapse the
art system, and its sanctified concepts of value, so much as a push to expose the void at its core.
One of this dissertation’s central arguments is that the question of economic value must
not only be addressed, but foregrounded in order to adequately understand Posenenske’s work
and its reception in the decades after her death. Each of the following chapters therefore
identifies a different dynamic of value-production that pertains to Posenenske’s work at moments
across its “life,” from its conception in the late ’60s to her first posthumous exhibitions in
the ’80s and retrospective exhibitions that have been staged in the past decade. Heterarchy will
both be identified as the operative logic of her work and applied as an interpretive method,
through consideration of the nominally non-art objects that surround her work as it is typically
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conceived: the order form her gallery uses to sell her serial sculptures; the documentary
photographs of the work in-situ taken by professional photographers; and the model case her
estate provides as a maquette for the preparation of exhibitions of her work. One of my aims is to
de-hierarchize the relationship between Posenenske’s “proper” artworks and these materials,
each of which are subject to traditional valuations that understand them as tertiary to the objects
that make up her oeuvre. This relationship must be fundamentally rethought, as I will suggest, in
order to adequately represent her work in an institutional context.
At the same time, given Posenenske’s resistance to the commodification of her work
during her life, her anticipation of its ongoing reproduction and circulation, and museums’
subsequent assertion of its economic value after her death, the story of her work is central to
assessing the shifts in value that accompany the collection and preservation of both art produced
in 1960s West Germany— including by the “Capitalist Realist” group, Franz Erhard Walther,
Blinky Palermo, and the German artist groups X and Spur, who, among others, will all make
appearances here—and, as my conclusion will argue, all objects institutionally identified as “art”.

***

As this dissertation was being written, the Dia Art Foundation in Beacon, New York
hosted the first comprehensive retrospective of Posenenske’s work in the United States, and only
the third internationally. While that event has brought much renewed attention to the artist’s
work—as part of a series of posthumous events that will be described in detail in this
dissertation’s second half—the existing literature on Posenenske is, nevertheless, still relatively
limited. The most thorough overviews to date are a 1993 Master’s thesis by Brigitte Schäfer that
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provides an account of the artist’s oeuvre and fabrication methods and Renate Wiehager’s 2009
monograph, which situates Posenenske among peers like Blinky Palermo, Franz Erhard Walther,
and Peter Roehr in the context of what Wiehager invites us to understand as a “German
Minimalism.”18 There is little writing by Posenenske herself, aside from the oft-cited statement
she published in 1968 and a few texts written as press releases or brochures for earlier
exhibitions, which by and large consist of concise and pragmatic explanations—instructions,
really—for engaging with her sculptures. There are no recorded interviews with the artist;
instead, I rely, through the chapters that follow, on information provided by texts written by
Brunn—including a book-length biography, in addition to numerous exhibition booklets and
catalogue texts—that offer intricately detailed overviews of Posenenske’s life, her works’
thematic concerns and historical precedents, and her political orientation.19
The art historical literature on Minimalism, by contrast, is plentiful. Within that field, a
focus on value distinguishes my approach from the existing literature, from its early
phenomenological reading by Michael Fried to interpretations, in the 1990s and early 2000s, that
identify the style as a hinge between modernism and postmodernism (as in the work of Hal
Foster), an ambivalent formalization of the rhetoric of capitalist industry and commerce (as
described by Anna Chave), or a contested discourse within artists’ own writings. The relationship
between US Minimalism as a style and the political context in which it emerged has been
discussed by Julia Bryan-Wilson, who has explored artists’ fraught identification with laborers
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and the US’s ‘New Left’ in the late 1960s.20 The closest approximation to an analysis of
Minimalism’s value vis à vis its institutional reception can be found in Rosalind Krauss’s 1990
essay “The Cultural Logic of the Late Capitalist Museum,” wherein Krauss argues that the
commodification and technologization that accompany museums’ re-creations of process-based
or ephemeral works are an incidental result of the “utopian,” “contingent” “viewing subject”
engendered by Minimalism.21
In contrast with the existing literature, this dissertation focuses on the question of value
and the various ways it is produced and identified while also questioning the tendency to
categorize Posenenske’s work as a linear development from US Minimalism. This is in part in
response to a broadening understanding of Minimalism as an international style over the past
decade; for example, with the Jewish Museum’s 2014 exhibition “Other Primary Structures,”
which proposed expanding the Minimalist canon to include practices by artists from Asia, the
Middle East, Latin America, Eastern Europe, and Africa. Less focus has been placed on stylistic
exchanges between the US and Europe at the same time. The exhibition catalogs
ProspectRetrospect: Europa 1946–1976 and Amerikanische Kunst von 1945 bis Heute (both
1976) still provide the most thorough surveys of the German reception of postwar American
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minimalism as a politicized negation of meaning; and David Getsy’s Abstract Bodies: Sixties Sculpture in
the Expanded Field of Gender (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2015), which applies a queer reading
of minimalist sculpture informed by transgender studies via the notion of embodiment.
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Rosalind Krauss, “The Cultural Logic of the Late Capitalist Museum” in October, vol. 54 (Autumn
1990), pp. 3–17.
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art,22 though Christine Mehring has more recently explored postwar European art via the impact
of World War II and the transition to an international art world.23
There is a robust body of art historical literature on pre-twentieth century art markets that
brings together social, cultural, and economic analyses. Art historical writing that explores the
question of contemporary art’s value, in comparison, tends to fall into two distinct types: First,
texts from art historians who adopt a Marxist perspective to analyze and critique art as a class of
commodity, or as part of late-capitalist consumer or celebrity culture, as in the works of Diedrich
Diederichsen, Isabelle Graw, and Dave Beech;24 and second, studies that employ sociological or
economic methodologies (e.g. surveys, market analyses, and statistical reports) to analyze the art
world and market, as in the analyses of Pierre Bourdieu and, more recently, Ulf Wuggenig and
Olav Velthuis. While Posenenske’s political views were informed by the Neo-Marxist milieu of
her day—particularly the work of Herbert Marcuse—to approach her work from the perspective
of Marx’s value theory, focused on productive labor and the commodity relation, is to risk
overlooking the important interconnections between those concerns and less definitively
theorized concepts of aesthetic value, artistic value, and historical value. As I will show, each of
these concepts of value are in constant tension with the economic project put forward in her
work. Particularly relevant for me is Bourdieu’s attention to the obfuscation of the economic
dimension as a defining characteristic of art as a social field; an idea that has received renewed
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Benjamin H.D. Buchloh (ed.), ProspectRetrospect: Europa 1946–1976 (Cologne: König, 1976) and
Dieter Honisch, Amerikanische Kunst von 1945 bis heute: Kunst der USA in europäischen Sammlungen
(Cologne: DuMont, 1976).
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Christine Mehring, “Art of a Miracle: Towards a History of German Pop, 1955–1972” in Stephanie
Barron, Sabine Eckmann, and Eckhart Gillen (eds.), Art of Two Germanys: Cold War Cultures (Los
Angeles: Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 2009).
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Diedrich Diederichsen, On (Surplus) Value in Art: (Reflections) (Rotterdam: Witte de With, 2008);
Isabelle Graw, High Price: Art Between the Market and Celebrity Culture (Berlin: Sternberg Press,
2009); Dave Beech, Art and Postcapitalism (London: Pluto Press, 2020).
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attention in recent studies by Velthuis.25 While the latter’s primary concern is with the art market,
and hence the rarified worlds of the commercial gallery and the auction system, my focus
extends to the way the art’s valuation is interwoven through the contexts of museum collections,
temporary exhibitions, and biennials, folding concepts of aesthetic and historical value together
with a cultural economic approach.
Nineteenth- and twentieth-century sociological theories of value—including in the
thinking of Émile Durkheim, Georg Simmel, and John Dewey—identify valuation as a
performative act foundational to classification within social hierarchies, and thus understand
value as the expression—or projection—of cultural desires or ideals.26 More recent literature has
affirmed value’s dependence on social context, as in the work of the philosopher Joseph Raz,
whose “special social dependence thesis” argues that value is dependent on social practices;
Patrik Aspers and Jens Beckert, who extend “use value” to include the “meaning” goods have for
those who pursue them; and André Orléan, who deploys a “common law of value” to argue that
economic value is a kind of “social power.”27 Taking a similar approach to these more recent
studies, I understand art’s value via its social context, which I argue encompasses the relationship
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Pierre Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital” in J.G. Richardson (ed.), The Handbook of Theory and
Research for the Sociology of Education (New York: Greenwood, 1986), p. 241–258. Velthuis writes:
“What makes the art market an interesting case from a sociological point of view is exactly that it is a site
where two contradictory logics, those of the art world and of the economy, conflict.” Olav Velthuis,
Talking Prices: Symbolic Meaning of Prices on the Market for Contemporary Art (Princeton University
Press, 2005), p. 51.
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These theories diverge in their characterization of the relationship between the two: Simmel emphasizes
the objectivity of social forms; Durkheim, the “ideal” and transcendence; for Dewey, meanwhile, values
are immanent solutions to social problems. See Georg Simmel, The Philosophy of Money (New York:
Routledge, 1978); Emil Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, trans. Tom Bottomore and
David Frisby (Boston: Routledge, 1978); and John Dewey, “Theory of Valuation” in International
Encyclopedia of Unified Science vol. II, no. 4 (University of Chicago Press, 1939), pp. 1–67.
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Joseph Raz, The Practice of Value (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2003); Jens Beckert & Patrik Aspers
(eds.), The Worth of Goods: Valuation and Pricing in the Economy (Oxford University Press, 2011);
André Orléan, The Empire of Value: A New Foundation for Economics (Cambridge: The MIT Press,
2014).
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between artists, artists’ estates, galleries, and museums. My approach is distinguished by a focus
on the methods by which art’s value is converted, or reconfigured, between temporal, national,
and historical contexts, moving through what the anthropologist Arjun Appadurai termed
“regimes of value,” among which the commodity stage is but one among many phases in an
object’s life.28 Using similar terminology, the sociologists Luc Boltanski and Laurent Thévenot
have argued that valuations are provoked by situations of indeterminacy, and that valued objects
translate value structures between what they call different “orders of worth.”29 My study of
Posenenske’s work argues that concepts of art’s value are both historically specific and
convertible between historical and social contexts, and therefore require an approach that
considers multiple diverging scales of valuation.
Though I am less concerned with the practical or technical handling of artworks than with
the more abstract evaluative principles guiding their institutional reception, my study of the
ongoing “life” of Posenenske’s work is deeply informed by theories of art’s conservation. Within
that field, Glenn Wharton and Salvador Muñoz Viñas have offered the most critical and oft-cited
accounts of the expansion of conservation practices, from preserving an object’s aesthetic
integrity to the more complex set of concerns that accompanies time-based media and
performance practices.30 Conservation discourse builds on Alois Riegl’s foundational model of
conservation as a matter of balancing different values, which he derived from a study of ancient
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Arjun Appadurai, “Introduction: Commodities and the Politics of Value” in Appadurai (ed.), The Social
Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective (Cambridge University Press, 1986).
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Luc Boltanski & Laurent Thévenot, On Justification: Economies of Worth (Princeton University Press,
2006). Boltanski and Thevenot’s emphasis on the functions of “conflict” and “compromise” map closely
with Stark’s concepts of “heterarchy” and “reflexive cognition.”
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See, for instance, Glenn Wharton, “The Challenges of Conserving Contemporary Art,” in Bruce
Altshuler, ed., Collecting the New (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005), 163–178;
and Salvador Muñoz Viñas, Contemporary Theory of Conservation (Oxford: Elsevier ButterworthHeinemann, 2005).
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monuments and the contradictions they presented between use value, aesthetic value, and what
Riegl termed “art value,” i.e. their status as representatives of a particular moment in art’s
chronological development.31 Riegl’s model was recast in the early 1960s by the Italian
conservator and historian Cesare Brandi to argue for the application of technical conservation
procedures as the maintenance of a unified whole that balances different concepts of value.32
To date, because of the discretion demanded by wealthy collectors it is relatively rare for
conservators to openly discuss economic value as part of this equation, especially with reference
to specific examples. Rare exceptions are represented by Jonathan Ashley-James, Lisa Mibach,
and Marina Pugliesi, all of whom have addressed the role of market value in approaches to
conservation practice.33 More often than not, however, even theories of conservation that do
acknowledge economic value focus on how conservators should spend money, or allocate
economic resources, rather than how conservation practices might create new kinds of value as
this dissertation argues they do.34 Setting aside the question of economic value, particularly
relevant to the present study are recent formulations in conservation theory around the concept of
contingency—that is, that the diversification of artistic materials and media in post-’60s art
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places the work of art’s meaning in its external conditions and the administrative objects that
surround it35—and arguments for, and against, the preservation of artistic “intention” as a
guiding principle for conservation practices.36
While I will make some specific proposals, in what follows, regarding ways that
Posenenske’s art might be more appropriately handled in institutional contexts, my aim is not to
suggest an alternative conservational or curatorial approach to her work. Instead, I see the
question of conservation as an under-acknowledged fulcrum between economic, aesthetic, and
historical concepts of value that applies to all objects deemed “art”. Because Posenenske’s work
foregrounds the question of value in a manner that makes it impossible to obscure, approaching
her work via the question of its ongoing “life” offers a unique opportunity to examine value’s
role and function within the art system, including economic value’s intertwinement with notions
of aesthetic and historical value.

***

While Posenenske had begun producing paintings in 1956, this study takes 1966 as its
starting point. This was the year she produced her first Reliefs, initiating the removal of the
artist’s hand, a turn to industrial manufacture, and the production of works in series that would
quickly develop into her Vierkantrohre and Drehflügel. While the chapters are organized
chronologically, the dissertation might be divided into two distinct halves: The first two chapters
focus on events during Posenenske’s lifetime, situating her work in relation to both the German
reception of postwar American art and the particular context of the Rhineland. The second half
35
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Martha Buskirk, The Contingent Object of Contemporary Art (The MIT Press, 2003).
For a more thorough overview of present debates over intention, see this dissertation’s second chapter.
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turns, first, to the 1980s, when Brunn organized the first posthumous installations of his late
wife’s work in various public sites across Germany, and, second, to the span between her
inclusion in Documenta in 2007 and the recent retrospective at Dia Beacon in 2019.
Chapter 1, “Minimal, Serial, Multiple,” contextualizes Posenenske’s work between the
European reception of US Minimalism and the market boom for artists’ multiples, represented in
Germany by the 1968 exhibition Ars Multiplicata: Multiple Art since 1945. Critical discussion of
Minimalism in Germany was surprisingly limited, instead presenting the development of art in
the 1960s as primarily unfolding from Pop and conceptual art. In the specific context of the
Rhineland, the concept of seriality provided the heuristic frame for understanding 1960s
sculpture; a concept that is much more intertwined with the question of industrialization and
mass production than the abstract discourse around Minimalism in the US. Posenenske’s work
was first presented, for instance, in the 1967 exhibition “Serielle Formationen” (“Serial
Formations”), which proposed that artists working with serial repetition had internalized
industrial production. The sheet aluminum reliefs that she produced in the mid-1960s can thus be
placed at the intersection of different models of artistic meaning proposed by Minimalism,
multiples, and seriality—formal tautology, market accessibility, and industrial logic, respectively.
I argue that Posenenske’s development of a minimalist vocabulary ultimately destabilizes these
models in its directed critique of the art market’s values, which allows us to understand that, for
her, the production of serial forms hinged on the question of the work of art’s consumption.
Chapter two, “CP”, follows Posenenske’s gradual renunciation of artistic authorship,
culminating in her departure from art in 1968. She produced theatrical designs in Lübeck as
“Carola Mayer”, signed her early abstract paintings “CMP” (Charlotte Mayer-Posenenske), and
later anonymized her signature with the acronym “CP”. By the time she produced her first serial
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sculptures, she had stopped signing her work altogether. This gradual rejection of authorship
ultimately led her to renounce artmaking entirely, with a “manifesto” published in Art
International in 1968. This chapter contextualizes Posenenske’s withdrawal from artmaking as
her response to a heterarchy of value centered on artistic authorship in West Germany at the end
of the 1960s. By comparing her trajectory to episodes concerning the artist group Spur, the
“Capitalist Realist” group that emerged under Joseph Beuys’s tutelage at the Düsseldorf Art
Academy, and Blinky Palermo’s thematics of pseudonymity, I argue that Posenenske’s intention
to redress art’s value failed because her approach to authorship ran up against the insurmountable
value attached to author-identification, with ongoing implications for her works’ institutional
representation.
Chapter three, “’Monotony is Nice’: Aesthetic Value as Conversion Effect” concerns
Posenenske’s engagement with, and subsequent posthumous repurposing by, corporate industry.
At an event organized by Paul Maenz in 1967, Posenenske and a team of assistants performed
the assembly of her cardboard Series DW Vierkantrohre. Outfitted in white coveralls borrowed
from the airline Lufthansa, her team took on the personae of mechanical technicians, indicating
the artist’s desire to align her work with German industry; something that is equally evident in
the documentary photographs of her work in situ in factories, airports, and traffic islands that
Posenenske produced during her life. In a series of posthumous exhibitions organized in the late
1980s, the Vierkantrohre were subsequently installed in a Lufthansa hangar, Frankfurt’s central
train station, Deutsche Bank’s corporate headquarters, and several other commercial spaces
across Germany. This series of installations, from which Brunn produced a series of booklets
containing handsome photographs, marks the first significant re-contextualization of
Posenenske’s work after her death. Brunn’s installations and photographs, I argue, effectively
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serve to emphasize the aesthetic value of Posenenske’s work by making stylistic reference to the
photographs of industrial apparatuses produced by the historic avant-gardes and, at the same
time, to contemporary conceptual photography. I suggest that this aestheticization of her antiaesthetic sculptural practice is one in a series of misreadings of what I term the “deadpan” affect
she cultivated in her work; an affect that she associated with industrial objectivity, but that
ultimately only served to facilitate her works’ re-valuation after her death.
Finally, chapter four, “Ecologies of Worth: Historical Value as Imposed Hierarchy”
investigates the recent reception of Posenenske’s reproducible, serial sculptures. The questions
raised by the acquisition and conservation of her Reliefs, Vierkantrohre, and Drehflügel lie at the
center of a greater shift in museum acquisition policies whereby diverse materials (ephemera,
documentary images, refabricated elements, and so on) have displaced the concept of an auratic,
original object. While many museums have acquired Posenenske’s work in the past decade, there
is wide variation in the types of material collected, from sketches and early studies (MoMA,
New York) to aged particleboard prototypes (Tate Modern, London) to new aluminum refabrications (MMK, Frankfurt). I frame this diversity of curatorial approaches as the result of
three key instances in Posenenske’s “rediscovery”: 2007’s Documenta 12 situated her among a
coterie of roughly-contemporaneous practices from the 1960s, establishing what I call an
ecology of worth around her work and paving the way for its reintroduction to the market. The
2010 exhibition of Posenenske’s work at the New York nonprofit gallery Artists Space, shortly
afterward, invited three contemporary artists to reconfigure her sculptures, retooling her
emphasis on social participation to the production of social capital. Most recently, the Dia Art
Foundation’s 2019 exhibition “Work in Progress” was not only the first comprehensive
retrospective of Posenenske’s work in the United States, but also took unprecedented steps in
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recuperating her work for the museum context by applying new standards of dating, new
hierarchical categorizations within her existing oeuvre, and by emphasizing the works’ historical
value. Through analyses of these three exhibitions, I argue that the variable treatment of
Posenenske’s work indicates a conflict between the artist’s intention of devaluation, the historical
value of the “relic”—borrowing a term from the artist Chris Burden—and the economic value of
the artwork as cultural property.
It’s my hope that beyond deepening the current understanding of Posenenske’s practice,
this study might also provide a template by which we might begin to rethink the institutional
acquisition and presentation of works of post-Minimalist sculpture, and, more broadly, to
interrogate the valuative assumptions and biases that guide the institutional reception of all
works of art. The dissertation’s conclusion therefore points one way forward by drawing parallels
between the handling of Posenenske’s work, as discussed in the preceding chapters, and
museums’ presentation of looted objects of cultural property from colonial contexts. My point is
not to suggest that what I construe as the mis-representation of Posenenske’s project in art
institutions is equivalent to the violent injustices of colonialism. Rather, I suggest that the
artificial distinction between colonial objects and contemporary art precludes us from
acknowledging that the same re-valuative procedures the museum carries out on stolen cultural
objects may be equally impactful on Western works of art.
On June 27, 1968—shortly after LeWitt’s cube had been entombed in the Vissers’
garden—the opening of the fourth Documenta exhibition in Kassel was roiled by protests.
Among the various actions organized by student and artist groups in objection to the exhibition’s
US-centrism, its exclusion of German artists, and its intertwinement with an increasingly
speculative art market, Posenenske arrived with a typed flyer that she distributed to the
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exhibition’s visitors. Addressed to the “culture vultures” in attendance, the text provides a
concise statement of her attitude towards art’s value, and its relationship to the question of style,
just as she was coming to terms with its social and political limitations. Its concluding lines read:
“When will you realize: a cube is a cube. Anybody who calls it an artistic cube is suspicious.”37
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Estate Archive, Berlin.
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Chapter 1
Minimal, Serial, Multiple

I.

The 50 Cent Designer Bag
To some of the artists who were Günter Fruhtrunk’s contemporaries, the plastic shopping

bag the German painter designed in 1970 for the Aldi budget supermarket chain must have
represented the achievement of contemporary art’s democratization. Here was an artwork that
would be handled, appreciated, or perhaps even admired by the shoppers of the hoi polloi, less
concerned with elite aesthetic tastes than with pragmatic budgeting and the quotidian practicality
of grocery toting. The bag’s boldly graphic design—a not-quite moiré pattern of contiguous blue
and white stripes, set at a diagonal to the bag’s frame—might have been, on the one hand,
appreciated as utilizing the universal language of geometric abstraction to titillate everyone’s
eyes, including those who had no specialized education in abstraction’s historical association
with utopian futures, or the claims to transcendental meaning made on its behalf.1 On the other
hand, set against the backdrop of that history and those very claims, the bag’s design might have
signaled abstraction’s degradation and commodification, and thus the regrettable loss of the
radical future it had once promised. To the pessimists, Fruhtrunk’s plastic bag might have
marked the realization of their worst fears: art transmogrified into a mass-produced, disposable
commodity. Many useful items are among the fabled products of the Bauhaus, but not one of
them is a plastic shopping bag.2

1

For a summary of the utopian ambitions ascribed to abstract art in the early twentieth century, see Leah
Dickerman’s introduction in Dickerman & Matthew Affron (eds.), Inventing Abstraction, 1910–1925:
How a Radical Idea Changed Modern Art (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 2012).
2
On the whole the Bauhaus’s prototypical products were never mass produced; and in fact, many were
not mass producible; instead, as Robin Schuldenfrei has argued, they were more concerned with the idea
of mass production. See Schuldenfrei, “Production: The Bauhaus Object and Its Irreproducibility” in
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Though Fruhtrunk himself has largely been forgotten, a mythology of sorts has developed
around his Aldi bag. In the fall of 2017, the fashion house Balenciaga produced a five hundredeuro scarf that appropriates Fruhtrunk’s design, a lowbrow-highbrow joke that turns on the idea
that one might swaddle oneself in the same material intended to carry a tomato or a loaf of
bread.3 A year later, when it was announced that the plastic bags would be replaced with a more
ecologically benign but comparatively unexciting white substitute made from recycled plastics,
an international chorus of bloggers mourned the demise of the “mythical” Fruhtrunk bag. The
design was re-introduced, but as one compositional element, rather than an encompassing design,
on Aldi’s new reusable totes. Online, you can find images of the original Fruhtrunk bags
stretched like canvas over square frames by creative Aldi fans; readymade facsimiles of
Fruhtrunk’s meticulously painted vinyl-on-canvas original. (Fig. 10)
The passage of Fruhtrunk’s design from expensive Op art to the most ubiquitous of lowend commodities, and its subsequent return to cultural valorization due, in large part, to its
ubiquity, reflects what I refer to, in this dissertation, as a heterarchy of value.4 Whether realized
as an original painting or printed on a Balenciaga scarf, the image of the painting retains varying
degrees of value. Its very low price—the equivalent of fifty cents, to be exact—when realized in
the form of a budget grocery bag is but one instance in a shifting, relational scale. This is an
image that has managed to successfully jump between the contexts of art and everyday life, from

Luxury and Modernism: Architecture and the Object in Germany, 1900–1933 (Princeton University
Press, 2018), pp. 138–156.
3
See https://www.vogue.com/fashion-shows/fall-2017-menswear/balenciaga/slideshow/collection
4
As described in this dissertation’s introduction, I adopt the usage of this term from cultural economist
David Stark, who uses it to describe situations where multiple criteria of evaluation are equally applicable
to a valued object. According to Stark, whose focus is on processes of innovation, heterarchical situations
drive innovation by forcing what he calls “reflexive cognition” and producing unexpected answers to
otherwise unanswerable questions. Strictly defined, “heterarchy” is simply a lack of discernable
hierarchy.
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canvas to plastic and back to canvas—granted, yes, a canvas tote bag—seemingly scrambling the
antinomies of taste and utility, fashion and function. Fruhtrunk’s image moves through different
frames of value as it moves through different social strata, and this liquidity is indicative of the
fact that values, themselves, are dependent on their specific, target audiences.5 Image, format,
and social milieu work together to make determinations about the value of a given work of art.
This means that valuations are auxiliary to the object itself, not a constituent part of it; and, as in
the case of Fruhtrunk’s design, that a single image can be valued in multiple, and even
conflicting, ways. The friction created by an image moving through those different frames of
value can have unanticipated effects: the fashionable aspect of the Balenciaga scarf described
above, for example, stems from its reformatting of a design associated with a fifty-cent
disposable bag.
All artworks, to some extent, are as susceptible to revaluation in different contexts as
Fruhtrunk’s Aldi design. Such revaluations, like that of Fruhtrunk’s painting, most frequently
have to do with an image’s migration from one format to another. (Think, for example, of
Leonardo’s original painting of Mona Lisa, versus its myriad reproductions as, for instance, an
image printed on a refrigerator magnet, or its appropriation with the addition of a drawn-on
moustache by Marcel Duchamp.) But one of my central arguments is that the milieu of West
Germany in the mid-1960s was ripe for such cross-cultural revaluations. In addition to a growing
protest movement in opposition to NATO and the German government’s support of US foreign
policy in Vietnam, the country was grappling with the rise of the Außerparlamentarische (“ExtraParliamentary”) Opposition, a protest movement formed in alignment with the German student
movement against the coalition of the Christian Democratic and Social Democratic parties,
5

Georg Simmel, The Philosophy of Money (New York: Routledge, 1978). See also Emil Durkheim, The
Elementary Forms of Religious Life, trans. Tom Bottomore and David Frisby (Boston: Routledge, 1978).
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which were taken to exclusively represent the interests of the country’s bourgeoisie.6 Meanwhile,
in a radically different, and yet parallel, cultural sphere, Europe was hosting the world’s first art
fair, Cologne’s Kunstmarkt, in 1964, and experiencing an influx of contemporary American art
into its markets, setting up a clash between Old World and New World ideas of art’s patronage
and meaning.7 At the same time, a boom in the market for inexpensive artist’s multiples created
tension between the drive to make art accessible and critiques of its commodification.
The linkage between this set of political, economic, and artistic concerns was most
tangibly crystallized in the artistic work of Charlotte Posenenske. Produced in unlimited series
and sold at cost, Posenenske’s work—which, from 1966 on, took the form of industrially
fabricated reliefs, modular sculptural systems, and structural interventions in their sites of
display—was crafted in direct response to the rapid burgeoning of the global contemporary art
market and in the attempt to deploy art in the struggle for social and economic justice. For her
work’s industrial materials, outsourced fabrication, and pared-down geometric vocabulary, and
because of Posenenske’s exposure to and contact with American Minimalist artists, it’s been
suggested that her work is representative of a “German Minimalism.”8 One of my intentions in
this chapter is to question this categorization, and in particular the idea of one-directional
influence emanating from the US. I want to suggest that the question of art’s value was much
more central, much more contested, and much more productive to German art in this period than
has previously been acknowledged. Posenenske’s work, as I will argue, is most sharply

6

The Außerparlimentarische Opposition, or APO, was a political party without parliamentary
representation whose name became synonymous with the student protest movement; Rudi Dutchke—
whose shooting at the hands of the police galvanized the protests of 1968—was its most prominent
spokesperson. The APO disbanded itself in 1968.
7
See “West Germany” in Salar Mohandesi, Bjarke Skaerlund Risager, Laurence Cox (eds.), Documents
from the Global North (Pluto Press, 2018), pp. 131–156. Like West Berlin, Frankfurt was a center of the
protest movement, in part thanks to the influence of the Frankfurt School’s social theory.
8
See Renate Wiehager (ed.), Minimalism in Germany. The Sixties (Hatje Cantz, Berlin, 2012).
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distinguished from that of her US counterparts by its directed subversion of the then-emerging
international art market’s values.
This chapter focuses on the period between 1967 and 1968, an interval that, though brief,
encompasses the most productive period of Posenenske’s career, including the fabrication of her
first works in unlimited series, and concludes with her abandonment of art making. Two years
later, Fruhtrunk’s Aldi design realized Posenenske’s abandoned ambitions: it was industrially
fabricated, produced in an unlimited series, and sold for peanuts. By this point, Posenenske was
neither making art nor attending exhibitions, having effectively sworn off art because of its
inability to effect true social change. Nevertheless—and though I can’t say for sure—I like to
imagine that she was an Aldi shopper.

***

The story of Minimalist art of the sixties, seen in one light, is the story of the collapse of
the preceding centuries’ hierarchies of artistic form and meaning. As an influential symptom of
the moment, we might think of Donald Judd’s concept of the “specific object”: a new type of
three-dimensional work that that is neither painting nor sculpture, but something in between and
wholly distinct from either preexisting category.9 Judd’s specific objects collapsed traditional
notions of art’s value in that they broke down the distinction between painting—the historically
privileged medium—and sculpture.
While Minimalism, in the object-oriented approach of an artist like Judd, might be
thought of as a formal drive toward austere simplicity—the logical conclusion of Clement
9

Donald Judd, “Specific Objects” in Contemporary Sculpture: Arts Yearbook 8, The Art Digest (New
York, 1965), pp. 74–82.
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Greenberg’s conception of modernism as a process of medium-specific formal refinement —it
simultaneously emerged as a challenge to traditional notions of medium and discipline from
performance-based artistic practices, especially in music and dance, via the work and teaching of
John Cage and Merce Cunningham, respectively. Cage’s score-based operations broadly
influenced the desubjectivization of artistic production and the subversion of the idea of a single
artist’s unique ability of formal expression in the work of the American neo-avant garde,
particularly the artists associated with the Judson Dance Theater, wherein a chorography of
“everyday” movements displaced the virtuosic expressivity of traditional dance.10 As Alex Potts
has suggested, Minimalism was less an aesthetically definable style than a discourse defined
largely by artists’ theoretical writings about their own works, particularly Robert Morris, Carl
Andre, and Donald Judd; a debate, in other words, over a changing field of values.11 In the US,
the question of Minimalism’s relationship to value, the art market, and consumption has
nevertheless been sidelined in part because of the patronage structures supporting large-scale and
site specific works by artists like Judd, Dan Flavin, and Walter de Maria, which represent, as
Anna Chave has argued, a revitalization of an old-world ideal of art patronage that isolated artists
from society and the open market. (The subject of Chave’s analysis is the Dia Art Foundation,
which, from its founding in 1974, contributed through its commissions for site-specific works to
the perception of Minimalist sculpture as engendering transcendental and nearly religious
experiences.12)
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See, for example, Branden W. Joseph, Random Order: Robert Rauschenberg and the Neo-Avant Garde
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 2003).
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Alex Potts, The Sculptural Imagination: Figurative, Modernist, Minimalist (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2001). Benjamin H.D. Buchloh’s influential essay “Conceptual Art 1962–1969: From
the Aesthetic of Administration to the Critique of Institutions” further confirmed that minimalism, as the
basis from which conceptual art was extruded, could be defined by a logic of formal tautology.
12
See Anna Chave, “Revaluing Minimalism: Patronage, Aura, and Place” in The Art Bulletin, vol. 90, no.
3 (September 2008), pp. 446–486.
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One of my central arguments in what follows is that Posenenske’s work is distinguished
by its explicit intervention into the functioning of the art market and art’s specialized treatment
as a particular brand of luxury commodity. Her Series A, B, and C Relief series of the mid-1960s,
as well as her tubular, modular Vierkantrohre (Square Tubes) and interactive cubic Drehflügel
(Revolving Vanes) (both 1967) were all designed to be produced in inexpensive industrial
materials by outsourced fabricators in unlimited series and sold at cost. As I will discuss below,
she was not alone among her German peers in delegating the production of her sculptures to
industrial fabricators and in adopting a vocabulary of simplified, serialized geometric forms. But
more than any other artist in her milieu, Posenenske sought to intervene explicitly in the market
reception and distribution of her work. I therefore triangulate her project between the German
reception of US art, the interest among the artists in her orbit in serial production, and the
simultaneous boom in the market for artists’ multiples, a new market that, like Posenenske’s
project, promised to popularize art’s consumption.
Donald Judd’s work will be a recurring counterpoint throughout this chapter, and this is
for several reasons. Like Posenenske, Judd thematized industrial production, outsourcing the
fabrication of his sculptures to third parties, using materials derived from an industrial context
(plywood, steel, iron, plastic, and Plexiglas) and working in an abstract formal vocabulary
limited to geometric forms, employing modular repetition and seriality. Both Judd and
Posenenske used the European RAL color standard, primarily employed to color automobiles
and other industrial products, to paint their sculptures. But unlike Posenenske, whose relatively
small sculptural output in the course of her brief career was designed to be mass-producible and
inexpensive, Judd set up strict—one might say technocratic—devices to protect the perceived
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intellectual integrity and market value of his sculptures as versus the furniture and multiples he
created at the same time.
Judd’s work in furniture design is only slightly less known than his sculptural oeuvre, and
yet commentary on his design work is nearly nonexistent. Naomi Murayama is one of the few
historians who has discussed Judd’s furniture in detail, and her comparison of Judd’s diverging
production and distribution streams suggests that this oversight is symptomatic of carefully
constructed boundaries around Judd’s sculptures, rather than some inherent difference between
the two types of work.13 Beginning in 1964, Judd used the same fabricators for his sculptures and
for his furniture: first, in New York, the Bernstein Brothers; then, from 1976 to ’81,
woodworkers Jim Cooper and Ichiro Kato. In the early ’90s, he began commissioning both
sculptures and furniture from Lee Donaldson and Raul Hernandez in Marfa, Texas. Judd only
started to divide the two fabrication streams in 1988, with Janssen C.V. in Holland taking on the
fabrication of his metal furniture and Menziken A.G. in Switzerland that of his aluminum
sculptures.
Despite their common origins, Judd’s sculptures and his furniture were—and continue to
be—distributed, exhibited, and sold in two separate contexts. It was in the interest of maximizing
his work’s market value that Judd developed separate, if parallel, production and distribution
flows for his sculptures and his design work. Judd’s sculptures and his furniture are both
exhibited in commercial galleries, albeit with his furniture shown in design galleries and by and
large excluded from exhibitions of his sculptures. This is true of museum exhibitions of his work,
as well: only one museum show—his 1988 retrospective at the Whitney Museum in New York—
included Judd’s furniture alongside his sculptures, though critics at the time largely opted to
13

Nina Murayama, “Furniture and Artwork as Paradoxical Counterparts in the Work of Donald Judd” in
Design Issues, vol. 27, no. 3 (Summer 2011), p. 54.
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avoid discussing the non-art objects altogether. When the two types of work have been shown in
the same gallery, they have been separated into two distinct rooms, at the artist’s request. The
Judd retrospective that opened in February 2020 at the Museum of Modern Art, for example,
included examples of Judd’s tables, chairs, and bookshelves. These, however, were limited to the
areas outside of the museum’s sixth floor galleries, including the book shop on the elevator
landing (where they were also offered for sale); no examples of Judd’s furniture were included
within the galleries. Museums and galleries, in other words, have maintained Judd’s categorical
separation of art from design and thus participated in protecting the market and aesthetic value of
his sculptures. (Fig. 11)
As Murayama points out, this categorical separation also serves to compensate for the
morphological similarity between Judd’s furniture and his furniture. (He produced a bookshelf,
for example, in 1966 that formally closely approximates his series of “Stack” sculptures he
began one year earlier.14) Murayama suggests that Judd’s furniture is most likely to be
appreciated by audiences who are familiar with and enjoy his work in sculpture; in other words,
both categories of objects are aimed at the same audience. For there to be any difference at all
between the sculptures and the furniture, then, they need to be understood, and valued, as
categorically different kinds of objects, with different distribution networks, different modes of
engagement, and different price points.15 These boundaries between Judd’s furniture and his
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sculptures are not just marketing techniques, but expressions or projections of fundamentally
different kinds of value. They make it clear that use value is different from aesthetic or artistic
value; that art deserves privileged treatment and status over design.16 It’s also worth noting that
the question of access to Judd’s furniture and sculptures is not only determined by their sites of
display and sale, but also by the fact that the prices garnered by the sculptures are much higher
than those of the furniture. So, while both may be aimed, as Murayama suggests, at the same
audience, even within that audience the ability to collect either type of Judd object is stratified.
Posenenske’s work was dedicated to challenging and breaking down precisely these kinds
of boundaries. (Fig. 12) She intended for her sculptures to be handled, to gain a patina of use and
age, and ultimately to be discarded like other consumer goods. Posenenske’s sculptures might
serve as objects of visual contemplation or as architectural elements at the whim of whoever
interacts with the purposefully anti-aesthetic and undefined objects.17 She produced her works in
unlimited series to subvert the idea of the work of art as a unique, auratic object, and priced them
at cost to likewise prohibit the speculative inflation of their value on the market. This artistic
strategy was explicitly designed to overturn the existing, stratified models of art’s production and
consumption.

Robert Slifkin, “Donald Judd’s Credibility Gap” in American Art, vol. 25, no. 2 (Summer 2011), pp. 56–
75.
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In 1968, Posenenske’s close friends, artist Peter Roehr and future gallerist Paul Maenz, opened a head
shop in downtown Frankfurt am Main called the Pudding Explosion. Posenenske designed a system of
interior ceiling panels and modular cardboard furniture that Burkhard Brunn remembers as closely
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This chapter, accordingly, contextualizes Posenenske’s project among contemporaneous
artistic models that engaged with questions of art as a consumer good, the application of an
industrial logic to artistic production, and mass production as a means to achieve egalitarian
market accessibility. To understand how Posenenske’s work cuts across artistic discourses on
art’s value that were urgent in the mid-sixties, I first explore the reception of US art in Europe at
the time. In Germany, Minimalist art from the United States, like Pop before it, was strongly
identified with American consumer culture, and was thus experienced as always already
expressing consumerist drives. That Pop and Minimalism’s arrival in Germany was concurrent
with the fourth Documenta exhibition—which was doubly attacked for its organizers’ US-centric
and market-focused biases—and the first edition of the commercial art fair Kunstmarkt in
Cologne only reinforced this negative association. In contrast with US artists’ framing of
Minimalist sculpture as the analytical pursuit of formal tautologies, the formal discourse guiding
West German artist’s thinking focused instead on art’s relationship to industry, and specifically to
the industrial logic of seriality; a concept whose interpretation has nonetheless been tinted, as I
will argue, with a formalist bias. The implications of this interpretive oversight are evident in the
landmark 1967 exhibition Serielle Formationen (“Serial Formations”), which is the focus of the
chapter’s second section. In accounting for and attempting to correct this blind spot, I turn,
finally, to the then-emerging market for artists’ multiples, wherein the idea of producing artworks
in unlimited series—as Posenenske did—was received as a utopian, and largely unsustainable,
answer to artists’ concerns about art’s commodification. Posenenske’s work sits somewhat
uncomfortably astride the gap separating multiples from “true” works of art, scrambling the
distinction between them by not easily fitting into either mode.
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While Posenenske’s work invites us to question art’s distinction from other kinds of
objects, it also—and perhaps even more consequentially—calls attention to equally specious
separations within the art market that attribute more value to some kinds of art objects than
others. It is perhaps because of the seemingly paradoxical nature of her inquiry that she
ultimately decided that art could not effect real social change. I propose that Posenenske’s work
be better understood by situating it in relation to the concept of the artists’ multiple—a category
of artwork that is traditionally cheaper, more accessible, intended for the home rather than the
museum, and much lower in market value than a unique work of art. In doing so, I am carrying
out my own heterarchical maneuver: to proceed, in approaching the period in question, from a
leveled playing field.

II.

Minimal
“To everybody: All the American objects being exhibited (the importance
of which cannot be denied) were selected by a Cologne gallery owner who finds
himself in the unique position, as an official Documenta adviser, of being allowed
to encourage people to participate and at the same time to make acquisitions for
his gallery. As a sideline he also organizes the Cologne Art Market, a trust for the
so-called progressive dealers and exhibitions such as ars multiplicata [if possible
featuring his own stock]. For investment purposes he also organizes a bit of young
German art. Having signed socially repressive, exclusive contracts, several artists
have to wait and see if and when Stünke ‘makes’ them. ‘Stünke’ is a prime
example, one that can be expanded on at will in terms of quantity and quality, of
the conditions under which young artists are being systematically exploited.
‘Stünke’ is an example of a concentration of power and monopolization in the art
trade that must be fought. Protect yourselves against professional exploiters.
Found your own CO-OP!”18

18

“An Alle,” Binder 5, Charlotte Posenenske Estate Archive, Berlin. Author’s translation.
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So reads a flyer signed by seven young artists that was distributed at the opening of
Documenta 4 on June 27th, 1968 in Kassel, Germany.19 (Fig. 13) Charlotte Posenenske, one
among more than 200,000 visitors to the pentennial exhibition’s fourth edition, kept a copy of the
document in her personal archive.
Billed as the “Youngest Documenta Ever!” for the record number of emerging artists who
were invited to participate, Documenta 4 attracted a flurry of critical attention from students
steeped in the atmosphere of protest that pervaded the summer of 1968. Posenenske directly
participated in some of the activities critiquing Documenta 4 for what was perceived to be its
deep imbrication by the speculative forces of the market, with the event’s veneer of art-world
glamor and esteem only serving to obscure its contribution to pressing cultural problems. The
exhibition’s opening address at Freidrichsplatz was interrupted by students waving red flags, and
a morning press conference was hijacked by artists Wolf Vostell and Jörg Immendorf, who
protested the exclusion of Fluxus, Happenings, and performance from the exhibition. Anger over
Documenta’s other glaring blind spots—its lack of representation of conceptual art, its favoring
of American over German artists, the conservatism of the Germans included, and the fact that
only four of the 149 included artists were women—contributed to the perceived injustices of
Documenta’s council of directors.
Three specific charges launched in the flyer are particularly notable. First, the
undersigned begrudgingly admit that the US art included in the exhibition, though selected for
inclusion by suspect means, was undeniably “important” (the list of US representatives is long,
and calls to mind a mix of tendencies—Abstract Expressionism, color field painting, postpainterly abstraction, Op, Pop, and Minimal art—that had not yet been parsed out; this was an
19

The signatories, who provided only their surnames, were Bruni, Freter, Glasmacher, Laux, Nöfer,
Schulz, and Würtz.
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attempt to represent the major artistic trends that had emerged since the exhibition’s previous
iteration).20 One-third—that is, fifty-one—of the artists included in the exhibition were
Americans. (Fig. 14) Second, the signatories make critical reference to “Ars Multiplicata,” the
title of a spring exhibition (January 13–April 15) of artists’ multiples at the Wallraf-Richartz
Museum in Cologne. This term was quickly picked up to describe the increasing prevalence of
artists’ multiples on the European art market. Depending on whom one asked at the time,
multiples—artworks produced in editions, usually through the facilitation of a commercial
gallery, and sold at a lower price than traditional works— represented either a friendly
democratization of art collecting or the ultimate concession to art’s commodification. Third, the
open letter launches a directed critique at the Cologne art dealer Hein Stünke, who, along with
Rudolf Zwirner (father of David), had inaugurated the first edition of the art fair Kunstmarkt
Köln the previous year. Critiquing Stünke’s practices as being “for investment,” the flyer
demonstrates how his name had become shorthand for the malign practices of the increasingly
financialized market for contemporary art. For the young European artists, these three bad
objects of contemporary art—US dominance, ars multiplicata, and the speculative dealer—were
emblematic of the art market’s exploitative machinations.
The earliest European exhibitions of American modern art were all products of the
International Program of the Museum of Modern Art, founded with funding from the Rockefeller
family in 1952 with the purported aim of facilitating international (primarily US-European)
cooperation and understanding vis-à-vis modernism. A less generous reading of the International
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Program has been that it propagandized for US art abroad; this was not, in any case, how it was
broadly received by European audiences, who generally responded favorably to its earliest
exhibitions, Zwölf amerikanische Maler und Bildhauer (1953–’54), Moderne Kunst aus USA:
Auswahl aus den Sammlungen des Museum of Modern Art New York (’55–’56), and New
American Painting (1955).21 These offered some of the first opportunities for European
audiences to see works by the likes of Jackson Pollock, Alexander Calder, and David Smith, in
addition to American regionalist painters Edward Hopper and Ben Shahn.22
For understanding what, exactly, US art was, Pop quickly became the prevailing
paradigm. If New York’s displacement of Paris as the center of the international art world was
one object of fixation, the other was this unabashedly American style, whose disruptive potential
seemed to lie in its capaciousness. As Catherine Dossin has suggested, US Pop’s success in
Germany in particular can be credited to the duality of its play with the signs and signifiers of
commercial culture. Among the German intelligentsia, Pop’s appropriation of consumer tropes
and imagery was taken as wryly critical of capitalism. Among the general German public, on the
other hand, Pop found a broader general audience for what was taken to be its unironic
celebration of the new postwar consumerist culture. Pop, Dossin writes, “embodied the American
way of life as it was being disseminated through products, magazines, and films. . . As a
celebration of youth and pleasure, Pop art embodied all that Germans had been deprived of in
wartime and during the conformist Adenauer era. After years of suffering and austerity, they
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were seeking pleasure and entertainment for the first time since the 1930s.”23 Coverage of
exhibitions in New York began appearing in the German press relatively early on: None other
than Richard Huelsenbeck, the preeminent Dadaist, reviewed Sidney Janis’s 1962 exhibition
New Realists—which included works by Oldenburg, Dine, Rosenquist, Lichtenstein, and
Warhol—in the April, 1963 issue of the Frankfurter Allgemeinen Zeitung: “New York is in a
state of aesthetic revolution; Pop Art has arrived.”24 Pontus Hultén’s Moderna Museet exhibition
Amerikanische Pop-Kunst, which opened in Stockholm in 1964, followed with the first major
European presentation of US Pop.25
In sharp contrast with Pop’s reception, it’s worth noting that German writers dealing with
contemporary art in the late ’60s and early ’70s felt no obligation to dedicate any particular place
to Minimalism. Instead, the tendency was to lump it in with Pop art and the broader zeitgeist of
conceptualism. This elision persisted into the 1970s: Amerikanische Kunst von 1945 bis heute,
published as the catalogue to the major 1976 exhibition “New York in Europa” at the
Nationalgalerie Berlin, includes sections dedicated to action painting, color field and hard-edge
painting, Pop art, conceptual art, and prints; Minimalism is entirely absent. And the book
contains no reference, for instance, to Robert Morris’s seminal series of essays “Notes on
Sculpture,” published a full decade earlier in Artforum. The book’s approach to the late 1960s
instead emphasizes Lucy Lippard’s reading of the emergence of conceptual practices as an
“escape attempt” from the exploitative strictures of the art market; an indication, again, that the
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German framing of conceptual art emphasized its relationship to the market and its subversion,
rather than philosophical abstractions.26 This oversight was also despite the fact that the March
1968 exhibition Minimal Art at the Haags Gemeentemuseum—which included works by Carl
Andre, Dan Flavin, Robert Grosvenor, Donald Judd, Sol LeWitt, Robert Morris, Tony Smith, and
Robert Smithson, among others—had united US and European artists under that title for the first
time anywhere, effectively codifying Minimalism as a historically significant—and
international—style.
When Minimalism was dealt with as a distinct style by German writers, it was considered
by reference to Pop’s explicit evocation of the aesthetics of commercial industry and marketing,
and thus linked specifically to the United States’ consumer culture. German art historian Jutta
Held’s 1972 essay “Minimal Art: An American Ideology” (“Minimal Art – eine amerikanische
Ideologie”) demonstrates the critical attitude towards American Minimalism among its German
interpreters. Held argues that the style’s purported objectivity—as summed up in Morris’s
evocation of gestalt forms—was always already overdetermined by a particularly American
mode of consumption.27 Held presents Minimalism as a “commodity aesthetics” that, through a
fantasy of objectivity, unconsciously reproduces commodity forms without interrogating the
overarching ideological structure that give them meaning. In the abstracted industrial forms of
Morris, Frank Stella, and Donald Judd, Held identifies archetypical features that mime the
aesthetics of packaging and advertisement found in the design of mass-produced products, as
realized in Minimal art’s formal deployment of supposedly objective, universal forms. Noting
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that both artists’ formal vocabularies are derived from the possibilities and limitations of the
industrial materials they employ, Held writes, “Judd and Stella’s compositions, which are based
on easily comprehensible mathematical rules, are no longer understood as the result of an
argument between artists and, as always, limited reality, but as an objective legitimacy inherited
from the technical world, which the artist reproduces.”28 Held argues that US Minimalism’s
purported objectivity and non-relationality were therefore fundamentally anti-European: She
contrasts the objectivity of the Minimalist mode with the “idealistic view of Europe.”29
While US Minimalists—particularly Judd, Dan Flavin, and Frank Stella— likewise
framed their work as positioned against the classical tradition of European art, Minimalism’s
relationship to politics was not seriously theorized in the US until the 1980s.30 A symposium held
at the New York School of Visual Arts on February 26, 1986, for instance, proposed that
Minimalism should not be considered as merely reacting against the intensified subjectivity and
autographic mark making of Abstract Expressionism, but rather as a response to the
sociopolitical conditions of life in the US in the decade of the Vietnam War and the civil rights
movement. The shift in perspective proposed by the event’s organizer (Brian Wallis) and
participants (Maurice Berger, Yvonne Rainer, James Welling, Haim Steinbach, and Richard
Artschwager) invited consideration of, for example, Robert Morris’s performance works and
Carl Andre’s involvement with the Art Workers’ Coalition rather than focusing exclusively on the
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aesthetic qualities of Minimalist objects.31 Anna Chave’s 1990 essay on Minimalism’s “rhetoric
of power,” which she identifies as a masculinist obsession with authority; James Meyer’s
characterization of Minimalism as a politicized negation of meaning, or a “refusal of higher
truths”; Julia Bryan-Wilson’s Art Workers (2009), which presented Minimalism as part of a
broader polemical redefinition of artistic labor in the US in the late 1960s; and David Getsy’s
Abstract Bodies: Sixties Sculpture in the Expanded Field of Gender (2015) have further
solidified the style’s political implications, though from perspectives informed by diverse
discursive frames. Historical exhibitions of Minimalist work in the US still tend to de-emphasize
the political in favor of emphasizing phenomenological experience.32 In this regard, it may be
that Minimalism’s German interpreters were slightly ahead of their American counterparts in
illuminating the style’s ideological roots.
The critique laid out in the Documenta 4 flyer was crafted under the influence of two
specific theoretical sources: Walter Benjamin’s 1935 essay “The Work of Art in the Age of its
Technical Reproducibility,” made available to a wider audience when it was re-published in July
1963 by edition suhrkamp (overseen by Siegfried Unseld), and Herbert Marcuse’s 1937 essay
“The Affirmative Character of Culture,” which sold 80,000 copies when it was re-published in
Germany in 1965.33 The influence of the latter text, in particular—a theory of art’s pacification
by the forces of consumer capitalism—is clear in the flyer’s language. The manipulations of a
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figure like Stünke, as understood by Posenenske’s contemporaries, was not only exploitative of
artists, but also crassly took advantage of the already specious segregation of art into the realm of
the ideal. As Posenenske’s first gallerist Paul Maenz has recounted: “Consciousness industry
describes the situation at the time and was not least of all the core of the ‘dissatisfaction’ we were
feeling, something that applied to art and society in equal measure.”34
I would argue, however, that Posenenske understood Marcuse’s critique differently, and
more pragmatically, than her peers. The manifesto she published in Art International announcing
her departure from art making one month before Documenta 4’s opening indicates the peculiarity
of her position: “Though art’s formal development has progressed at an increasing tempo, its
social function has regressed. Art is a commodity of transient contemporary significance, yet, the
market is minute, and prestige and prices rise the less topical the supply is.”35 These lines
indicate two fundamental beliefs that Posenenske held in common with Documenta 4’s
protesters: that art’s social function had ground to a halt, and that its commodification was to
blame. Her concise statement, however, identifies art’s “minute” market as being at the core of
the problem. With her serial work, she had sought to expand the art market through increased
accessibility, rather than to challenge its very functioning. Rather than founding her own co-op,
as Documenta 4’s critics urged, Posenenske designed her work to shape a more direct
relationship between art and its existing market.
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III.

Serial
The development of Posenenske’s work between 1964 and 1967 is characterized by two

significant and parallel transitions. First, with the beginning of her series of Plastische Bilder
(Sculptural Pictures), she shifted from making two-dimensional palette-knife paintings and tapebased constructions to the first of her three-dimensional reliefs. (Fig. 15) Posenenske created the
Plastische Bilder by creasing and folding thick sheets of fiberboard—and, later, soldered sheets
of tin—so that visible linear protrusions, creating sharp gradients of shadow, would remain on
the unfolded paper’s surface. She then applied emulsion paint in primary and secondary colors in
gradients to the paper using a spray gun, creating the visual impression of shadows and
highlights that compete with the actual, three-dimensional form of the paper beneath the paint.
The Plastische Bilder were, in other words, experiments in contrasting real spatial
dimensionality with the illusion of depth created by applied color; as the artist put it, “The color
either heightens the three-dimensionality of the form or cancels it out. Objects get volatilized in
space, while space is solidified by the objects.”36 They reflect Posenenske’s interest in bridging
the opticality and vertical orientation of painting with the spatiality of sculpture, purposefully
scrambling the visual cues that normally serve to distinguish between the two. This interest can
be traced forward to Posenenske’s Vierkantrohre (Square Tubes), conceived two years later,
which, despite their lack of chromatic variation, create surprising optical effects depending on
their placement in different contexts. Their untreated metal or cardboard surfaces catch and
reflect light at different angles, creating the impression of protruding or receding forms that do
not necessarily indicate the objects’ true dimensional properties.
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Second, the gradual progression from the Plastische Bilder to the Vierkantrohre —a
trajectory that led Posenenske through three different variations on relief sculptures before her
work broke definitively from the wall—also, and more importantly to my argument, indicates the
artist’s changing approach to her works’ fabrication and distribution. Despite Posenenske’s use of
spray-paint—most broadly associated with industrial painting, rather than art making—the
Plastische Bilder are hand-made, unique objects. Posenenske planned to produce what she called
her Series A Reliefs, first fabricated one year later in 1966, in an edition of nineteen copies,
though she ultimately abandoned the series because the metal she chose for the reliefs rusted too
easily.37 In 1967, with her first Series B Reliefs—made from enameled aluminum sheets 1.5
millimeters thick—she shifted to outsourced fabrication using industrial manufacturers and, for
the first time, produced her reliefs in unlimited series. (Fig. 16)
In addition to these fundamental changes to the way she conceived of fabrication,
Posenenske also experimented with her works’ pricing. A price list for her 1966 solo exhibition
at Galerie Dorothea Loehr in Frankfurt shows that she was charging, on average, 350 Deutsche
marks—the equivalent of eighty-eight US dollars—for a single Plastische Bild. This ranged from
a low of 120 marks for a Kreuzung (Cross) or Ecke (Corner) relief to a high of 500 marks for a
Blechfaltung (folded metal sheet).38 By 1967, with the introduction of the Series B Reliefs,
Posenenske began offering discounted prices for works bought in bulk. Up to four elements from
Series B could be had for 350 marks each. With a purchase of five to eight elements, the price
per unit dropped to 320 marks; and a purchase of more than nine elements was listed as “on
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demand,” suggesting further discounts could be negotiated depending on the quantity of the
order.39
An undated chart created by Posenenske around the time of the development of the
Vierkantrohre describes, in a stratified manner, the development of her work over the preceding
three years. (Fig. 17) Divided into columns labeled “Object,” “Combination Edition,”
“Material,” “Color,” “Position,” and “Mode of Production”—categories that belie the artist’s
primary methodological concerns—the chart presents the refinements she made to her work as
chronological steps towards an improved model of artistic production and distribution. As the
chart explains, the Plastische Bilder are non-combinable, individual objects, designed to be
displayed only on the wall. The Series A, B, and C Reliefs are optionally combinatory; they can
stand alone or be placed side by side, either on the wall or on the floor. With the introduction of
Series D and DW—the Vierkantrohre—made from either galvanized sheet steel or corrugated
cardboard, Posenenske specifies that the objects must appear in combinations of at least two
parts. The pricing of her sculptures at cost, in other words, arrived alongside the works’ increased
modularity and production in unlimited series.
Posenenske established the standards of serial production and rationalized pricing as two
sides of the same coin: both standards served to forward the pursuit of a more transparent and
egalitarian model of art making and consumption. In basic economic terms, serial production
might be thought of as a way to reduce price by increasing supply and reducing demand. In
existing art historical studies of seriality as a feature of postwar art, however, the question of
price is conspicuously absent. Discourse around seriality as an emergent theme in US art in the
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mid 1960s instead tended toward abstractions derived from numeric or analytical models. Mel
Bochner’s essays “Systematic Painting” (1966), “Serial Art Systems: Solipsism” (Summer 1967)
and “The Serial Attitude” (December 1967) suggested that mathematic and linguistic rules
underlie artistic seriality, which should thus be understood as a method, rather than a style. Sol
LeWitt “Serial Project #1,” published in Aspen, describes the syntactical qualities of what he
deemed “serial compositions”: “The entire work would contain subdivisions which could be
autonomous but which comprise the whole. The autonomous parts are units, rows, sets or any
logical division that would be read as a complete thought. . . . The aim of the artist would not be
to instruct the viewer but to give him information. Whether the viewer understands this
information is incidental to the artist.”40 Jack Burnham’s “Systems Aesthetics,” published in
Artforum in 1968, located artistic seriality as part of a broader social and technological context,
though from a cybernetic, rather than socioeconomic, perspective. These definitions of seriality
in postwar art privilege formal readings that incidentally emphasize art’s relationship to
production while sidestepping the question of distribution and consumption; an oversight that
consequentially minimizes the relationship between serial production and art’s value.41
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To enumerate seriality’s formal realizations was precisely the aim of the exhibition
“Serielle Formationen” (“Serial Formations”), jointly curated by the artist Peter Roehr and the
gallerist Paul Maenz at the Studio Galerie of the University of Frankfurt from May 22 to June 30,
1967. An event that has received a surprising paucity of scholarly attention to date, the exhibition
was conceived as a sweeping, international survey of work by artists who had, according to the
exhibitions’ curators, internalized the industrial production methods of the postwar economy,
resulting in work that, in varying ways, employed serial repetition. Maenz and Roehr had met at
the Frankfurt branch of the US advertising agency Young & Rubicam, where Roehr—an artist
and close friend of Posenenske’s—served as art director from fall 1965 to early 1967. The fact
that Maenz, an early exhibitor and dealer of Posenenske’s work, had spent the preceding two
years splitting his time between Frankfurt and New York provided the exhibition its international
scope, with sixty-two works by forty-eight artists from Europe, Japan, and the US. It also marked
Posenenske’s first opportunity to meet in person artists like Carl Andre and LeWitt, whose work
would have been familiar to her thanks to Maenz’s regular reportage from the US.42
Maenz and Roehr’s exhibition has not been widely discussed in art history, despite the
fact that it was the first showing in Germany of work by leading US Minimalists including
Andre, Dan Flavin, Donald Judd, LeWitt, and the painter Agnes Martin, among others, and that it
was staged in the midst of a broader discourse that would ultimately canonize Minimalism as a
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style:43 Barbara Rose proposed the term “ABC Art” to describe emergent Minimalist tendencies
in the October 1965 issue of Art in America; in 1966, Primary Structures: Younger British and
American Sculptors, curated by Kynaston McShine at the Jewish Museum in New York, was
widely credited with introducing Minimal art to a broader public; and Michael Fried’s text “Art
and Objecthood” first appeared in Artforum in the summer of 1967. These points of reference
would have been familiar to Maenz, who telegraphed the emerging discourse to his contacts in
West Germany.44 For Maenz, two exhibitions in particular—“Ten” at Dwan Gallery, New York,
October 196645 and “Primary Structures”—provided important formal correlates to seriality’s
discursive framing, and examples of specific artists whose practices engaged with seriality in
diverging ways.
As described above, however, Minimalism’s codification as a style was not fully realized
until the 1970s; and it was arguably US industry, more than US discourses around art, that
provided “Serial Formations” its conceptual framework. Beginning in the 1920s, the West
German economy had increasingly been shaped by the influence of Fordist models imported
from the United States.46 By the early 1950s, similar practices had been adopted by and adapted
to German industrial traditions, in a process referred to in that country as economic
“rationalization.” By the 1960s, rationalization was contested by an increasing focus among the
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German Left on individual and noneconomic concerns.47 Against this background, Maenz and
Roehr’s exhibition reflects a broader contradiction between industrial logic and the traditional
notion of the artist as endowed with a special creative or expressive ability that is at the heart of
the Western Romantic model of the artist from Enlightenment on. The tension between
rationalized industry and individual creativity is palpable in the introductory text to the
exhibition’s catalogue:
Seriality is undoubtedly related to serial production in the industrial sector. Serial
production enables an increase in the productivity of the workforce, which can
lead to a so-called economic miracle [Wirtschaftswunder]. However, opportunities
for the development of the individual are increasingly being made absurd. Art
tries to tackle this. The subject here is precisely the process that questions one of
the most important criteria of art, namely originality, above all. The works on
display do not simply devalue series with overwhelming quantities, but take them
up.48
In other words, Serial Formations summarized a tension between, on the one hand,
standardization and productivity, and on the other individuality and originality, seeking to
identify the creative and artistic potential in a period dehumanized by industrial transformations.
In comparison to Maenz and Roehr’s framing, the US discourse around the same
generation of artists by and large developed out of the formalist criticism of the preceding
decades. In the introductory text accompanying “Primary Structures,” as one example, curator
Kynaston McShine situates the exhibition’s titular large-scale, geometric, industrially produced
works—which, it bears stressing, had yet to be termed “Minimalist”— in relation to Clement
Greenberg’s model of medium specificity, wherein formal innovations were directly tied to the
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qualities of specific artistic media.49 Even when seriality was explicitly invoked—as, for
instance, in the exhibition “Serial Imagery,” curated by John Coplans at the Pasadena Art
Museum in 1968—the tendency was to trace its origins back to, for example, Monet’s thirtythree paintings of Rouen Cathedral or Gertrude Stein’s “Rose is a Rose is a Rose” (1922). This
decidedly different historicization downplayed what was new in serial production and instead
established continuity with pre-Fordist production, eliding the future-orientation of mass
production with the radical insistence on presentness that was formative to Stein or Monet’s
projects.
In contrast to both McShine and Coplans, Maenz and Rohr wanted to argue that artists
had internalized new production processes as understood through the lens of industrial
rationalization. Their exhibition brought together several distinct and disparate tendencies under
the umbrella of a single operational logic. (Fig. 18) This included, among others, Op art and Zero
(represented by the presence of Vasarely, Bridget Riley, and Günther Uecker), Pop and Capitalist
Realism (works by Andy Warhol and Konrad Lueg), and Nouveau Réalisme (with Arman and
Piero Manzoni).50 Due, in part, to its breadth, there is a contradiction at the core of “Serial
Formations”: it was the formal signifiers of seriality—geometric grids and lines, the repetition of
identical forms—around which the exhibition ultimately unfolded. Yet in their introduction,
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Maenz and Roehr emphasize that the tendency toward the use of serial forms they saw in
contemporary art was by and large not an aesthetic strategy, but a response to changes in
industrial production. “Artistic action and reaction,” they wrote, “is provoked by the immediate
environment. This applies as much to the themes dealt with as to the material used and the
structure of the artworks themselves. . . The fact that artists of the most divergent ways of
thinking suddenly and often independently of one another start to make use of serial formations
can surely not be explained in relation to aesthetics alone.”51
In his preparatory notes for the exhibition, Roehr diagrammed what he saw as the total
formal possibilities of seriality as a formal ordering principle. (Fig. 19) What he termed
“Systematic” seriality, unfolding from a defined, unchanging set of rules, is opposed by
“Unsystematic” seriality, which encompasses irregular orders or scatters. “Centralized” and
“Directional” seriality both formally proceed from a single defined point, with the latter
determined by overall unidirectionality. “Distributed Arrangement,” “Variable,” and
“Representative (Figurative)” seriality instead all display a dominant constant, i.e. a formal
continuity through the work as a whole.52 Though the evocation of “centralized” and
“decentralized” modes might seem to potentially gesture at politicized models of organization,
all of Roehr’s subcategories are primarily formal; i.e. they deal with the part-to-whole
relationships in the work’s physical material. In the final exhibition, these categorizations were
abandoned and left to the viewer to discern, and Roehr’s outline does not indicate which of the
included artists’ works have fit into each category. And in the exhibition’s catalogue, Roehr’s
ambition to typologize seriality ultimately wilted into a generalized conclusion: “Under the
51
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heading ‘Serial Formations,’ we have brought together a variety of different image arrangements,
including sequences, accumulations, repetitions, combinations, variations, permutations etc.
These possibilities actually intersect within some of the artworks, but fundamentally, the
handling of several identical or similar elements is of the essence in every case.”53 If Roehr’s
initial impulse had been to identify and taxonomize serial formations, understanding such
formations as variations on the basic formal principle of repetition ultimately obviated the need
to interrogate or tease out their differences.
Roehr’s abandonment of his schematic categorization of formal seriality carried over into
the exhibition as a whole, with the result of eliding what I think can be identified as two distinct
modalities. If, as its curators argued, the included artists’ working methods had internalized
industrialism, they had done so by putting two different kinds of seriality on display: What we
might call an intrinsic model, with the work of art as a demonstration of seriality (following the
logic of the grid from abstract painting);54 and an opposed extrinsic model, where the work is an
isolated entry that is representative of a greater series. Put simply, there is a fundamental
difference between a unique work that employs seriality as a formal strategy and a work that is
produced in multiple copies as a series. This distinction involves two important points of
contrast: first, in regard to the work’s relationship to consumption; and second, in its relationship
to space. The intrinsic model speaks to seriality as a formal or optical phenomenon, locating the
logic of serialization within the creative act, as a formal echo, in the viewer’s encounter with the
work in an undefined space. The extrinsic model, by contrast, speaks not only to the serialization
of production but, more importantly, to the serialized availability of the work of art to be used by
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an infinite number of consumers. Extrinsic seriality is not only decentralized or diffuse in its
formal part-to-whole relationships, as is the case with each of Roehr’s typologies; instead, it is
“distributed” in the sense of a mass-produced commodity. In contrast with, for example, Donald
Judd’s clear rejection of the idea that his Stacks and Progressions are implicitly meant to point to
a continuing series beyond what is physically present in the gallery space, what I am calling
extrinsic seriality, on the contrary, cannot be grasped by way of one individual exemplar of the
serial work.55 Another way to frame this is: Where intrinsic seriality may be motivated by
internal factors—i.e. the artist’s creativity, exploration of spatial-optical phenomena, engagement
with discourses of abstraction, or the internalization of rationalized production processes—
extrinsic seriality is motivated by external factors; in this case, as I will elaborate on below, the
market and its determination of price and value.
To return to Judd by way of illustration: one of his untitled floor pieces consists of five
aluminum boxes, each open on two facing sides, placed directly on the floor in a single row.
(Fig. 20) Each is partitioned by columns so the viewer’s view of the sculpture’s far side from any
perspective is partially obscured. The sculpture as a whole is spatialized, temporal, and premised
on playing off of optical modulations within the repetition of serial form as the viewer moves
around the group of objects; a similar effect to that enacted by Judd’s Stacks—one of which was
used as an illustration in the catalogue accompanying “Serial Formations”—and Progressions.56
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It tracks with the theory of sculpture as embodied experience of spatial form, as informed by the
phenomenology of Maurice Merleau-Ponty, first proposed by Robert Morris in 1966. The work
hinges on formal modulations within a defined arrangement of objects in space, as experienced
by an embodied viewer.
The formal presentation of Posenenske’s contribution to “Serial Formations” might
immediately suggest that it should be understood in the same manner. (Fig. 21) In Maenz and
Roehr’s installation, four examples of her Series B Reliefs—produced by a workshop as possible
prototypes for mass production based on the artist’s drawings and spray-painted RAL yellow—
were displayed in a contiguous row. Placed on the wall well below eye level, lifted off of the
floor at waist height, the identical pieces were arranged flush with one another’s edges, so that
they formed a unified whole. If this display was intended to spark phenomenological interest, it
was unsatisfactory, for reasons curtly summarized by the Frankfurt critic Hans-Peter Riese in his
review of the exhibition for the magazine Diskus: “Because not only are the microelements, as it
were, of a possible object here presented as objects in their own right, but they could scarcely be
simpler with respect to form and can be extended ad libitum to form a series. What is not clear,
however, is why these elements have to be combined in a series at all.”57 With this, Riese, I
think, stumbled onto precisely the quality that characterizes the seriality of Posenenske’s Reliefs
as extrinsic: They don’t have to be combined in series at all. The serial presentation is simply a
formal realization of their unlimited reproducibility, the fact that they are consumable in series;
that they may stand alone as individual objects just as easily as they are combined.
The formal modularity and unlimited seriality of Posenenske’s work is a procedural
corollary to the artist’s rejection of the traditional modes of art’s valuation. Her works, priced at
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cost, equalize the relationship between form and value that is, in the case of the traditionally
construed work of art, normally obscured. Pricing her work at the cost of its production
countered the opaque considerations—clout, prestige, provenance, and so on—that normally
determine a work of art’s market value, and that were simultaneously being taken up—or
championed, even—by artists like LeWitt. With the latter’s Wall Drawings, for example, what
one purchases from the artist is the right to have the work reproduced, rather than an art object
itself. The work’s value, in other words, is in its immaterial existence as intellectual property.
Posenenske’s work, on the other hand, was designed to obviate the category of intellectual
property altogether, answering art’s claim to a special kind of value that transcends normal
categories of valuation—resulting in a price that has no basis in the work’s materiality—by
subjecting her work to the same pricing logic of consumer goods: a decreased cost resulting from
an increased supply.
Posenenske was not alone in adopting such production and pricing strategies. Also
included in Maenz and Roehr’s exhibition were works the by Frankfurt-based Gruppe X, a
collaborative formed in January 1966 by the artists Jürgen Wegener, Peter Thoms, and Wolfgang
Lukowski. While these names may not be familiar to us today—and their project seems to have
received scant attention from the German press at the time—Gruppe X’s unnumbered and
unsigned sculptures, like Posenenske’s, are distinguished from those of their peers by their
production in unlimited series and their pricing at cost. Collectively authored, titled
alphanumerically, and stamped with an X in lieu of a signature, the steel modules resemble
pieces of industrial hardware. While Posenenske’s Vierkantrohre are frequently compared to
ventilation ducts, Gruppe X’s sculptures reflect more of a willingness to play with chromatic
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variations and, in some cases, optical effects.58 A 2 (1966) consists of a strip of painted sheet
metal, segmented optically into blue and white halves and formally by a ninety-degree bend
toward one end.59 In “Serial Formations,” three copies of the module were combined into a low
ramp. As was the case with all of Gruppe X’s works, the object was intended to be infinitely
reproducible.
Both Posenenske and Gruppe X are featured in German art documentarian Gerry
Schum’s film Konsumkunst - Kunstkonsum (“Consumer Art - Art Consumption”), a ten-minute
segment broadcast by Cologne’s Westdeutscher Rundfunk in 1968, shortly after the closure of
Maenz and Roehr’s exhibition.60 This portion of the program is introduced by a narrator in
voiceover: “Publishers and artists together try to integrate both production and creativity. The
serially produced art object is the end result of a unification of production process,
conceptualization of the artist, and the challenges of serial industrial manufacture. The artist
takes on the task in conceptualizing the multiple of incorporating the conditions of mass
production.”61 With Schum’s editing, Gruppe X’s lacquered metal modules seemingly shuffle
and proliferate of their own accord in a patchy field, anticipating the Mirror Displacements
produced by Robert Smithson one year later. (Fig. 22) Posenenske is the sole woman represented
in the segment, which includes excerpted interviews with artists and dealers including Lukowski,
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Karl Gerstner, and Günter Uecker. “I think,” Uecker tells the viewers at home, “that things get
realized when you make something with a mechanical mindset, like you’d make a car, like you’d
make a product, as a model for a series, for a large range of consumption.” Uecker’s evocation of
a “mechanical mindset” is by no means to be taken as a metaphor. The clip immediately
following the appearance of Gruppe X’s modules shows Posenenske, screwdriver in hand,
concertedly fastening together a set of her metallic Vierkantrohre on a Frankfurt traffic island as
cars speed by; a demonstration of her resolute resistance to conventional modes of engagement
and display, rather than a pantomime of mechanical labor.62 (Fig. 23)
James Meyer has argued that analyses of Minimalism that foreground its identification
with industry are a “denigration of Minimalism on social grounds,” necessitating the critical
salvaging of Minimalist art’s “specific formal complexities.”63 But I think what Posenenske and
Gruppe X’s rationalized art making represents is not simply the adoption of the signifiers of
capitalist industrial logic so much as an attempted reconciliation between that logic and the
production, and consumption, of art, a category of product formerly utterly resistant to any
acknowledgement of its commonality with other consumer goods. This is the adoption of
industrialism’s very basis: mass production as a means for egalitarian consumption.

IV.

Multiple
Posenenske and Gruppe X’s deployment of what I’m calling extrinsic seriality arrived

within a context of great antipathy among West German artists towards art’s commodification, as
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realized in the criticism launched by Documenta 4’s protesters described at this chapter’s outset.
However, German artists’ complaints were not about art’s treatment as a consumer good per se.
Instead, their protest was against the manipulations that created prices with no rational
relationship to either cost of production or demand: that is, the production of artworks in
unlimited series, as a tactic of accessibility, was intended to counter the production of artworks in
limited series, as a market-oriented scheme.
The production of artworks in multiple might be taken as degrading the concept of
creative originality by subjecting art to the same processes of standardization, mass production,
and price optimization that pertains to consumer goods. On the other hand, the entire project of
the historic and neo-avant-gardes might be characterized by the attempt to subvert art’s
autonomy from everyday life and its relegation to a privileged sphere of contemplation,
materialized in the museum’s storage vault or the gallery’s white cube. Multiples might then
represent an opportunity to liberate art from its institutions and put it directly into the hands of its
consumers—and, no less, at significantly lower prices than the sums attached to one-of-a-kind
works—thereby demystifying and popularizing access to art.
The protestations of the artists in Posenenske’s milieu were therefore not aimed at artists’
multiples as an idea, but rather at the dealers seen to be exploiting the new mode for their own
profit. The villain identified by Documenta 4’s protestors, as we’ll recall, was the Cologne-based
dealer Hein Stünke. (Fig. 24) Along with Rudolf Zwirner, Stünke founded the fair Kunstmarkt
Köln (literally “Art Market Cologne”), whose first edition, held between September 13 and 17,
1967, offered works by artists represented by eighteen of the dealers’ colleagues. As John
Zarobell has suggested, it’s no coincidence that fairs like the Kunstmarkt first arose at the same
time that the major European biennials were forced to distance themselves from the market, most
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notably following the protests launched at the 1968 Venice Biennial. (While the protestors in
Venice may have failed to close the biennial down, they did succeed in shuttering its sales office,
and the biennial’s next iteration opened without the support of a commercial component.64) The
establishment of a separate, market-oriented roster of annual exhibitions geared specifically
toward selling art was a response to artists’ own vociferous condemnation of the market’s
predominant presence in the organization of such prestigious events. Stünke’s role as a major
player in the establishment of a market for artist’s multiples, termed at the time “ars
multiplicata,” was likewise forged in relation to another major artworld exhibition: Evidently
unable to pay his dues as a Documenta committee member, Stünke was allowed to sell prints
from a stand at Documenta 2 in 1959; he would later claim that this experience led to his first
epiphany that art was a saleable commodity.65 What might be construed as Stünke’s opportunistic
self-positioning in a moment when major artworld institutions seemed to offer a glimmer of
acquiescence to artists’ demands is clearly the source of the animosity with which his
entrepreneurial endeavors were received by artists at the time.
Stünke was a pioneering practitioner in what would quickly become a booming subsector of the international contemporary art market, which culminated with an event that was
directly implicated by the protestors at Documenta the same year: the 1968 exhibition “Ars
Multiplicata: vervielfältigte Kunst seit 1945” (“Multiple Art since 1945”) at the Wallraf-Richartz
Museum in the Kunsthalle Köln. Organized by Kurt Hackenberg, the city’s Cultural Director,
and Gert von der Osten, the museum’s General Director, the exhibition took a wide historical and
material scope, tracing the genesis of the artist’s multiple through nearly five hundred examples
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from across the twentieth century, ranging from graphic works produced in small quantities to
mass-produced objects, and from Dada to Pop. If not as highly attended as a contemporaneous
Chagall retrospective at the same museum, the exhibition was nevertheless a commercial
success: it attracted nearly 36,000 visitors; an unprecedented number, as is noted in the
museum’s annual report, for an exhibition composed almost entirely of prints and serial
objects.66
In their attempt to situate multiples historically, the organizers of “Ars Multiplicata” drew
a discursive link between twentieth century multiples and a specifically German tradition of
printmaking. In the exhibition’s accompanying catalog, van der Osten disputes the idea of
multiples’ newness, linking the phenomenon back to Dürer’s innovations in woodcut.
Discussions of the graphic arts and graphic multiples thus occupy a sizeable portion of the
catalogue and its included essays.67 Similarly to van der Osten’s introduction, Erhart Kästner’s
text opens with a reference to Gutenberg. The exhibition claimed multiples, in other words, as
part of a long tradition of German invention. The conflation of prints and multiple objects in the
framing of the exhibition signals that “multiples” was not a style, a medium, or a format so much
as a method of horizontalized production and distribution.
In some cases, new producers of multiples in the 1960s first established themselves by
producing editioned graphic prints in traditional media like lithography and silkscreen. This was
the case with, for instance, the founding of United Limited Art Editions, established in New York
by Tatyana Grosman in 1960, as well as Gemini G.E.L., founded in LA in 1965 by Ken Tyler, a
graduate of the Tamarind Lithography Workshop. Also influential in the formation of the
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multiples market were the new manufacturing processes—new synthetics, vacuum-forming, and
so on—that became available to the arts industry with the conclusion of the second world war,
which allowed for, as one example, Tom Wesselmann’s experiments with three-dimensional
plastic objects.
We will recall that Stünke was accused by the Documenta protestors of using the 1968
exhibition in Cologne as a platform to promote the sale of works by artists from his own stock.
Contra Stünke’s profiteering, however, the earliest progenitors of artists’ multiples in both
Europe and the US thought of what they were doing as making art more widely accessible. This
was the case with Multiples Inc., a publishing house and free-standing store on Madison Avenue
founded by Marian Goodman in 1965. Constance W. Glenn—who, along with Ursula Kalish,
Barbara Kulicke, Sunny Sloan, and Robert Graham, was an early collaborator of Goodman’s—
has recalled that the impetus driving the founding of Multiples Inc. was “very close to the
socialist idea that art should be accessible and if it were available to everybody—and price was
not an object—then artists would have a huge audience. . . . We all felt that if young people could
buy something really beautiful it could change the audience—an audience that had become elitist
because the art was so expensive.”68
Multiples were distinguished from original artworks not just by their lower prices, but
also in their relationship to the idea of originality. Unlike, for example, plaster copies made after
an original bronze sculpture, the individual exemplars of a given multiple—even when produced
in limited editions—have a horizontal relationship to one another; there is no single original,
sitting at the peak of a hierarchy of copies.69 In this way multiples are similar to prints, but, in
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many cases, they are explicitly described as three-dimensional objects. In Europe, the Swiss
artists Daniel Spoerri and Karl Gerstner founded Edition MAT (Multiplication d’Art
Transformable) in 1959 with the explicit purpose of producing three-dimensional objects in
multiple; not multiples made after a single original work, but works that existed always already
in series: “The possession of art should not—in any case, not only—be dependent on money. A
work of art—a mental work—must be exclusive: as exclusive as possible, because that is its
criterion. But it must be accessible to everyone—as any spiritual work.”70 While Gerstner here
defers to transcendental meaning, this statement of Edition MAT’s ambitions otherwise chimes
with Posenenske’s intentions for her own serial works: that they be always already in series as a
means to facilitate increased accessibility to art’s consumption. Spoerri and Gerstner also pushed
against the history set up in exhibitions like “Ars Multiplicata,” which traced a direct lineage via
German innovations in printing and typography in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, with
multiples understood as the descendants of graphic prints: “In Edition MAT only ‘objects’ should
be duplicated; three-dimensional images that could not be distorted by conventional means and
methods. This means that these objects also have their own material conditions for their edition,
while conversely a lithography is determined by the production process.”71
In the context of West Germany in the mid-1960s, in particular, Benjamin’s “Technical
Reproducibility” essay—whose renewed influence at the time I discussed earlier in this
chapter—was influential in giving the question of artistic production in series revolutionary
force.72 That well-known text theorizes the “aura” of the original, one-of-a-kind work, which,
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according to Benjamin, historicizes and distanciates the work of art, granting it autonomy and
thus facilitating the experience of “l’art pour l’art,” or art-for-art’s-sake. For Benjamin, film—
which, unlike the plastic arts, has no “original,” as film is always a copy of itself—was not just
an alternative to traditional kinds of images, but represented a radically new art that instantiated a
new, more advanced mode of consumption. Liberated art, according to Benjamin, was art seen en
masse.
It was precisely the question of limited versus unlimited series on which the question of
multiples’ ability to democratize—or, to use Benjamin’s words, to “liberate” art—hinged.73 The
idea of producing inexpensive multiples in unlimited editions might arguably be traced back to
Fluxus objects, which were all produced in series without a fixed number. Take, for example,
George Brecht’s Water Yam (1963), a “fluxgame” multiple consisting of printed cards contained
in a wooden box. Joseph Beuys also made unlimited editions: approximately 12,000 copies were
produced, for instance, of his Intuition (1968), a wooden box with pencil additions, produced by
Edition VICE-Versand in Remscheid, Germany. Some Pop multiples were also produced in
unlimited editions: Claes Oldenburg’s Geometric Mouse, Scale D “Home Made,” 1971, a
moveable three dimensional object made from die-cut laminated photography off-set printed
paper, was produced in an unlimited edition by Gemini G.E.L. For various reasons, however,
limited series seem to have won out, likely—as explained by Goodman, for one—in response to
the practical issues of production cost and quality control. Goodman has described the difficult
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process of producing Roy Lichtenstein’s Modern Head Brooch, an enamel-on-metal, Art Decoesque pendant crafted in collaboration with a New York costume jewelry manufacturer; the first
unlimited edition produced by Multiples Inc. Because of Lichtenstein’s exacting standards, the
object’s fabrication became prohibitively expensive, with as much of a third of the pendants
discarded for imperfections.74 (Fig. 25)
In this regard Posenenske’s major contribution—and the feature that distinguishes her
sculptures from multiples as they are traditionally understood—is what might be thought of as
the isomorphism they establish between their artistic form and value-form. Posenenske’s
employment of simplified geometric forms, whose fabrication only required the normal level of
expertise expected of the industrial factories that produced them, was a direct correlate to her
ability to produce unlimited series. Instead of asking industrial fabricators to apply their skills to
producing a work of art, Posenenske designed her work to match those fabricators’ industrial
products. Her cardboard, sheet metal, and aluminum tubes were crafted in factories already
equipped with the tools and know-how to deal with exactly these materials, just as their planar,
geometric forms are suitable to the logic of simplification and standardization that pertain to
mass-produced items. She embraced lack of finish and imperfections in her materials’ surfaces as
indicative of their undistinguished status and their invitation to tactile interaction. (Fig. 26) And
in contrast with the perennial exemplar of outsourced artistic labor—Laszlo Moholy-Nagy’s
Telephone Pictures (1923)—with Posenenske’s sculptures, the act of production is never
completed; more copies of the objects can always be fabricated on-demand.75 This approach
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allowed her to avoid the pitfalls experienced by Multiples Inc. that necessitated the
implementation of limited, rather than unlimited, editions, and, equally, to keep the cost of her
sculptures relatively low. While Judd’s steel, aluminum, and Plexiglas sculptures may look like
industrial products, Judd himself—as James Meyer has pointed out—was insistent that his work
was untainted by either mass culture or serial production, emphasizing that he used “oldfashioned” techniques to produce his work. (As Meyer puts it, “His work was well made not
readymade, crafted not mass produced.”76) No such caveating is detectable in Posenenske’s
framing of her work. She never referred to her sculptures as “multiples”—likely, as I’ve
discussed, because the term was associated strongly with the market and with dealers like
Stünke. She did, however, emphasize their production in unlimited quantities as driven by her
desire to negate the traditional understanding of a work of art as something precious and unique:
The things I make are
variable,
as simple as possible,
reproducible. . . .
[T]hey can always be rearranged into new combinations or positions,
thus they alter the space.
I leave this modification to the consumer, who thereby again and
anew
participates in the production.
The simplicity of the basic geometric forms is beautiful and suited to
demonstrate the principles of rationalized modification.
I make series
because I do not want to make individual pieces for individuals,
in order to have elements combinable within a system,
in order to make something, which is repeatable, objective,
and because it is economical.
The series could be prototypes for mass production.77
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Special attention should be paid to the use of the term “consumer,” which is used in the place of
“observer,” “participant,” or “viewer”; ergo not a phenomenological subject, but one whose
relationship with the artwork is primarily defined by purchase and use. Posenenske’s suggestion
that the serial works might be considered prototypes for mass-producible goods emphasizes that
their sequential position, and thus the way they establish formal seriality, is inconsequential.
Rather than deferring to discourses emanating from the US that characterize Minimalist
sculpture as engaging with phenomenological experience or the composition of gestalt forms,
what I want to suggest is that Posenenske’s sculptures should—in fact, must—be understood as
determined by their reflexive relationship to the art market. And beyond the question of
editioning and pricing, their reduced geometric vocabulary and conventional industrial materials
are physical manifestations of that relationship. In contrast to US Minimalists’ philosophical
abstractions, Posenenske’s is a pragmatic sculpture that acknowledges, thematizes, and
ultimately formalizes art’s commodity status.
The formal quality that might tempt her interpreters to place Posenenske’s work in closest
proximity to US Minimalism—its scale—is also precisely the quality by which it most clearly
announces its own distance from ars multiplicata. As Liz Kotz has discussed, multiples produced
by sculptors associated with Minimalism in the US present a dual set of problems for both
Minimalism and multiples as each is typically understood. On the one hand, Minimalist sculpture
was defined by its scale, and the scalar relationship it established between the work of art and its
embodied viewer. This is the condition Michael Fried famously described as Minimalist
sculptures’ “theatricality”.78 Multiples, on the contrary, are distinguished from original artworks
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by their domestic proportions. Scaled to sit comfortably on a tabletop—rather than within a
museum gallery—multiples are sized for easy integration into the environment of the average
living room. There is a conflict, in other words, between that which was taken to be the source of
Minimalism’s meaning—its near-anthropomorphic physical presence—and the very userfriendly scale of the multiple. Kotz provides the example of Judd’s Untitled (1967), a multiple
produced in an edition of two hundred copies by the Tanglewood Press, Inc. as part of the
portfolio Ten from Leo Castelli. (Fig. 27) At twenty-four by twenty inches, and two and a half
inches in height, the object is at once too small to spur the phenomenological experience of a
full-scale Judd and too large to sit comfortably on a coffee table. Kotz therefore portrays it as
something of a failed experiment, and, indeed, it is unique within Judd’s oeuvre; the other
multiples produced by the artist—like that included in “Serial Formations”—are graphic prints.
Posenenske’s sculptures are similarly dissatisfactory when read through the metrics
traditionally used to evaluate both Minimalist sculpture and artists’ multiples. She flattened the
distinction between “true” artworks and multiples by not quite producing either: Her serial works
were designed to be aesthetically inconspicuous, inviting placement and display in non-art
contexts, and utterly un-unique, negating the values usually ascribed to works of art.
Unnumbered and unsigned, they are also too large to be tabletop objects, and, as she emphasized,
instead become “components” of their space of display space, “like building elements,”79 in
contrast with the anthropomorphic presence ascribed to Minimalist sculpture. By refusing to fit
comfortably into either of the established art market’s predetermined lanes for serially produced
works of art, Posenenske’s work aimed to obviate the distinctions between them, and to discard
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the arbitrary distinctions that kept them separated from one another and from other kinds of nonspecialized commodities.

V.

Order, and Ordering, as Form
In indicating that Posenenske’s work is not unique in the way it formalizes the set of

concerns regarding serial art’s variability and reproducibility in relation to the market, part of my
purpose is to add some complexity to the discussion of what it might initially be tempting to call
“German Minimalism.” In the past decade, exhibitions like Daimler Contemporary’s
“Minimalism in Germany: The 1960s” (2012) have proposed we understand artists like
Posenenske as representative of an “independent strand” of Minimal art, usually also
encompassing the works of figures like Imi Knoebel, Blinky Palermo, Franz Erhard Walther, and
Hanne Darboven. Exhibitions in the US have likewise suggested formal and conceptual
convergences that, if seductive, are ultimately oversimplified: see, for example, the two-person
exhibition of Posenenske and Roehr’s works hosted by the Chinati Foundation—founded by
Donald Judd—in Marfa, Texas, in 2015, where six identical configurations of Posenenske’s
Series DW Vierkantrohre were placed in evenly-spaced succession, as if to emphasize their
similarity to Judd’s own Stacks or Progressions. (Fig. 28) While correctly suggesting that
Minimalism should be understood as a set of artistic strategies with an international scope,
historical and curatorial approaches that stop short at identifying stylistic affinity in the
independent emergence of Minimalist tendencies across national contexts risk overcompensating
for Minimalism’s US-centric historicization to date. While that influence may have been partly
stylistic, it was also—and far more consequentially—reflective of a particular attitude towards
art’s commodification and institutionalization.
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The work of Franz Erhard Walther—an artist who is now relatively familiar to US
audiences, and yet has only been critically engaged with in a cursory manner—provides one
particularly relevant example for understanding the stakes of the shift in perspective I’m
proposing vis-à-vis the work of this generation of German artists. Walther was Posenenske’s
contemporary, producing a body of soft-sculptural work beginning in 1958 that requires
“activation” by a participant-observer. His First Work Set (1. Werksatz), conceived in 1963,
consists of fifty-eight sewn canvas pieces, each designed to be worn, touched, or otherwise
interacted with by, for example, stepping onto or into the fabric elements, and often involving
collaboration by multiple participants. (Fig. 29) When Walther’s work sets are not being engaged
with, they are carefully folded, packaged, and stored in a bundle, in a manner that calls to mind
the ceremonial folding and storage of national flags. (Fig. 30) Walther refers to these packages as
the sculptures’ “storage form.” As the artist explains: “Although gestures and bodily movements
do not relate to anything beyond themselves, they are still tied to the specific course of action
that is intended by the piece: remaining in a designated place, with or without direction;
movement within the spatial field, with or without direction; time-related, space-related, bodyrelated.”80 The sculptures, in other words, should be thought of as invitations to, or prompts for,
gestural movements, experienced spatiotemporally and in relation to the body.
By adopting the concept of the storage form, Walther acknowledges that the work in
storage—that is, as it is institutionalized, removed from experience, and returned to the status of
an inert thing—is anti-time, anti-space, and anti-body. His Work Set implicates the work’s
institutionalization in the process by which it produces meaning, while making explicit the role
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that the act of consumption plays in that process; and understanding the artwork as an object to
be consumed, far from a corruption of its transcendental autonomy, in fact constitutes its very
capacity to produce meaning. As with Posenenske’s Vierkantrohre, Walther’s Work Set is only
fully realized in its “active” state, when collaborating participant-observers engage with the
work. (Fig. 31) By pairing this necessity for activation with the concept of the storage form, in
Walther’s work the act of consumption supersedes the question of phenomenological experience:
“There’s a balance in the First Work Set between physical action, imagined action and concepts
of action, and there’s also the intrinsic value of the individual Work Pieces. . . I wasn’t really
thinking about the role of the audience, but rather about what an artwork could be. That raised
questions as to the significance of it as an artwork, and so on. I didn’t expect to be able to exhibit
these works.”81 The entire basis of the Work Set, for Walther, was the invitation it issued to
question its own “intrinsic value,” its own “significance” “as an artwork,” rather than some other
kind of good.
While both Walther and Posenenske engaged with aspects of the work of art’s “life” as a
means to test its capacity to produce meaning, Walther gestures resolutely towards the interior of
the museum—to the extra-exhibitionary infrastructure of storage, in particular—while
Posenenske instead pursued installation in public places, non-art contexts, and industrial sites, in
an attempt to sidestep the gallery-museum system altogether.82 I think, however, that Walther’s
solution presents one possible method by which work like Posenenske’s might be reconciled
with the museum context. If the museum’s aim is to accurately represent Posenenske’s project, it
is inadequate to simply catalogue the individual modules of the Vierkantrohre series, in the same
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manner as any other work of sculpture, and to periodically bring them out for temporary
demonstrations of their recombinability. Because Posenenske extended the sculptures’ capacity
to produce meaning to include the economic conditions of its production and circulation, the act
of re-fabrication, the act of purchase, and the act of “consumption” must be understood as
equally weighted aspects of her work. If one sought, therefore, to identify a correlate to Walther’s
“storage form” that would realize the economic dimension of Posenenske’s work, it would not be
the sculptures themselves so much as the secondary materials that facilitate the economic
exchange: specifically, the order form, developed by her estate, by which potential buyers
indicate how many units of each of Posenenske’s sculptural series they wish to purchase;
accompanied, ideally, by precise instructions for the fabrication of the relevant elements. (Fig.
32)
Rather than suggesting that the order form should enter the museum as a kind of tertiary
ephemera, I’m suggesting that the document, which materializes the possibility of the work’s
realization, is more suitable as a museum object than copies of the re-fabricated sculptures
themselves. As Walther’s works are only realized when their “storage forms” are unpacked and
interacted with by a performer, the substance of Posenenske’s work lies in the act of economic
exchange that initiates the sculptures’ fabrication and, eventually, consumption. Presenting the
order form as a museum object needn’t necessarily entail transforming the gallery into an
operational showroom, where the sculptures could be purchased by visitors (though, as I will
later argue, such an approach might appropriately convey the economic dimension of her
practice). Instead, by its material presence, it might more accurately convey the system of
production and distribution of which individual copies of the sculptures are but singular, and
incomplete, expressions. In other words, the institutional acquisition of the order form might
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hold the act of consumption that is fundamental to Posenenske’s work in a state of incompletion,
hovering one step removed from the realization of the series in a finite form and thus maintaining
the heterarchies of ordered form and unlimited consumption that distinguishes her art’s extrinsic
seriality.
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Chapter 2
CP

In January 1968, the architect Günter Bock commissioned Charlotte Posenenske to
design a series of façade murals for what would become his principal work: the Bürgerhaus
Sindlingen, a community center in a suburb at Frankfurt am Main’s Western tip that had been
completed seven years earlier. Bock’s rough-board-formed concrete design encompasses a lateral
progression of stepped, jagged volumes that mirror the vertical variation of the terraced public
entrance below, which is ornamented with four steel steles. (Figs. 33 & 34) In response to Bock’s
invitation, Posenenske prepared several studies sketching out ideas for a graphic treatment on the
building’s exterior. The first is a photocollage, arranged in a slight ellipse to approximate a
panorama, showing the landscape behind Bock’s building, a cul-de-sac of four Tudor-style
houses, constructed as part of a “garden city” initiative. (Fig. 35) The second study provides a
more elaborate picture of Posenenske’s intentions: she wanted, in effect, to make Bock’s building
disappear by painting each side of its exterior with murals showing the landscape obscured by
the building. (Fig. 36) From the front, those approaching the Bürgerhaus would see across
Richard-Weidlich-Platz to the houses in the distance; from the rear, the tracks of the FrankfurtSindlingen S-Bahn stop would be made illusionistically visible. A similar treatment was
envisioned for each of the building’s sides.
If Bock was expecting something similar to the wall decorations Posenenske had
designed the previous year for an elementary school in the Oldenwald region of Hainstadt—a
building that had been designed by her first husband, the architect Paul Posenenske—he must
have been disappointed by her proposal, which, if executed as designed, would effectively
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obliterate his building. For the earlier Hainstadt commission, Posenenske had arrived at a
succession of murals across the school building’s exterior wall—which is divided by square
pilasters into five even rectangular sections, each topped with a row of awning windows—that
playfully employ geometric abstraction to modulate the walls. Each section is crossed with black
lines that recall the boundary lines of Piet Mondrian’s Neoplasticist compositions while also
playfully imitating the guiding lines on notebook paper. (Figs. 37 & 38) Inserted into these linear
fields are graphic representations of various measuring systems: circles inscribed into a triangle,
demonstrating geometric ratios; two paint hand prints, spaced as if to demonstrate the reach of
the human arm span; a rectangular color chart; the outline of a piano’s keyboard; a row of four
clocks, their hands each pointed to different times, with initials suggesting faraway places (“NY,”
“R,” “H”) underneath. The murals seem to demonstrate a belief in the convergence of Modernist
ideals with the simplicity and utility of the ABC’s.
Posenenske’s approach to her proposal for Bock’s façade was altogether different from
the playful modernism of the Hainstadt school design, moving beyond the application of
modernist formal principles in a decorative manner to a consideration of the building in optical
and functional relationship with its surroundings. Her proposal to Bock might be thought of, on
one hand, as a negation of his building’s adherence to the rough-hewn aesthetic of as-found
Brutalism; or, on the other, as an attempt to push it to an extreme conclusion, dissolving the
building into its surrounding environment. Either way, Posenenske’s proposal suggests a
palpable aggression to Bock’s architectural design. Ultimately, and perhaps unsurprisingly, it
went unrealized.1
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A revised proposal from Posenenske was to cover the building in a purple polka-dot mural. Similar to
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from the surrounding landscape. The second proposal was also rejected. In the 1980s, the Bock building
was, ironically, camouflaged by a different method: its concrete exterior was painted to match the beige-
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These architectural projects, which are relatively under studied in discussions of
Posenenske’s work, represent a bridge between her better-known sculptural work and the total
withdrawal from artmaking that followed; a rapid progression that turned not only on the
question of art’s political efficacy, but equally on the question of artistic authorship.2 Like a
magic trick, her proposal was essentially a work of anti-architecture that would make Bock’s
building disappear, an aesthetic un-doing that would dissipate the building’s stylistic or formal
presence into its environment by deferring to the already-existing visual and social context of the
surrounding neighborhood. If Bock’s Bürgerhaus represented a blunt assertion of stylistic
authority, Posenenske’s response was calculated to offer precisely the opposite. Her proposal
would effectively negate Bock’s artistic authorship, as realized by the imposition of a Brutalist
bastion—the work that would come to represent the architect’s signature style—on a
neighborhood in which it was stylistically out of place.
She followed up with another vanishing act, this time directed at herself: Just one month
later, on February 11, she wrote the text—which would be published in Art International the
following May—in which she expresses her frustration with art’s inability to effect social
change. Shortly after its publication, she stopped attending exhibitions, ceased corresponding

and-terracotta colors of the neighboring buildings, suggesting that one of the community’s demands for
its freshly built center was that it not stand out quite so much within Sindlingen’s garden city landscape.
It’s unclear whether such a demand was communicated to Posenenske in advance of her proposal, though
it well might have been.
2
Around the time of the commission from Bock, Posenenske had been planning to execute room-sized
variations on her Series D and Series E sculptures, more explicitly positioning those works as spatial
interventions on an architectural scale. This is evidenced by the studies she drew for the Raumteiler, an
addition to Series E that would consist of large hinged partitions scaled to fit the diameter of a given
room. She had also expressed an interest in re-scaling her Vierkantrohre to become room-sized, so that
they might be entered, rather than viewed from without, and could, ostensibly, serve as a kind of modular
architecture in their own right. She was moving increasingly away from sculptures—even sculptures
produced, as hers were, in unlimited series—and towards encompassing, architectural environments.
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with her contacts in the art world, and packed much of her work up in boxes in the attic of her
Offenbach home.
Conceived just a few months before she abandoned art for good, I take Posenenske’s
Sindlingen proposal to represent the coming-to-a-head of ideas and strategies developed in
response to pressures exerted by the imbrication of art, authorship, and value in West Germany at
the time. In a sense, she had already dismantled one traditional conception of artistic authorship
by producing sculptures that were purposefully stripped of aesthetic expressivity, that were
fabricated in factories, and that were designed to be assembled in non-art contexts by non-artists,
disentangling her own intentions from the work’s execution as a specific instance of aesthetic
form-making. With her Vierkantrohre, in other words, she was attempting to grant artistic
authorship to her sculptures’ consumers. I want to suggest, however, that beyond the critique of
art’s social utility laid out in her 1968 statement, Posenenske’s departure from art was finetuned
to the exigencies of her immediate milieu; a context in which artistic authorship’s value and
meaning were contested along political, aesthetic, and economic lines. Though she had attempted
various strategies of de-authoring her work—first through outsourced fabrication and delegated
construction, then, as I will describe below, by scrambling the distinction between artist and
artwork, and finally, as with her proposal for Bock, through stylistic abnegation—this was a
context wherein the only way to negate the value produced by artistic authorship was to simply
stop being an artist.
The way we understand Posenenske’s position on artistic authorship is highly
consequential to the way her work has been handled since her death in 1985. Since then, her
1968 “manifesto” has served as the basis for the institutional reception of her work, and as
evidence of the insurmountable problems she found with art’s ability to engage meaningfully
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with praxis. But the text— published under the simple title “Statement”—was only deemed a
“manifesto” well after the fact. This re-categorization has played into the broader reimagining of
Posenenske’s rejection of artmaking as something akin to an artistic act, facilitating her
posthumous canonization and “re-discovery” by the art world, which thus finds no contradiction
in displaying the “manifesto” as ephemera, alongside works that were never intended to be
treated as traditional art objects, in gallery and museum exhibitions. How is it that a stated
rejection of authorship has been reconstituted as an assertion of the same? And likewise, how is
it that a text that professed the artist’s lack of faith in the ability of art to enact real social change
can be reconstituted, retrospectively, as an artist’s text, or even as a kind of artwork? These
contradictions result from the failure of the various de-authoring strategies Posenenske
attempted, including her unrealized plan to disappear the Sindlingen Bürgerhaus. In the interest
of recovering her lapsed project, I want to push back against the centrality of the “manifesto” as
a moment of rupture or crisis—the pulling of an “emergency break,” as one historian has
written—and instead suggest that the most appropriate way to represent Posenenske’s work in an
institutional context is by upholding the rejection of proprietary authorship that she was unable to
fully realize.3
Because “authorship” has been theorized in various ways, I’ll specify the way I’m using
the term. Broadly conceived, the authorship of an artwork might be described as a specific kind
of intentional act, wherein the author’s intention is to produce a work of art; i.e., a work with a
specific artistic identity.4 The value of authorship is, therefore, reflexively located in the
identification of the author. What this simple and rather circular formulation does not address,

3

Daniel Spaulding, “Unworking Posenenske” in Jessica Morgan (ed.), Charlotte Posenenske: Work in
Progress, ex. cat. (New York: Dia Foundation for the Arts, 2019), p. 177.
4
This formulation comes from the philosopher Paisley Livingston; see Livingston, “Authorship,
Individual and Collective” in Art and Intention (Oxford University Press, 2005), pp. 62–90.
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however, is that the perceived value in such acts of identification is the product of a specific
historical episteme, as Michel Foucault noted in 1969, that attributes meaning and value to a
work based on author-identification.5 Furthermore, the circular logic of author-identification
begins to demonstrate its more consequential function when it comes into contact with the “antiart” ethos of the historical or neo-avant-gardes—that is, to artistic practices premised on
unmaking art—or, to put it another way, with the transition to what Jacques Rancière identified
as the “aesthetic regime” of art. As Esa Kirkkopelto writes:
Works represented themselves as works, artists as artists, regardless of how
experimental, radical, or iconoclastic the practice that gave them their existence
ultimately was. . . From the point of view of anti-art, the aspiration of art and
artists to again be identified as ‘art’ and ‘artists’ simultaneously fostered anti-art’s
extra-artistic appropriation and exploitation: artworks were controlled, marketed,
and evaluated as cultural products, and artists were subjected to the same as the
producers of artworks.6
The attribution of artistic authorship, in other words, effectively functions as an instrument for
anti-art’s recuperation as art, resulting in the reification of both artworks and artists.
As I’ll argue in this chapter, Posenenske was attempting to develop an approach to art
making that would reject the production of value that results from author-identification.
However, because there was no single, unified concept of authorship to push back against, and
because value could be ascribed to artistic authorship in various, diverging ways, the only
possible solution was to leave art behind for good. In Posenenske’s context—West Germany at

5

“‘Literary’ discourse was acceptable only if it carried an author’s name; every text of poetry or fiction
was obliged to state its author and the date, place, and circumstances of its writing. The meaning and
value attributed to the text depended on this information. If by accident or design a text was presented
anonymously, every effort was made to locate its author. Literary anonymity was of interest only as a
puzzle to be solved as, in our day, literary works are totally dominated by the sovereignty of the author.”
Michel Foucault, “What Is an Author?” (1969) in Donald Preziosi (ed.), The Art of Art History: A Critical
Anthology (Oxford University Press, 1998), p. 327.
6
Esa Kirkkopelto, Transpositions: Aesthetico-Epistemic Operators in Artistic Research (Leven
University Press, 2018), p. 34.
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the end of the Wirtschaftswunder, the “economic miracle” that followed the conclusion of World
War II—two specific developments are particularly relevant, and will be explored in detail
below: first, the increasingly diversified expressions of the artist as a “stylist,” with a propriety
material or formal approach; and second, the increasing commodification of the artist as a
charismatic persona, as reflected in both the growing prominence of artists’ transatlantic travel to
create work in-situ and by the devices developed in West Germany to rank and rate artists’
positions on the market.7
In a sense, I’m seeking to clarify how Posenenske’s intentions for her work might more
accurately be realized in its present “life,” and to ask after her “intentions” is to wade into a
highly contested discourse that has become increasingly important in the field of art’s
conservation over the past several decades. Its implications are thus not only historical, but also
economic, in that intention is employed as a guide for how works of art are handled, conserved,
and re-fabricated in institutional contexts (i.e. in the ownership of the museum). The stewardship
of the artist’s intent, within art institutions, is associated with the presentation of the work of art’s
authenticity, and, in recent years, has become the primary litmus test for acts of both curation and
conservation. This has led to the implementation of, for example, artist questionnaires and
interviews, instructional contracts, and supporting documentation as a way to preserve the artist’s
intentions for posterity, facilitating the reconstruction of works with degradable components
according to the artist’s standards and decision-making processes. This intention-led curatorial
paradigm has emerged largely in response to artists’ increasing use of organic and other

7

The process of artists’ commodification in West Germany might be thought of as presaging the
professionalization of artists via university MFA programs, as detailed, for example, in Howard
Singerman’s Art Subjects: Making Artists in the American University (Berkley, CA: University of
California Press, 1999). Rather than emphasizing the role of the market, however, Singerman focuses on a
historical shift from skill-based to theory-based learning.
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degradable materials over the past several decades.8 As Vivian Van Saaze has pointed out,
conservation practices have assumed that artistic intent is equivalent to what the artist says or
writes about their own work, even when such statements were not meant to be proscriptive.9
Since 2013, however, the adequacy—or even the possibility—of employing intent as a
guiding principle for conservation has been widely questioned.10 Nina Quabeck has pointed to
the concept’s fungibility, arguing that intent must be understood as exceeding the parameters
initially set up by the artist and encompassing a communal process that involves conservators,
curators, and other third parties, and that changes over time.11 Perhaps most notable is the writing
of former Museum of Modern Art conservator Glenn Wharton, who has suggested that artists
may never have actually realized their intentions themselves, and therefore that artists’
statements should not be the guide for conservation; a position that is certainly relevant to
Posenenske’s case. 12 Wharton has also argued that museums have a responsibility to share and
make clear the material transformations that might occur across presentations of a given work,
emphasizing the importance of transparency in the museum’s historiographic function.13

8

For one pertinent example, see Nina Quabeck, “Intent in the making: The life of Zoe Leonard’s ‘Strange
Fruit’” in Burlington Contemporary, May 2019, online:
https://burlingtoncontemporary.org.uk/journal/journal/intent-in-the-making-the-life-of-zoe-leonardsstrange-fruit, accessed September 18, 2020.
9
Vivian Van Saaze, Installation Art and the Museum: Presentation and Conservation of Changing
Artworks (Amsterdam University Press, 2013), p. 54.
10
See, for example, Rebecca Gordon & Erma Hermens (eds.), Authenticity and Replication: The ‘Real
Thing’ in Art and Art Conservation (London: Archetype, 2014).
11
Quabeck writes: “An understanding of intent as fixed or unilateral is short-sighted, indeed inadequate,
in the context of art research. The findings presented in this article suggest a new model for understanding
intent in which the outlook is shifted from the perspective of the artist’s voice as the ultimate and sole
authority towards a more pluralist and open-ended view. It might be reframed as ‘intent in the making.’”
12
Glenn Wharton, “Artist Intention and the Conservation of Contemporary Art” in Objects Specialty
Group Postprints, vol. 22 (2015) (Washington DC: American Institute for Conservation of Historic &
Artistic Works, 2015), pp. 1–12.
13
Glenn Wharton, “Reconfiguring contemporary art in the museum” in Contemporary conservation:
curating and translating art history (London : Archetype Publications, 2016), pp. 27–36.
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It is literally impossible to maintain Posenenske’s intentions in an institutional context
while at the same time conserving and maintaining her work, which was carefully designed not
to participate in the standard commercial operation of the gallery or the reliquary operations of
the museum. A further complication comes with the suggestion by Burkhard Brunn, the artist’s
husband and the director of her estate, that Posenenske expressed an interest in revisiting her
work at the end of her life. Though she destroyed some of her early work in the wake of her
decision to turn her attention to the pursuit of a doctorate degree in sociology, much of what was
left was carefully arranged in folders in the attic of her Frankfurt home, and she was apparently
excited by the gallerist Paul Maenz’s desire to host a retrospective at his Cologne gallery in
1986.14 Contradictions remain, in other words, in Posenenske’s own thinking, and the artist’s
intentions, even if they can be definitively identified, may have changed over time.
I think, rather than definitively identifying Posenenske’s intentions, we might take her
rejection of authorship, with its final crescendo in May, 1968, on its own terms. It was one
response to a regional context fraught with conflict over artistic authorship’s political and
economic utility, in the midst of the art market’s increasing and unprecedented financialization.
Ultimately, Posenenske stopped making art because she recognized that operating within the
category of the artist-author would always and unavoidably result in the production of value,
whether via the acquisition of symbolic capital or through the speculative practices of the
market. She was therefore unable to reconcile her own authorship with the de-valuation of art
that she was trying to achieve, as a number of abortive attempts—all carried out around the time
of her Sindlingen proposal—will demonstrate.

14

Brunn, “Posthumous Exhibitions” in Wiehager, op. cit., p. 182.
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I.

Artistic Authorship as Value-Production
An additional complication arises here: the fact that authorial rejection or withdrawal

from the art world was claimed as an artistic strategy beginning in the late ’60s, and throughout
the decades since, on numerous occasions—a crisis of authorship that remains unresolved, and
whose ambiguity complicates our retrospective understanding of Posenenske’s trajectory. Most
familiar is likely the case of the artist Lee Lozano, whose “Untitled (General Strike Piece)”
(begun 1969) consisted of her total withdrawal from the art world for a six-month period, albeit
as a work of art-life performance. With her “Boycott Piece”, (begun in 1971, Lozano ceased all
contact with women—a performance that famously lasted through the rest of the artist’s life.15
Tehching Tsieh, whose work in the ’70s and ’80s centered on durational performances, carried
out a One Year Performance (1985–86) in which he ceased making, looking at, and talking and
reading about art. Laurie Parsons tracks closest to Posenenske’s trajectory: after creating a body
of work that consisted of unassuming social interventions in gallery and museum exhibitions—
including working as a gallery intern, collaborating with museum security and admissions staff,
and, as her contribution to a 1992 exhibition at Le Consortium in Dijon, sending the museum
administrator a bouquet of flowers every week for the duration of the show—Parsons left art to
become a social worker, working with the homeless and with psychiatric patients; since 1989,
she’s requested that galleries not sell her work. There is historiographic interest in recuperating
these projects as “anti-art” or as “post-institutional critique”: Alexander Koch’s 2002 exhibition
at KOW in Berlin, “Gestures of Disappearance”, focused on artists who stopped making art, and

15

Like Posenenske, Lozano’s interrogation of artistic authority followed earlier, painterly explorations
into abstraction and geometry. On Lozano, see Jo Applin, Lee Lozano: Not Working (Yale University
Press, 2018); Applin, “Cut Out, Drop Out” in American Art vol. 31, no. 1 (Spring 2017), pp. 6–12; and
Sarah Lehrer-Graiwer, Lee Lozano: Dropout Piece (Central Saint Martins: Afterall Books: One Work,
2014). It’s notable that many of the ‘dropout’ artists around 1967 were women—including Lozano,
Christine Kozlov, Elaine Sturtevant, Jo Baer, Agnes Martin.
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Bob Nickas’s writing and curating focuses specifically on women artists who’ve “dropped out.”
The relationship between such departures and their construal as artistic acts, however, is not
always clear.16 As Martin Herbert writes: “Full withdrawal registers as exasperated reaction to
the intolerability of the art world, to the limits of political potential, to gender bias, profiteering,
the presence of repellent personalities, and neon egos. . . Research also suggests, though, that the
official narratives aren’t always fully accurate: that while history implies certain artists walked
out and slammed the door, in reality they opened it again, or sought to, or never quite closed
it.”17 Writers like Herbert have situated Posenenske as one among an informal “school” of artists
who “dropped out” in different historical and geographic contexts, for different reasons, and to
different extents.
The conflicted value placed on artistic authorship in West Germany at the end of the
1960s, however, had very specific contours that were formative for Posenenske’s position. In the
context of the cold war, individuality and its economic expression in the forces of the free market
were hailed as pillars in the West’s struggle for economic and cultural dominance. In West
Germany, this led to a deep suspicion of communal modes of production and creativity.18 From
the late 1950s on, German social scientists increasingly criticized the notion of the “masses,”
advancing approaches that instead emphasized the role of groups and social networks consisting

16

We might also think here of the psychologist and writer Timothy Leary’s 1967 dictate to “turn on, tune
in, drop out,” suggesting dropping out of mainstream society as a way to change it, which became a
mantra for the US counterculture of the late 1960s.
17
Martin Herbert, Tell Them I Said No (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2016), p. 13.
18
The situation in France was particularly conflicted; for instance, the art critic Michael Tapié’s 1952
book Un art autre argued that a “free world” could only be achieved by rejecting artists’ groups and
collective work. The rise of “auteur theory,” as put forward in the journal Cahiers du cinema, likewise
bolstered the idea that true artistry could only be the product of sole authorship. At the same time,
“teamwork” was a central motif of the first edition of the Paris Biennial in 1959, and, by its next edition,
the biennial’s organizers were explicitly encouraging artists to form groups.
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of interconnected individuals.19 Massification and collectivization were associated with
alienation, and the proposed response was the cultivation, as realized by shifts in national
education policy, of Persönlichkeitsbildung (“personality development”), the concept of an
intrinsically-motivated, inward-directed and holistic development of the individual.20 Increasing
skepticism was likewise applied to classical concepts of the individual that had been based on the
concept of free will; in intellectual circles, structuralist and psychoanalytic approaches developed
in tandem with a neo-Marxist politics instead stressed the manipulability of consciousness. The
policies of Chancellor Adenauer and his successor Erhard were forged in direct response to this
situation. Erhard’s 1957 book Wolhstand für Alle (“Prosperity for All”), for example, proposed a
third term between the familiar categories of Gemeinschaft (community) and Gesellschaft
(society): formierte Gesellschaft, meaning a community-minded but capitalist society that was
particular to the cultural conditions of West Germany. Meanwhile, the nation’s politics were
increasingly characterized by a vehement anti-communism and the fear of a “red threat,” leading
to Adenauer’s denunciation of the communist party as a puppet of the GDR and, ultimately, its
banning from state participation in 1965.21
These debates initially filtered into the West German art world as a conflict over the role
of individual versus collective forms of authorship. While the formation of artists’ groups and the
development of collective practices were in vogue in Western Europe—see, for example, the
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Axel Schildt, Moderne Zeiten: Freizeit, Massenmedien und "Zeitgeist" in der Bundesrepublik der 50er
Jahre (Göttingen: Wallstein, 2005), p. 345.
20
See Anne Rohstock, “Nur ein Nebenschauplatz: Zur Bedeutung der ‘68er’-Protestbewegung für die
westdeutsche Hochschulpolitik” in Udo Wengst (ed.), Reform und Revolte: Politischer und
gesellschaflitcher Wandel in der Bundesrepublik vor und nach 1968 (Munich: Oldenbourg Verlag, 2011),
pp. 45–59.
21
For further discussion see: Mark Roseman, “The Organic Society and the ‘Massenmenschen’:
Integrating Young Labour in the Ruhr Mines 1945–1958” in Robert Moeller (ed.), West Germany Under
Construction: Politics, Society and Culture in the Adenauer Era (Ann Arbor: U of Michigan Press, 1997),
287–320, 297–299; Axel Schildt, op. cit., pp. 324–350.
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prominence of artists groups in the first editions of the Paris Biennial—anxieties over
collectivization were a considerable counterweight in West Germany, on the border, as it was,
between the capitalist West and the communist East. In his catalogue essay for the 1964 edition
of Documenta, for example, art writer and co-curator Werner Haftmann condemned artists’
groups as the “spokespeople” of modern mass society’s technological and sociological
alienation.22 Haftmann was a proponent of what he described as modern art’s independence and
subjectivity, developing “universal” languages (i.e. geometric and lyrical abstraction) to counter
the imposed objectivity and “truth” associated with totalitarian art. He did allow some artists
groups to be included in the exhibition, but with the stipulation that the works be presented as
individually authored—or, at least, credited to a single artist.23 Members of the collaborative
Groupe de Recherche d’art Visuel, for example—the Paris-based group that aimed, according to
a 1963 manifesto, to merge the identities of its eleven members into one collective unity—are
listed in the catalog individually, and each represented by a single work. Likewise, the Nouveaux
Réalistes Arman, César, Yves Klein, and Jean Tinguely—who had also collectively authored a
manifesto in 1960—were exhibited as individuals.24 Meanwhile, Documenta director Arnold
Bode’s guiding principle for the exhibition— “Art is what famous artists make”—was perhaps
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Werner Haftmann, untitled, in Documenta III, vol. 1, Malerei, Skulptur (Cologne: DuMont, 1964), xiv:
“Soziologischen Struktur der modernen Massengesellschaft,” cited in Galimberti, op. cit., p. 109.
23
The single exception was an installation of works by the Zero Group, which was arranged by Bode;
Haftmann does not mention the group at all in his catalog text.
24
Debates over art’s political and social role in 1960s West Germany led to what Christine Mehring has
summarized as five broad artistic responses: first, efforts to democratize art by expanding access through
the production of multiples and publications; second, artistic attempts to overcome the traditional
conventions of art through provocative actions; third, the deployment of artistic acts as methods of
political agitation, by commenting on specific historical events or social conditions; fourth, a rejection of
art altogether, for its elitist and apolitical nature; and finally, calls for art’s socialization, meaning making
it more socially effective by heightening communal consciousness and fostering communication and
participation.24 I would argue that each of these responses expresses a certain anxiety over locating value
in gestures of artistic authorship, both regarding the artist’s position and role within the greater society
and vis à vis individual, as versus collective, artistic practices.
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meant to underscore modern art’s autonomy, but also signals the exhibition’s implicit emphasis
on individual authorship.25
The case of the Munich-based artists group Spur demonstrates both the particularity of
the West German context and the complications that arose when German artistic strategies based
on reimagining artistic authorship bumped up against collective practices developed elsewhere in
Europe.26 In 1959, following the Third Conference of the Situationist International in Munich,
Asger Jorn convinced Guy Debord to accept the membership of Spur—consisting of the painters
Hans-Peter Zimmer, Heimrad Prem, and Helmut Sturm and the sculptor Lothar Fischer, as well
as the writer and theorist Dieter Kunzelmann—as the Situationist International’s “German
section.” The group’s eponymous magazine, which published seven issues between 1960 and
1961, briefly became the Situationist International's main outlet in Germany. Spur had recently
instigated a minor scandal in the Munich press: at the opening night of the January exhibition
“Realists-Extremists” at the city’s Museum for Ethnology, what had been advertised as a lecture
by the philosopher Max Bense had turned out to be a collage of excerpts from Bense’s writings
delivered, in character, by Zimmer. The con had only been revealed when journalists later sought
clarification from Bense, who had no knowledge of the event and subsequently threatened to
take the artists to court.27
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See https://www.documenta.de/en/retrospective/documenta_iii
The existing literature on Spur is limited; this summary of the group’s activities, including its
relationship with the Situationist International, is heavily indebted to Jacopo Galimberti’s research on
artist collectives in Western Europe, as well as to Mia Lee’s work on Spur. See Galimberti, “Redefining
the Individual in West Germany: Spur’s and Geflecht’s Authorship (1957–67)” in The Art Bulletin, vol.
98, no. 1 (March 2016), pp. 101–122.
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Mia Lee, “The Gruppe Spur: Art as a Revolutionary Medium during the Cold War” in Timothy Brown
and Lorena Anton (eds.), Between the Avant-Garde and the Everyday: Subversive Politics in Europe from
1957 to the Present (New York: Berghahn Books, 2011), pp. 11–30.
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The Bense stunt hints at the Spur group’s desire to interrogate and subvert traditional
notions of authorship. On the one hand, Spur insisted that only collaborative artistic practices
could be radical or revolutionary, in refutation of the bourgeois notion of the artist as a unique
and individual virtuoso. As the Spur artists explained in a booklet for an exhibition at Munich’s
Galerie van de Loo: “For us (that is, for those who still want to realize themselves as individuals)
the only chance lies in forming groups, and thus a society proper that can confront the others
with demands that are impossible for the individual.”28 On the other, they maintained the
individual autonomy of each member of the group, and rather than rejecting individual
authorship in favor of the collective, sought to synthesize the two.
In practice, Spur’s synthetic approach to reconciling individual and collective authorship
was most forcefully realized in collective, site-specific wall painting wherein each artist was
assigned a specific area to paint independently, but with the preconceived understanding that
each individual artist was also allowed to gradually intrude in his neighbors’ sections; a process
that created what Bleicher affectionately referred to as “battlefields,” wherein the violation of the
individual’s assigned space was the desired result. The outcome, as captured in, for example,
Spur’s painting for the dining room of the collector Willi Bleicher, is a mural that seems to
flicker between composition and chaos, with layered figures of biomorphic abstraction
populating concentrated, roughly rectangular areas of mark-making, though there are no clear
boundaries between the sections and no indication, visual or otherwise, of which member of the
group executed each section of the painting. (Fig. 39) The painting’s stylistic and compositional
qualities recall the canvases of the prior decades’ “action painting,” invoking the legacy of
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Untitled text in the exhibition catalog for “Gruppe Spur: Bilder,” October 17–November 21, 1959,
Galerie van de Loo, Munich, trans. in Gruppe Spur Manifeste/Manifestos (Munich: Lenbachhaus, 2015),
p. 71; cited in Galimberti, op. cit., p. 104.
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Abstract Expressionism and its mythology of heroic, individual expression, while re-imagining
the painterly process through what the Spur artists referred to as a “transpersonal”
(überpersönlich) approach.29 In other words, while maintaining the autonomy of the individual,
Spur’s “battlefields” also synthesized each member of the group’s individual authorship with the
collective, a synthesis that positioned form and composition as a kind of aesthetic residue of the
conflict and resolution between the two.30
Spur’s approach might have seemed, at first, to be in agreement with the Situationist
International’s demands for the development of “constructed situations” “by the collective
organization of a unitary ambiance and a game of events,” as Debord had written in the first
issue of Internationale Situationiste.31 However, while acknowledging that the mass movements
of Bolshevism or Moaism represented spectacles that obscured authentic existence, Debord was
also insistent that the perceived dichotomy between the individual and the mass could only lead
to a fetishization of subjectivity that worked against what one historian has described as his
group’s “anti-individual individualism,” which would update Marxism to meet the exigencies of
the postindustrial consumer society.32 Debord warned his fellow Situationists that the collective
must supersede the individual, for “the ‘I’ without the ‘we’ falls back into the prefabricated
mass.’”33
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See Heimrad Prem, Heimrad Prem, p. 38–40; cited in Galimberti, op. cit., p. 111.
Spur also produced individually authored works, but only exhibited as a collective; their works were
signed with the names of both the individual artist who had created them and the name of the group.
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Guy Debord, Definitions (1958), in Internationale Situationniste, no. 1 (Paris, June 1958), translated by
Ken Knabb, online: https://www.cddc.vt.edu/sionline/si/definitions.html, accessed December 15, 2020
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Galimberti, op. cit., p. 102.
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Untitled text in the exhibition catalog for the show from October 17–November 21, 1959, Gruppe Spur:
Bilder (Munich: Galerie van de Loo, 1959), trans, in Gruppe Spur Manifeste/Manifestos (2015); cited in
Galimberti, op. cit., p. 104.
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By the Situationist International’s Fifth Conference, held in Göteborg in 1961, a rift had
developed between Debord and the members of Spur over the hierarchical relationships within
the larger collective. Spur’s Kunzelmann objected to a report delivered by Raoul Vaneigem that
argued that the Situationist International should focus on the liberation of authentic life, rather
than the development of a new artistic style. Prem, in response, questioned the larger group’s
strategies, arguing that revolutionary action was only truly possible within the realm of culture,
and thus within artistic action—an argument that might be taken as a defense of Spur’s synthetic
practice of collective painting. As a result of this minor insurrection, the Situationist
International’s Central Committee determined that future issues of Spur’s magazine—as it
happens, the only product of the group that was strictly collectively authored— should be
overseen by Jacqueline de Jong and Attila Kotányi; a request that the Spur artists refused to
entertain. This conflict, which closely followed a highly publicized trial that saw the Spur
members charged with the production of pornography and blasphemous materials, was enough
for Debord to expel them from the Situationist International.34
The particularity of Spur’s synthetic approach to authorship, and the reason for its falling
out with the larger Situationist group, lies in the group’s embeddedness in a national context
situated on the border between two worldviews that identified value in authorship in conflicting
ways. As Jacopo Galimberti writes, Spur attempted to forge “a leftist third way between the ‘Free
World’ and the ‘Eastern bloc’”; between Western individualism and Soviet collectivization.35
Whereas artists associated with Nouveau Réalisme and Arte Povera elsewhere in Europe had
played with authorship in various ways throughout the previous decade—in Piero Manzoni’s
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commodification of bottled “artist’s breath” and canned “artist’s shit”, or Alighiero Boetti’s
fabrication of his own identical “twin,” for example—the work produced by artists in
Posenenske’s milieu was therefore fraught with conflicting attitudes towards artistic authorship
and its place in upholding or challenging art’s sociopolitical efficacy and meaning.
The value of artistic production was increasingly understood, in the broader cultural
context, as located in the artist’s persona; a revaluation of artistic authorship that reached an
apotheosis in the mythological character of Joseph Beuys, in whose work the invented legend of
having been shot down over the Crimea as a Luftwaffe rear gunner in World War II became the
central locus of meaning.36 And Beuys’s students at the Düsseldorf Art Academy—particularly
those who would go on to form the “Capitalist Realist” group—adapted and repurposed their
teacher’s manipulation of persona to address the cultural milieu of the Wirtschaftswunder,
famously caricaturing, in their first collective action, the artist-as-persona-as-commodity by
putting themselves on display alongside an installation of domestic objects in the context of a
Düsseldorf department store.37 (Fig. 59) The troubled status of the author is equally evident in
Gerhard Richter’s development of the blur in his photorealistic paintings, or in Sigmar Polke’s
repurposing of Lichtenstein’s Ben-Day dots, both underscoring the mediated nature of the
painters’ source imagery while also foregrounding the friction between the expressive authority
to create form and the impersonality of mechanical forms of representation. Such stylistic
developments equally reflected these artists’ relationship to each other and their embeddedness in
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a larger social network. As Johanna Drucker has suggested, understanding the peripatetic use of
style in Polke’s work requires us to see him as a “nodal” artist; “a product of intersections in a
network of social, artistic and graphic connections,” whose appropriation and collating of
techniques and styles formalized the artist’s own identity as a charismatic and socially-embedded
persona.38 (Fig. 40)
Even among Beuys’s students, however, the identification of artistic authorship with a
personal style was conflicted.39 Blinky Palermo—born Peter Stölle—adopted his nom de plume
as a student at the Düsseldorf Art Academy, where he studied with Beuys beginning in 1964. The
name is a reference to the Philadelphia mafia-linked manager of the boxer Sonny Liston; either
Beuys or one of Palermo’s fellow students—depending on who one asks—noticed a physical
resemblance. For Palermo himself, however, the adoption of a pseudonym, while perhaps
initiated as the tongue-in-cheek lark of a young art student, developed alongside a refusal, which
he maintained until his premature death in 1977, to speak or write about his work. Even in
conversation with close friends, Palermo never discussed his art in theoretical terms, despite his
evident knowledge of art history and his perspicacity when discussing the work of friends and
contemporaries.40 So, while adopting the name of an American boxing manager was certainly
borne of Palermo’s Americophilia—which led him to relocate to New York City in 1973—this
alternate persona also allowed the artist to establish a distance between his art work and his
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identity, a lacuna where the near-mythic persona cultivated by an artist like his teacher Beuys
might have been.
If the stylistic qualities of Polke’s work, as Drucker suggests, is a reflection of his
“nodal” social position, Palermo’s vacated persona in turn correlates with the prosaic formal
properties of the work he produced during his brief career: wall-propped wooden staffs,
monochromatic canvases, “paintings” cut from reams of pre-colored commercial fabric, and wall
paintings that outline or fill in preexisting elements of a room’s architecture. Palermo frequently
replicated forms found in-situ, including dado rails and shapes derived from window frames or
staircases. His wall painting Fenster I (Window I) (1970) at the Kabinett für Aktuelle Kunst in
Bremerhaven, for instance, exactly reproduced the structural outline of the gallery’s glass façade
on the surface of an interior wall. (Fig. 41) In group exhibitions, Palermo often chose to place his
work in the interstitial spaces of stairwells, rather than within the usual spaces of display, as
with Treppenhaus II, 1971, which consisted of a painted area between the steps and the handrail
of the Frankfurter Kunstverein’s staircase. Christine Mehring has thus characterized Palermo’s
oeuvre as a “repertoire of banalities,” which, for her, revel in the contradictions between the
commonplaceness of decoration and the social efficacy of art within the context of the
Wirtschaftswunder.41 That banality also secured Palermo’s dismissal by the press, who, for
example, derided his wall paintings as the product of a mere Wandmaler, or housepainter. But his
relative lack of historical representation, in comparison with his teacher Beuys or his frequent
collaborator Richter, I would argue, is the result of his pseudonymity and reticence in congruence
with the “banality” of his work; or rather, a result of the impulse to de-personify that led to both.
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The sharp contrast between Palermo’s approach and that of his peers is perhaps most
starkly demonstrated in the two-person exhibition Palermo shared with Richter at Heiner
Friedrich’s Cologne gallery in 1971. Palermo’s contribution was to paint all four of the gallery’s
walls a mid-tone ochre framed by white stripes. Richter supplied Two Sculptures for a Room by
Palermo, a work consisting of two plaster busts, depicting himself and Palermo in naturalistic
fashion, placed on pedestals and arranged to face each other across the room. (Fig. 42) Two
distinct attitudes toward artistic authorship were thus put in spatial dialog: the regression of the
author as a stylistic form-maker, in Palermo’s deferral to the preexisting architecture of the
gallery, and, in Richter’s monumental busts, the foregrounding of the author as persona in
perhaps its most recognizable aesthetic expression.42 Hence the peculiarity of the installation as a
whole: Richter’s busts seem to formalize the artists’ relationship as an exchange between two
quasi-heroic individuals, whereas Palermo’s wall paintings nearly refuse to engage. Even when
Palermo and Polke each adopted the use of commercial fabrics as a means to gesture toward the
desubjectivization of the process of painting, the two artists’ diverging attitudes toward
authorship is clear: Polke’s patterned fabric supports are layered with hand-painted raster dots
and brushwork, in layered, citational accumulations that foreground the artist’s role as a filter or
steward of prefabricated images and styles. Palermo’s monochromatic “cloth paintings,” on the
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other hand, display no proprietary branding, no signature look, and even lack the texture or
facture of pigment on canvas. (Figs. 43 & 44)
In such diverging gestures of artistic authorship, despite their different understandings of
the relationship between persona and its aesthetic expression in form—be it the gestural
implication of identity and memory, as in Richter’s work; the stylistic expression of the artist as a
node in a social network, as in Polke’s; or Palermo’s attempts to empty out persona’s interpretive
function—the work’s authorship is fundamental to its meaning. Even Palermo’s pseudonymous
persona, operating, as it does, in combination with his gestures of banality, authorizes the idea
that his works have meaning in the first place. The work of art’s status as the work of an artist—
even one without a scrutable identity—ensures that the work means something, as its
identification as the product of an artist places it within an artistic discourse. The artist’s name,
like the author’s, is a designation, to use Foucault’s term, as opposed to the description function
of a proper name.43
This was the major hurdle that Posenenske faced: her suspicion of individualism and her
desire to use art as a means to foster collective experience were directly in conflict with both the
political atmosphere in West Germany and the increasing prominence of artists’ deployment of
authorship—or its absence—as a thematic device.44 To make matters worse: At the very same
moment that she was seeking an approach that would counter art’s increasing commodification,
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the West German art market was suddenly, and rapidly, developing methods for explicitly
defining the economic value of the artist-as-persona.

II.

Artistic Persona and Market Speculation
Lee Krasner once recounted a story concerning a tense exchange with Peggy

Guggenheim on the occasion of Guggenheim’s visit to the home and studio the painter shared
with her husband, Jackson Pollock, on the eastern end of Long Island in 1945:
“The first time Peggy came to Pollock’s studio to see his work we were a little
late for the appointment. Anticipating we might be late we left the doors open for
her. My paintings were up as well as Jackson’s. Peggy had arrived before we got
there. She started to bawl Jackson out for not being there on time saying, ‘I came
in to the place, the doors were open, and I see a lot of paintings, L.K., L.K. I
didn’t come to look at L.K.’s paintings. Who is L.K.?’ And she damn well knew at
that point who L.K. was and that was really like a hard thrust.’”45
Krasner changed her name many times in the first thirty years of her life: born Lena Krassner,
she re-named herself Lenore, and then Leah, before settling on Lee—and removing one S from
her surname—in the 1930s.46 As Anne Wagner has argued, Krasner’s initials (“L.K.”) in the story
ironically emblematize her lack of recognition in the contemporary art world at the time, both as
a woman and as the consistently overshadowed partner to her celebrated husband. Wagner
writes: “Signing L.K., or not signing at all (Pollock once did it for her when she refused), or
signing so her name was camouflaged as part of the painting’s figuration—these stratagems are,
on one level, a resistance to her art being identified and thus seen ‘as that of a woman’—a
reluctance that went hand in hand with her refusal in 1945 to take part (at Guggenheim’s request,
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no less) in a group show of artists who were women.”47 In other words, Krasner deployed a
purposefully weakened authorship in resistance to the art world’s fetishization of persona.
Swap the L for a C, the K for a P, and the context of the 1940s Hamptons for the 1960s
Rhineland, and one wonders whether the same analysis might be made of Posenenske’s similar
renunciation of authorship and its relationship to her abandonment of artmaking entirely. Like
Krasner, Posenenske cycled through various signatory modes: Baptized Liselotte Henriette
Mayer, she took the name Charlotte—that of her paternal grandmother—as a child. Beginning in
the mid-1950s she produced theatrical designs in Lübeck under the name Carola Mayer. Between
1961 and 1965 she signed her work with either “CMP,” for Charlotte Mayer-Posenenske—
appending the name of her first husband, the architect Paul Posenenske, to her own—or, simply,
“CP,” which is also how she signed the relief sculptures she began to produce in 1964. By the
time she completed her first serial works in 1967—the initial sets of modular aluminum or
cardboard units known as Vierkantrohre (“Square Tubes”)—she had stopped signing her work
altogether.48 This suggests that the shift from her signature to its absence emblematize a
conceptual reorientation from her earliest work to the modular serial sculptures for which she
would eventually, posthumously, become recognized; as if erasing herself from the picture were
a necessary correlate to the democratized, anti-hierarchical art that she conceived of her work as
prototyping. For Posenenske, in other words, modularity, seriality, and the regression of the
author came hand in hand.
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It’s not difficult to imagine that her gender played a significant role in Posenenske’s
frustrations, as the pressure on a woman artist in the Rhineland’s heavily male-dominated gallery
scene at the tail end of the 1960s was great. Consider the conditions surrounding her first twoperson exhibition in Frankfurt: She met the influential artist-turned-gallerist Konrad Fischer—
née Konrad Lueg—in the fall of 1967, when both participated in the exhibition Dies alles,
Herzchen, wird einmal dir gehören at Galerie Dorothea Loehr in Frankfurt. Fischer introduced
Posenenske to Kaspar König, who was in the process of organizing a show of works by the
conceptual artist Hanne Darboven for Fischer’s Düsseldorf gallery. Fischer, correctly, identified
commonalities— depersonalization, seriality, and the use of repetition—between the two artists’
projects. Darboven’s automation of the act of inscription by creating installations from sheets and
sheets of indecipherable, handwritten numerical sequences would nicely resonate with
Posenenske’s similar automation of the artistic act through the outsourced, mass production of
modular elements in series. Fischer subsequently conditioned the showing of Darboven’s work in
König’s exhibition on the simultaneous presentation of Posenenske’s Vierkantrohre, changing
Darboven’s solo exhibition into a two-woman affair. In a letter explaining his position to König,
Fischer offered what he called “a consolation for Hanne”: “A two-woman exhibition is quite the
same as a one-man show.”49 Evidently, not much had changed in the nearly two decades after
Guggenheim’s visit to the Pollock-Krasner studio. Fischer’s casual equation of both Darboven
and Posenenske to, effectively, half of a man (and thus half of an artist) each is clearly
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symptomatic of the boys’ club that constituted the Frankfurt art scene at the time.50 While her
limited writings are reticent on the question of gender, this atmosphere was surely formative to
her attitude towards her presentation of her self as an artist. (Likewise, it will not escape the
reader’s attention that all of the previous section’s examples—the members of the Spur group,
Manzoni, Boetti, Beuys, Richter, Polke, and Palermo—are male artists.)
It was not, however, her position as a woman artist that seems to have bothered
Posenenske so much as her antipathy to the increasing prominence of artistic personas as
measures of value in Frankfurt’s commercial art world. Specifically, if Krasner used the
signature “L.K.” to wryly signify her lack of a name in the art world, Posenenske’s “C.P.”—and
its subsequent disappearance—instead represents her aspiration to negate the value the art world
placed on artists as packaged and commodifiable identities. Brunn has noted that aspects of the
artist’s personal presentation in her daily life seemed keyed to the modernist ethos put forward in
her artwork; a kind of minimal persona she seems to have developed at the beginning of her
studies in art, when she enrolled at the Stuttgart Staatlichen Akademie der bildenden Künste in
1951: she swapped her Citroen for a less flashy car, started wearing very simple clothes, and cut
a simple, short haircut. (Fig. 45) He suggests that she wanted to be unremarkable, like everybody
else, and that she saw modernism as a means to achieve this, applying to herself the same
rationalizing processes that she would undertake in her artistic work: “There was nothing
individual in our apartment, no knickknacks, no photos. Many a guest was astonished to see that
we had neon lights everywhere, which seemed to them very impersonal and reminded them too
much of a working environment. Yet Charlotte obviously intended to give precisely this
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impression.”51 (Elsewhere, Brunn writes: “She worked as if she were a company employee.”52)
Beyond wanting to be “like everyone else,” Posenenske sought to neutralize sentimental
individuality—including aligning herself with the rationalist logic of modern design—as the only
possible response to what she found to be the deeply dissatisfactory conditions of the art world at
the time; a context in which it was increasingly clear that to be an artist, and to be anonymous,
were increasingly incompatible aims.
Prior to 1960, only works by a rather small pool of familiar “masters” could achieve high
prices on the market. In the following decades, with the rapid development of an international
market for contemporary art—in parallel with the emergence of international exhibition
platforms—work by living and emerging artists proved an increasingly tenable investment for
collectors.53 Far beyond the expansion of the types of work available on the market, this shift
also reflected an increasing emphasis on the commercialization and circulation of not only
contemporary artworks, but also, increasingly, contemporary artists. In West Germany, Fischer’s
Düsseldorf gallery, founded in 1967, was a pioneer in the new kind of art dealing that emerged
out of this context. As Michael Sanchez has demonstrated, it is largely thanks to Fischer that the
studio-based system of artistic production and distribution that had been perfect by the dealers
Leo Castelli, in New York, and Ileana Sonnabend, in Paris, in the preceding decades was
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supplanted by a “post-studio” system, a model where artists travelled to create new works in-situ,
rather than shipping preexisting work for an exhibition. Sanchez identifies a paradigmatic shift
with Fischer’s invitation to Carl Andre in October 1967 to fly to Düsseldorf to make the work for
his solo exhibition at the gallery on-site, rather than paying to ship one of the artist’s floor
sculptures from New York. Upon his arrival in Germany, Andre decided to create a new, sitespecific work for the gallery, rather than re-creating an existing piece as planned.54
It is largely because of Fischer’s influence that this post-studio system, whereby artists,
rather than canvases, were increasingly transported across the Atlantic, that the Rhineland was
distinguished from the broader European context.55 This new system of production also led to the
formation of a more hermetic and centripetal coterie of dealers and artists. As Sanchez writes,
“Rather than directing communication outward, toward a mass public, Fischer, conversely,
directed it inward to constitute what he called the ‘family,’ what Lippard called the ‘milieu,’ and
what Jappe called the ‘art world.’”56 Viewed against this backdrop, Posenenske’s dissatisfaction
with the German art world at the end of the 1960s, and the anti-authorial gestures she developed
in response, might be characterized as an aversion to the commodification of artistic identity,
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while maintaining a belief that artistic form, through rationalization, could be engineered to
initiate an egalitarian alternative.57
After her participation in the 1967 exhibition “Serielle Formationen” in Frankfurt,
Posenenske also became acquainted with the cohort of artists represented by Seth Siegelaub’s
gallery in New York. She corresponded and traded drawings, for example, with Sol LeWitt, who
sent her an early preparatory sketch for his work Three-Part Different Variations on Three
Different Kinds of Cubes (realized 1975). (Fig. 46) Siegelaub—whose New York gallery had
closed the previous year—had recently moved his operation into a two-bedroom apartment on
Madison Avenue that became the command center for his aggressive promotion of a small group
of progressive artists, whose work he showed on an invitation-only basis. His mastery of
promotion, publicity, and the cultivation of social capital as a method for selling the work of
artists who had adopted dematerialized modes—practices that effectively re-defined the role of
the gallerist as that of a manager and gatekeeper, recuperating his artists’ interest in information
and the means of its transmission as form, analytic inquiries into the nature of art, and the
desubjectivization of the artistic act as marketable practices—would surely have been apparent to
Posenenske. 58 (Fig. 47) Her familiarity with the Siegelaub model of dealership would have
dispelled any suggestion that conceptualism would promise an “escape” from overdetermination
by the market.
In West Germany, meanwhile, the emergent “art star” economy that was just blooming
when Posenenske dropped out of the art world—and continued to snowball afterwards—was
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supported by developments in the country’s broader cultural economy. Specific to that context,
and accompanying these developments in gallery practices, was an increasingly speculative
market and newly-introduced objective measures of art world success: specifically, artist ranking
indexes, which came to from a significant component of the new market for contemporary art.
Between 1949 and 1970 West Germany saw the implementation of various systemic structures
that were intended to establish the country’s leading role in the new international art market. One
of the central figures in this project was the economic journalist Willi Bongard, whose 1967 book
Kunst und Kommerz publicized the results of a survey of New York art circles he had undertaken
over the preceding two years. Bongard’s objective was to demonstrate that the city’s art galleries
constituted, essentially, a poorly managed retail sector. (Fig. 48) In particular, he criticized the
mystification of art and the opacity of its presentation in windowless, upper-floor galleries,
where sales were dependent on temporary one-off exhibitions and closely guarded relationships
with confidential clientele. The book proposes that art dealers should seek to adopt the methods
of financing and distribution practiced by economic actors in better-established markets.59
Bongard’s point, in other words, was to define and reform the lackluster performance of art
galleries as businesses, in order to bring them more into alignment with the business practices of
other industries.
Three years later, the German economic magazine Capital published the first edition of
Bongard’s Kunstkompass, a rating system and list of the hundred most significant contemporary
artists. Bongard’s rankings were determined not by the prices garnered for each artists’ work, but
rather by a questionnaire issued to roughly one hundred cultural institutions and galleries in
Switzerland and Germany that asked respondents to rank the reputation of specific exhibitions
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and events, from which the names of participating artists were then extracted. Its guiding
principle, in other words, was social capital, rather than market value. The West German press at
the time compared the Kunstkompass to a “bestseller list,” or to rankings of boxers on the basis
of their victories. I suspect Posenenske, in deciding to abandon art altogether, saw where things
were headed: three years after her departure from the art world, in 1971, Bongard founded the
bulletin periodical Art aktuell, which presented information about the most recent trends in the
market for art and suggestions for effectively managing a collection. These appeared alongside
artist ratings, ranked from 1 to 100, followed by coverage of auction results and the division of
the ranked artists into cost categories.60
Bongard’s approach influenced the development of further measures that came to
encompass not just market speculation, but also contemporary art’s broader professionalization:
in 1974 Cologne’s Zeitschrift für Sozologie und Sozialpsychologie inaugurated a column under
the title “Kunstler und Gesellschaft” that presented a series of studies and surveys that sought to
support and promote German art by analyzing the economic context surrounding the arts in the
Federal Republic and the “professional image” of the cultural sector.61 All of these measures—
which, ironically, married scientific quasi-objectivity with a new fetishization of the artist as a
kind of celebrity—indicate a significant shift from a retrospective, award-based system of artistic
valuation, as represented by, for example, the awarding of prizes at international events like the
Venice Biennale, to speculative rankings, as in the Kunstkompass.62
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Along with the first edition of the Kunstmarkt Cologne—as described in the previous
chapter—all of these developments would have been on Posenenske’s immediate horizon. The
issue Posenenske faced wasn’t just that art couldn’t address “pressing social problems,” but that
the artist’s persona as an increasingly visible and commodified social and economic presence
was a pressing kind of problem in its own right. Her anti-authorship was forged in a context
where artists, themselves, were increasingly treated, circulated, and promoted as commodities of
speculative value. Set against this backdrop, it is insufficient to say her dropping out was simply
a rebuke forged by the failure of her own artistic project. Instead, it was a rejection of everything
the art world in Germany stood for at the time: an emerging celebrity art-star culture, and the
ranking and tracking of artists as if they were boxers, or personified stocks.
As late as the winter of 1967, Posenenske was still seeking ways to address the art
world’s fetishization of the artist as persona while still operating within the art system. That
November, Frankfurt gallerist Dorothea Loehr was in the process of organizing an exhibition to
take place in the foyer of the Hessischer Rundfunk, to which she invited Posenenske and the
artists Peter Roehr and Wolfgang Schmidt to contribute. In response to Loehr’s invitation, the
three artists—presenting themselves under the collective name “R/S/P”—discussed ways to push
the exhibition “beyond art” to, on the one hand, interrogate the problematic role of the artist’s
persona in an art world overdetermined by market forces and, on the other, to address specific
contemporary political problems. Posenenske writes:
“The three of us had no intention of staging a ‘conventional’ exhibition and gave
thought to other openings. For a discussion between the three of us, which took
place at Schmidt’s place in Dreieichenhain, I wrote down four suggestions on a
piece of paper. At the time, the idea of ‘going beyond’ art interested me most.
Each of us exhibits another artist (good or bad). In doing so, we point up the
problematic role of the artist in our society. What remains of the product ‘art,’
which is becoming ever more identical to the environment, is the person of the
artist himself. R/S/P produce not art, but an artist. They take him as they find him
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and use him and his work to highlight all inherent (aesthetic) problems in society.
R/S/P isolate the art/artist complex and place it in a new context. In doing so, they
occasion the exhibited artist automatically to the entire questionable behavioral
scheme: the production and availability of commodities without there being any
demand, the lack of means for (and knowledge of) advertising and marketing, lost
investments in transport, insurance, etc.”63
While acknowledging that art’s meaning was increasingly located in the persona of the artist as
an author—particularly in work like Palermo’s, wherein art had become nearly indistinguishable,
on aesthetic grounds, from non-art—and recognizing the “questionable” declarations of value
that accompanied this shift, the R/S/P group’s proposal suggests an attempt to achieve two
objectives at the same time: to reject the artistic authorship and personae of the group’s members,
and, simultaneously, to present other artists as artworks. These two contradictory aims map the
dual and conflicted status of the artist as a persona that Posenenske, in her individual work, was
already grappling to overturn. The apparent contradiction between the two positions could not be
satisfactorily resolved, and ultimately, as Posenenske explains, “the result of the discussion was
to not stage an exhibition at all.”64
In the face of the failure of the R/S/P group, and even in Posenenske’s continued
persistence with her Vierkantrohre, her antipathy toward developments in the West German art
world is clear. The following month, in December, her two-woman exhibition with Hanne
Darboven—introduced above—opened at Konrad Fischer’s gallery at Neubrückstraße 12 in
Düsseldorf. Posenenske chose to display her Series DW Vierkantrohre—the cardboard variation,
with four individual elements—in a winding construction that nearly filled the entirety of the
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narrow gallery space. Visitors were forced to dodge and weave between the components of
Posenenske’s sculptures in order to see the full set of Darboven’s Konstruktionen drawings
(1967)—which were hung on the walls underneath protective layers of plastic sheeting—no less
to carry out the other, and perhaps more important, functions of the exhibition vernissage: that is,
conversing, networking, schmoozing, and being seen. Photographs taken during the event show
visitors crammed, quite literally, up against the gallery’s walls, brushing up against Darboven’s
drawings, which are barely visible. (Fig. 49) We can compare this scene with the earlier opening,
on October 21st, of Carl Andre’s site-specific work for Fischer’s gallery, as Sanchez invites us to
understand it: the floor piece Andre produced on-site for the exhibition, consisting of his
trademark metal floor tiles configured to precisely fit the gallery’s floorplan, effectively served
as a “runway for artists.”65 (Fig. 50) If one of the guiding principles of Posenenske’s
Vierkantrohre was that the sculptures would modulate social space, the Fischer installation shows
that she saw that endeavor as antithetical to mute acceptance of the social functions that are
normally carried out around art—indifferent, as they so often are, to its presence.

III.

The Artist On Her Art

Brunn has offered a correction to the historiographic record of Posenenske’s
disappearance vis a vis her 1968 statement in Art International:
“The remark was seen as the reason [for her quitting], although, literally, it
is not, and offers the over-simplified interpretation that she gave up art for
political reasons. What is certain is that in these years of upheaval, she,
too, wanted to be politically involved but did not think that she could do
so through art. . . As a convinced avant-gardist, she believed in progress in
art and viewed consistency as a feature of reliability; the ‘art’ project was
now over. She would no longer have been able to make progress, at best
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repeat herself in different ways. Considered in this light, her ceasing to
produce art was not a private or political, but an artistic act.”66
Brunn suggests, accurately, that Posenenske’s statement was not a declaration of her
intention to abandon her artistic practice, but rather an expression of her actively seeking a
manner of political engagement that art simply wasn’t able to provide. As with her proposal for
the Sindlingen Bürgerhaus, her subsequent dropping out from art was carried out through a lack
of action: she simply stopped showing up to exhibition openings, stopped communicating with
her gallerists and fellow artists, and ceased producing work. She did take the more definitive
action of destroying some of her early artworks, but many others were simply packed up and
stored in the attic of her Offenbach home, only to be pulled out again after her death.
Claiming the text as a “manifesto” invites us to read it as somehow indebted to the
grandiose manifestos of the historic avant-gardes—Marinetti’s extravagantly poetic Futurist
manifesto of 1909, for instance. But Posenenske herself never presented her text this way: it was
simply published as an untitled artist’s statement when it first appeared on page 50 of Art
International’s May 1968 issue in the column “Artists On Their Art.”67 (Fig. 51) Its placement in
the magazine alongside several other brief statements from such artists as Alice Neel, Richard
Tuttle, and Panamarenko—Posenenske’s text appears between a statement by the painter Marcia
Hafif and a text in French by Nouveau Realiste Arman—only further diminishes the gravity with
which it has retrospectively been treated.68
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Nevertheless, for the moment, let’s assume it is possible to use Posenenske’s statement as
an authoritative guide for identifying the artist’s intentions. Though the statement has been
widely reproduced, its specific contents have surprisingly never been interrogated. The text itself
displays carefully composed formal properties: The brief statement consists of two stanzas, both
of which begin with short, truncated lines (“The things I make are” and “I make series”). It has a
pyramidal structure, with the shorter phrases at its beginning, which are interrupted by line
breaks, gradually ceding way to longer lines. Most notable, formally, is the use of those line
breaks to isolate, and to emphasize, specific terms and phrases: “variable,” “reproducible,” and
“I make series,” for instance. The breaks divide the statement into concise, singular points:
“I make series
because I do not want to make single pieces for individuals,
in order to have elements combinable within a system,
in order to make something which is repeatable, objective,
and because it is economical.”
In this passage, save for the conjunction in the ultimate line, each line of text could be moved
within the stanza without changing its overall meaning. The overall effect is to render the artist’s
language, like her sculptures themselves, into modules.
It’s worth pointing out that although Posenenske’s statement has circulated widely in
English translation, the text was originally written and printed in German, with no translation, as
was customary in the magazine’s pages at the time. (The column includes texts in English,
French, German, and Italian.) Some of the translations confirm the standard reading: the German
counterparts to the English “consumers” is “Konsumenten”; “production” is a more or less direct
translation of “Herstellung,” which can also mean manufacture or fabrication; and “minute” is a
more or less direct translation of the use of the German term “winzig” to describe the scope of
the art market as tiny, miniscule, or diminutive. There is, however, one consistent mistranslation
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with implications for the way Posenenske’s work has been handled since her death: When
Posenenske wrote that “the series can be prototypes for mass production”—as the line is
consistently translated—she used the subjunctive past tense form of the verb “können” (“Die
Serien könnten Prototypen für eine Massenproduktion sein”). What is consistently translated as
“can” would therefore more appropriately be translated as the hypothetical “could”. The
manifesto is, therefore, not what it is often portrayed as in two regards: first, it does not explain,
with any decisiveness, Posenenske’s decision to abandon her artistic practice and “drop out” of
the art world; and second, neither is it a concrete proclamation about the handling of her work in
its ongoing life. The text cannot be taken as a definitive statement of her intentions in either
regard.
Though its designation as a “manifesto” is upheld in nearly every discussion of
Posenenske’s work—and the term has even been adopted as an apparently self-evident title in the
artist’s bibliography—the text’s lack of programmatic clarity has not gone unnoticed. Brunn,
himself, amends the appellation with the qualifier “so-called”;69 curator Alexis Lowry has
referred to it as the “‘manifesto,’ as it has posthumously come to be known.”70 Other writers
simply place the term—as I have—in scare quotes, though this solution may also deceptively
present the term “Manifesto” as the document’s title while also suggesting some doubt about its
habitual categorization.71 Ultimately, the ambiguities surrounding the identification of the text’s
status concern the way we understand its function, with implications, as I am arguing, for
establishing Posenenske’s intent. More important than how it’s identified, however, is that the
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“manifesto” expresses Posenenske’s desire to deny herself the authority to determine her own
work’s aesthetic meaning, and to relocate that meaning in the act of economic exchange by
granting authorship to what she calls the “consumer” of the work. Arriving, as it does, on the
heels of two abandoned projects—the R/S/P show and the Sindlingen Bürgerhaus proposal—the
statement should be taken as a final attempt, expressed both in the statement’s style and content,
to negate her own authorial presence.

IV.

From Artistic Intention to Pragmatic Formalism

The complicated legacy of Posenenske’s abandonment of art is closely intertwined with
the establishment of her estate, in collaboration with Galerie Mehdi Chouakri in Berlin, by
Brunn, who has served as its director since her death in 1985. Brunn has authored deeply
informative texts on both Posenenske’s work and her life, whose utility benefits from his deep
personal knowledge of and investment in his late wife’s thinking.72 We must remember, however,
that his stewardship of her work’s posthumous presentation is neither entirely objective nor
reflective of her precise intentions; a fact that requires stressing given the attention that
Posenenske paid to the longevity of her work beyond her own lifetime. In recent years, Brunn
has announced that the estate would no longer re-fabricate new copies of Posenenske’s serial
works, effectively guaranteeing that the then-existing copies of the sculptures—both those
currently in private and institutional collections and the unsold copies that are stored in the
estate’s archive—would be treated, in the future, as hierarchized and limited editions in a manner
that Posenenske carefully sought to avoid. More recently—and perhaps in consideration of the
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effect such a change would have on her works’ future treatment—he has reversed this position,
and allowed for the sculptures’ continued re-fabrication.
The implications of Posenenske’s authorial absence were only redoubled with her death
from cancer in 1985. How is the artist’s intent to be taken as a guide for the posthumous
presentation of Posenenske’s work, if the rejection of authorial intent was her work’s guiding
principle? Precedents, I would like to suggest, might be identified in unexpected places:
Giuseppe Panza, the late Italian collector and curator, infamously fabricated unrealized
sculptures after purchasing drawings from several artist—most famously Donald Judd, who
published an article denouncing Panza’s re-fabrications in 1990—and regularly and consistently
fabricated and installed other artists works, including Dan Flavin and Bruce Nauman, without the
artists’ permission or supervision.73 The “Panza affair,” as it is sometimes called, is an example
of the ramifications when the collector or curator, in the absence of the artist, decides what that
artist’s work means. In Panza’s understanding, what he had purchased was the right to fabricate
as-yet unrealized works of art; there was no discernable difference between a Judd sculpture
fabricated in Italy without the artist’s involvement and a Judd sculpture fabricated by the artist’s
preferred workshop in the US, both having derived from the same set of technical plans and
conceptual ideals.74 (Fig. 52)
Precisely the open-ended and antihierarchical approach for which Panza has historically
been condemned—which erases the differences in intentionality between artist, work, and
collector—were explicit features of Posenenske’s work from 1967 on. In a flat rejection of the
concept of artistic authority that lies at the center of the Panza controversy, Posenenske intended
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for her work to be mass-produced in industrial facilities following a standardized set of simple
and easily-reproducible plans. Both the cardboard and sheet metal series of her Vierkantrohre
might easily be fabricated by anyone with knowledge of the modular sculptures’ intended size,
dimensions, and materials, information that is easily accessible and has been re-published
numerous times. Beyond the question of fabrication, Posenenske left her serial works
uneditioned and unsigned. In theory—though, of course, not in current practice—there is, by
design, no difference in the legal or economic value of a set of Vierkantrohre manufactured
during Posenenske’s lifetime, under the artist’s purview; a posthumously fabricated set of the
same sculptures; and an identical set produced independently by a third party.75
The delegation, or outsourcing, of authorship in Posenenske’s oeuvre equally extends to
the works’ fabrication, sale, and installation: the task of determining how and where to piece
together the tubular modules is left to whomever is in possession of them, be that an artist, a
curator, or an amateur. In a semi-instructional text she prepared as a brochure for her exhibition
that year at the Kleine Galerie in Schwenningen, she very deliberately spelled out the specificity
of her sculptures’ use: “If you remember a construction phase that you particularly liked, just
repeat it. You can then leave it there until you feel like changing it again. . . As they are today, the
Posenenske sculptures can still be tamed with ease. They're quite inexpensive, and they're easy to
carry too. . . Have fun!”76 The text approaches the tone and candor of an advertisement, and by
referring to “the Posenenske sculptures”—as if the text had been written by a third party—
presents the work from the objective perspective the sculptural system itself was designed to
promote. Herein lies the major conflict in the reception of Posenenske’s work since here death:
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the maintenance of the artist’s intentions is seemingly irreconcilable with the devaluation of
artistic authority put forward in her work.
In his memoir, Panza—who was trained as a lawyer—offers a defense of his practices
while incidentally demonstrating the instrumental logic by which he justified his seemingly brash
disregard for artists’ intentions. In the book, titled Memories of a Collector, Panza explains his
approach as, on the one hand, a dismissal of the speculative logic of the art market, and, on the
other, an assertion of his own agency as a collector and curator:
“All too often choices are made in a hierarchical way that values the artist’s fame
for the market but not always the quality of the work. For this reason I have never
asked others, not even Judd, which works to show, nor have I asked their thoughts
in order to adapt to them. . . . If I had had to consult the artists about every
exhibition I did, then it would no longer have been mine but someone else’s, and
there would also have cropped up the problems I mentioned earlier.”77
Panza’s conclusion tracks with conservator and historian Nina Quabeck’s argument that an
artist’s intentions only exist, in practice, as a messy exchange between multiple parties, and
cannot be identified with simple deference to the individual. The perceived problem with Panza’s
approach is that the artist is left out of the process of re-creation, while the rest of the machine
carries on. The widespread condemnation of Panza’s approach exemplifies the argument,
codified by the 1988 Berne Convention, that an artist has a “moral right” to their work as
intellectual property.78 But is it not a logical conclusion to draw from Judd’s factory-produced
sculptures, LeWitt’s reiterable wall drawings, or Flavin’s installations of hardware-store-bought
light fixtures that they might be re-created and put on display by anyone?
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It is telling that Panza’s defense is to explain his approach as born from economic
practicality:
“The works of art I had bought as a project to be made later were all constructed
in Italy; according to the contract I had every right to act as I did. The estimate
made for me by the artist’s usual workshop in New York was double the one I had
had in Italy for the same thing using the same materials. There might be a
justification for a difference of 20 or 30 percent for the various costs of the work,
but not a difference of one hundred percent. When this difference was multiplied
for the nineteen works to be constructed, then it became extremely heavy.”79
And, finally, as a legal, contractual right:
“When a person transfers a prerogative to a third party, this prerogative no longer
belongs to the original owner but to the new one who is free to do what he likes
with it, though always respecting the conditions laid down in the contract of
assignation. When a writer or musician sells the rights of his manuscript to a
publisher, then the publisher will publish it when he can and when he finds it
convenient, and his responsibility will be that of reproducing the text integrally
and exactly. When the rights have been sold and fully paid for, the writer or
musician can neither stop the book or music being published nor withdraw it from
circulation. The same situation holds for the works by Judd sold with the Ordover
contract; the artist was paid in full and so had no right to stop its being realized,
because the work was not his and existed in a virtual state from the moment the
contract of sale was signed.”80
Panza here acknowledges the legitimacy of intellectual property while also asserting that works
of art should function in the same manner as other cultural products. His application of such
starkly pragmatic language to the case of conceptual art calls Sol LeWitt’s bluff when he writes,
in his “Sentences on Conceptual Art”, that “the artist’s will is secondary to the process he
initiates from idea to completion. His willfulness may only be ego.”81 LeWitt’s estate has
pioneered the use of certificates to sell and legitimize works like his Wall Drawings, which
otherwise exist as a set of textual instructions that anyone might follow to re-create the pieces.
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Panza’s approach rejects what he might characterize as this submission to hierarchization and
ego, choosing instead to embrace the inherent productive and material logic of the artwork itself.
The Panza case also demonstrates that the question of artistic intent is overdetermined by
both legal and economic frameworks; something that becomes equally clear in, to cite a recent
example, conservation theorist Marina Pugliesi’s assertion that the certification of legitimate
works through official paperwork might be a solution to the Panza problem.82 It also indicates
that the value systems put forward in, for example, Judd or LeWitt’s work, which may be entirely
different from the institutional framing that rises up to shepherd that work through the art system,
are compromised in their subjection to concepts of ownership and value that are imported from
those legalistic and economic frameworks, rather than emerging from the work itself. This is to
suggest that Panza was only reaching a logical conclusion in the framing of the work put forward
by the very artists who would later accuse him of corrupting their practices.
Panza himself describes his approach as heterarchical—or, to use his own word, as
opposed to the “hierarchical” stratification of artist, collector, and curator that usually govern
art’s ownership. By justifying his actions with legal and economic arguments, he shows that such
hierarchies are constructions, not necessities, that only work in the service of value-production
within the art system. This is why the Panza approach is a problem for a legal system that
ascribes “rights” of access to art based on the dual metrics of intellectual property and legal
ownership. The “Panza problem” is only a problem insofar as it reveals the imposed hierarchies
that are the very lifeblood of the institutional art system.
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Dare I suggest that Panza’s approach might, in fact, be more appropriate for handling
Posenenske’s work than the systems of legitimation put in place by her estate? In other words,
the hostility with which Panza’s process has been received, and the unwillingness to legitimize
his logic, is directly in parallel with what I would argue is a continuing misrepresentation of
Posenenske’s project that fails to engage with her work on its own terms. If, as I have argued, her
work’s primary emphasis was on retooling art’s value and, concurrent with that, removing
herself, as author, from the picture—so to speak—is this not exactly what Panza did when he
fabricated and exhibited works by Judd, LeWitt, and Flavin without their explicit consent?
It is true that Panza, as a collector and curator, is not representative of the laboratory
technicians with whom Posenenske envisioned artists of the future collaborating. If the aim of
her challenge to artistic authorship was the cultivation of an accessible and decentralized
alternative, Panza is still one individual with his own aims, and the museums and galleries where
he showed his collection are a far cry from the public social hubs Posenenske embraced as the
preferable sites for artistic intervention. In spirit, however—in treating works of art like other
cultural commodities, negating the lofty and abstract language with which Minimalism and
conceptualism were often presented, and displacing artists’ intentions in favor of a pragmatic
formal logic—his anti-authoritative approach to sculptures’ re-fabrication is closer to a
realization of Posenenske’s intentions than any of the institutional systems that have risen up to
preserve and protect Minimal and conceptual sculpture, including those arrived at by
Posenenske’s own estate—and, perhaps, even by the artist herself.
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Chapter 3
“Monotony is Nice”: Aesthetic Value as Conversion Effect

The arrangement of objects looks haphazard, as if this snapshot was taken just after the
metal panels loosely arranged in the foreground had been unloaded from the Mercedes van
partially visible to the right. (Fig. 53) These are Posenenske’s Series B Reliefs, a set of
rectangular aluminum sheets that are either canted or arched, in five variations, and spraypainted in primary colors. Though produced during the final two years of Posenenske’s career as
an artist, between 1967 and 1968, these were the first works she created as an unlimited series,
reproducible on-demand and sold at the cost of their materials and fabrication. The reliefs can be
arranged in a number of ways: laid horizontally on the floor or hung vertically on the wall; set
contiguously to form a plane, or spaced out to create an open grid. As is the case with
Posenenske’s Vierkantrohre (Square Tubes), first produced the same year, it is up to the owner of
the objects to determine how the reliefs should be displayed. In this photo, they’ve been arranged
vertically, standing in loose rows; protected from abrasive friction, but without any apparent
consideration for a compositional gestalt. The suggestion that the artist has carted this set of
eleven elements home from the fabricator and unloaded them in the garage of her Frankfurt
home, stopping briefly to document their arrival, reflects her vision of a mass-produced art of
industrial production and egalitarian distribution. The implication is that you, too, could do the
same; that this could be your garage, your van, your own set of reliefs.
Precisely two decades later, a color photograph of Posenenske’s Vierkantrohre Serie D
(1967) installed in an airplane hangar in Frankfurt was reproduced on the inside cover of the
March 1987 issue of the Frankfurt-based art and culture magazine Wolkenkratzer. (Fig. 54) The
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tail and rear wings of an Airbus A300B4-603, its rear fin adorned with the orange Lufthansa
logo, fills the image’s upper frame. The plane’s streamlined curves and blue-and-white striped
body contrast sharply with the rigid angularity of Posenenske’s cardboard modules, which are
arranged parallel to one another and at angles to both the plane and the contraction joints in the
hangar’s concrete floor. Formal echoes within the photograph serve to integrate the sculptures
into their industrial surroundings: The variable sculptural units have been composed into two
symmetrical tubes, with raised midsections tapering on either end to horizontal rectangular
prisms. Both of the airplane’s rear doors are open, so that the far wall of the cavernous space is
visible through the plane’s cabin. This rectangular opening is visually echoed in the sculpture’s
twin openings, as well as the rectangular windows in the massive sliding doors visible in the
background. The artfully composed image invites formal association between Posenenske’s
sculptures and the Lufthansa craft; the plane’s registration ID, “D-AIAK,” even chimes with the
economical name Posenenske gave her modular constructions: “Vierkantrohre Serie DW”
(“Square Tubes Series DW”), with the W standing for “Wellpappe” (cardboard). The caption that
overlays the image reads: “Actions with works by Charlotte Posenenske (1930–1985) were
sponsored by Deutsche Lufthansa in 1967, 1986, and 1988. Documentation can be obtained from
Portikus, Schöne Ausschit 2, 5000 Frankfurt / Main, Tel. 0 69/60 50 08 30.”1
The passive phrasing here is telling, for Posenenske herself had passed away the previous
year. This installation was one of several arranged and documented by Burkhard Brunn,
Posenenske’s second husband and the executor of her estate. Conceived, in part, as a
commemoration of the one-year anniversary of the artist’s death, this series of posthumous

1

“Aktionen mit Arbeiten von Charlotte Posenenske (1930–1985) wurden 1967, 1986 und 1988 von der
Deutschen Lufthansa gefördert. Eine Dokumentation ist zu beziehen über Portikus, Schöne Aussicht 2,
5000 Frankfurt’Main, Tel 0 69/60 50 08 30.” Author’s translation.
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installations of her work was also a logical extension of similar installations that Posenenske had
organized in public sites during her lifetime. Brunn had participated in the process of
documenting Posenenske’s works in-situ in the ’60s, working alongside the artist with a series of
professional photographers and documentarians, among them Gerry Schum, proprietor of the
eponymous art gallery-qua-television production company. Brunn’s projects in the 1980s,
however, display a willingness to more flexibly play with photographic conventions in
documenting her work.
In a letter to his contact at the Deutsche Bundesbahn—a Mr. Massag—dated March 17th,
Brunn explained how he conceived of the relationship that these photographs proposed between
Posenenske’s work and Lufthansa’s corporate ethos. The image, as Brunn explained, was “aimed
specifically at those interested in art, who are not very interested in ads that highlight Lufthansa
as a transport company. . . It is a very reserved [zurückhalend] kind of cooperative advertising.
Crucially new is that Lufthansa does not appear as a traffic operator, but as a sponsor on the art
scene.”2 Brunn’s language here is surely crafted to frame the project in terms that will resonate
favorably with the Lufthansa bureaucrat; but it also reveals that there are multiple, and perhaps
competing, ideas of art’s value that are overlapping here.3 If Posenenske’s Vierkantrohre—which
were designed to be mass-producible in unlimited series and sold at cost—can be understood as a
critique, or even a polemic, against the rarified work of art as a luxury commodity, the
Wolkenkratzer advertisement demonstrates that there are other kinds of value that can
nevertheless be extracted from the sculptures, whether through the commodification of their
reproduced images in the form of a photo book or through the symbolic capital to be gained by

2

Letter from Burkhard Brunn to the Deutsche Bundesbahn, March 17, 1989. Box 3, Galerie Paul Maenz
Records, Getty Research Institute. Author’s translation.
3
The ad refers to the images as “documentation” of an “action”; the German “Aktion” can also refer to a
promotion, campaign, or sale (as in “verkaufsfördernde Aktionen”, “promotional sales”).
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Lufthansa’s sponsorship of such challenging art projects. What’s being advertised in the
Wolkenkratzer spread is not Posenenske’s work, so much as Brunn’s photo book and Lufthansa’s
cultural philanthropy.
In sketching the contours of the relationship, as Posenenske saw it, between her work and
German industry writ large, this chapter also attends to its subtle, but significant, re-mapping in
her work’s posthumous reception. This was set in motion in 1986, with the first in a series of
installations of Posenenske’s sculptures organized by Brunn in public and semi-public sites in
Frankfurt and Stuttgart. Each of Brunn’s installations involved collaboration with a German
industry, most often having to do with transportation: Lufthansa, West Germany’s national
airline; Deutsche Bahn, the national rail system; and Deutsche Bank. While Brunn conceived of
these installations as a continuation of Posenenske’s original project, they indicate, as I will
argue, a shift of emphasis to its aesthetic value; an aspect of the work that Posenenske, herself,
had explicitly sought to negate. Because the way a work of art is documented in photographs is
historically and stylistically specific, photographs, here, serve as value converters; in this case,
converting what Posenenske saw as the sculptures’ use value to a historically resonant aesthetic
value.
In what follows, first, I seek to understand the ideological position undergirding
Posenenske’s thematic engagement with German industry. As I’ll argue, this was not parodic,
despite previous suggestions that her oeuvre embodies the freewheeling, ludic quality of Fluxus.4
Instead, I characterize the aesthetic and referential characteristics of Posenenske’s work as
deadpan and argue that this is precisely the quality that makes her work so susceptible to revaluations from competing perspectives. Second, despite various points of continuity with
4

See Alexis Lowry, “Charlotte Posenenske: Never Done” in Charlotte Posenenske: Work in Progress
(New York: Dia Art Foundation, 2019), pp. 24–95.
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Posenenske’s practice during her life, I show how Brunn’s posthumous photos of the work—in
contrast with the artist’s own position—emphasize the work’s aesthetic value, with the incidental
effect of bringing it into re-alignment with the tastes of the late ’80s German art market. Finally,
I focus on Brunn’s 1989 installation in Deutsche Bank’s Frankfurt headquarters, a project that
clearly had ambitions to realize her sculptures’ potential to intervene in social space, and yet
ultimately indicates the limitations on her works’ effectiveness imposed by a temporary
installation in a context where even critical artistic practices are too easily recuperated for the
purpose of value-production.
“Deadpan” is typically associated with a particular style of humor wherein a joke is
delivered with no discernable affect (a “dead pan” refers to a blank, expressionless face). Taken
as a more generalized descriptor, it might indicate—as I am proposing—a lack of resolution
between form and content, where the prior fails to set up the expectation required for the
recognition of the latter. In Posenenske’s work, art and art making are subjected to a process of
rationalization that creates tension between the work’s aesthetic and spatial presence and the way
it is understood to have meaning. From one perspective, her sculptural work takes an object that
is traditionally associated with aesthetic pleasure, and the Romantic idea of art as the affective
expression of the artists’ soul, and subjects it to industrialization, rendering it endlessly
reproducible and stripping it of any visual signifier of its special link to expression. From the
other, her sculptures look identical to functional pieces of industrial hardware—particularly
ventilation ducts—and yet, when installed, interact with the architecture of their sites of display
in a manner that often makes obvious their lack of function. Whether they are understood to be
works of art or pieces of industrial equipment, an observer’s expectation for their appearance to
resolve with their meaning is left unmet.
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The particularity of Posenenske’s deadpan is encapsulated in the phrase “Monotonie ist
schön”—“Monotony is nice”— the title she gave to her only film, which was compiled from four
sixteen millimeter reels shot while traveling through The Netherlands in 1968. (“Monotonie ist
schön” was subsequently adopted as the title of a posthumous exhibition at the Zurich Museum
Haus Konstruktiv and an accompanying monograph published by Kehrer in 2010.) Each of the
film’s frames is shot from the passenger’s seat in a moving car. Full minutes of film—which are
experienced by the viewer as much longer—are dedicated to single, nearly abstract shots
centered on the highway’s median patch of grass bordered by strips of asphalt, whose motion, in
their speeding past, is only discernable thanks to the subtle shaking of the camera and an
occasional post that zips through the frame. Interstitial images show pedestrians on a bridge—
shot, presumably, while stopped on the side of the road—the driver’s face partially reflected in
the rearview mirror, glimpses of other cars, roadside electrical towers, and zoomed-in images of
the surface of the sea. (Fig. 55) While the progression of frames seems to hint at a greater
narrative—and the speeding passage of the landscape is nearly constant throughout the thirteen
minute film—it ultimately conveys no progression, with no discernable beginning, middle, or
end. If the viewer’s expectation is that what is being witnessed is a road movie, or some kind of
travelogue, that expectation is thwarted by the monotony of the film’s content. (Where does the
journey begin? Where will it end?) The film’s title is itself a deadpan joke: by purposefully and
playfully pairs the contradictory terms “monotonie” and “schön”, Posenenske is winkingly
daring the viewer to find the repetitive, droning images “nice.”
It’s been suggested that deadpan might be identified as an aspect of conceptual practices
more broadly, where its flattened affect might be thought of as emerging from Pop art’s
ambivalence toward its subject matter, expressed through traumatic repetition (Warhol) or
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fastidious hand-made recreations of mass-produced printed images (Lichtenstein).5 In
Posenenske’s work, however, deadpan became a problem of reception and interpretation with
particular contours. As she herself noted, her sculptures from 1966 on were “decreasingly
recognizable as ‘artworks,’” hewing closer to the pragmatic forms of industrial products.6 While
that unrecognizability was the careful result of the artist’s own intention , its unintended result,
contra her aims, was to invite her work’s re-valuation for the very aesthetic qualities she was
trying to neutralize.
In line with the public installations that Posenenske completed during her lifetime, many
of Brunn’s installations of the 1980s were created for the explicit purpose of producing
documentary images. The installation that was featured in Wolkenkratzer began on November 10,
1986 and remained on site for just over two years.7 In other cases, the installations remained in
situ for several hours or a single day, only long enough to be photographed.8 These images were
ultimately published in a series of slim photo books, each documenting one of the ’80s
installations and including a brief text by Brunn. His installations in the Lufthansa hangar and the
Großmarkthalle were additionally documented on film by Hanno Löwy and Manfred Schumann,

5

For Jacob Stewart-Halevy, the deadpan address employed by the group of conceptualists represented by
the Seth Siegelaub gallery in New York in the late 1960s sought to evoke administrative procedures’
neutral objectivity, whereas West Coast conceptualists like Douglas Huebler instead employed deadpan as
a “means of communication with particular lived historical traces,” (75) implicating recognizable social
roles and types in his photographic works as a way of affectively addressing the viewer despite the
photograph’s stripped-bare aesthetics. In both cases, deadpan describes a mode of address that directs
audience response through the absence of overt affect; as Stewart-Halevy writes, a “way artists manage
their audience’s impressions so they conform to implicit claims for their art.” (73) See Jacob StuartHalevy, “California Conceptualism’s About-Face” in October 163 (Spring 2018), pp. 71–101.
6
Charlotte Posenenske, “Artists On Their Art,” op. cit., p. 50.
7
The catalogue to the Lufthansa installation is the only one of Brunn’s publications that does not include
an explanatory text, and exactly how this installation worked in the long term is unclear. I believe it’s fair
to be skeptical of the idea that Lufthansa’s workers negotiated around Posenenske’s sculptures for two
consecutive years.
8
It’s inevitable that passing motorists would have seen the Offenbach installation, but it is unclear
whether the installation at the airport would have been witnessed by anyone other than Posenenske and
her team.
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respectively; both films were later broadcast by the Hessischen Rundfunk III, and the latter was
screened as part of Posenenske’s first posthumous exhibition at Frankfurt’s Galerie GrässlinErhardt.9 The most commonly circulated images of her work were taken by various
photographers, though all working collaboratively with Brunn. To be clear: in discussing these
images from the 1980s as representative of Posenenske’s oeuvre, I am not suggesting attributing
the photographs to Posenenske.10 My task in what follows will be to balance what she originally
intended, and Brunn’s subsequent re-presentations, against what the posthumous installations and
photographs actually do. Bracketing, for now, the problem of authorship, which I deal with
elsewhere in this dissertation, here I argue that Posenenske’s commitment to a deadpan aesthetic
tone—a heterarchical approach that flattens form and content, in an attempt to replace the
traditional concept of aesthetic value with a celebration of industrial rationalization—ultimately
invited her works’ re-valuation by the very measure of aesthetic value she was trying to negate.
Likewise, the homages her work made to specific corporate industries were reconceived, and repurposed, for the production of symbolic value.

A. 1967
A second snapshot taken by Posenenske in 1967 displays a different set of sculptural
elements arranged in front of a Volkswagen Beetle, perhaps the ’67 model, identifiable by its
distinctively streamlined profile. (Fig. 56) In comparison with the loose arrangement captured in
the first photograph, here the semi-cylindrical reliefs—four copies of one of the formal variations

9

Löwy’s film was broadcast on November 20th, 1986; Schumann’s on June 21st, 1988.
Brunn justified the posthumous installations by pointing out that Posenenske’s work was not adherent
to a strict notion of authorship, and that it could be installed by anyone, anywhere. One might argue that
the photographs he produced should therefore be thought of as crystallizations of the artist’s intentions,
even if not authored by her directly.
10
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that make up Series B—appear relatively composed. Arranged standing in a straight line, they
form a screen between the camera’s lens and the two cars parked in the background. The
diminutive Beetle lack’s the Mercedes van’s lugging capacity; the suggestion that the automobile
has played a role in the delivery of the artist’s product is missing here. There is, however, a
consistent material relationship between Posenenske’s reliefs and the vehicles she chose as their
counterpoints in both images: the reliefs are spray-painted using the RAL color standard (named
for its progenitor, the Reichs-Ausschuß für Lieferbedingungen und Gütesicherung, or Imperial
Commission for Delivery Terms and Quality Assurance). This is the most widely used European
chromatic standard for industrial pigments to be sprayed, powdered, or varnished onto plastics
and metals, including automobiles. It’s equally significant that both Volkswagen and Mercedes, a
division of the Daimler AG, are German companies. Beyond simply placing her reliefs in
conversation with similar products of standardization and mass production, Posenenske, in these
photos, is also presenting her sculptural reliefs as part of a lineage of specifically German
engineering.
The evocation of German corporations—of which Mercedes and Volkswagen are but two
examples—reoccurs throughout the most productive year of Posenenske’s career as an artist, just
before she left art behind to pursue a doctorate in sociology. It occurs, primarily, via
documentary images of the artist’s staging of her work produced in 1967, contemporaneous with
her first serially produced works. Some of these images were intended to circulate publicly, in
print or on television. Others, like the snapshots I’m describing here, were never reproduced,
existing only as prints in the archives of the artist’s estate. Taken as a whole, these images
indicate the contours of the relationship, as Posenenske conceived it, between her artistic work
and the greater system of globalizing modern industry.
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We can dispense with the possibility that, with the photos of the Reliefs described above,
Posenenske’s evocation of industry was simply the product of happenstance, or that these images
were strictly intended for the artist’s own use. Witness, for example, similar photos of her
sculpture Drehflügel (“Revolving Vanes”), also first fabricated in 1967. One image, in isolation,
again suggests an off-the-cuff snapshot. (Fig. 57) The setting is the vast, hangar-like space of the
Offenbach metal workshop that has fabricated the sculpture following the artist’s design. The
sculpture’s open frame, from which extend eight hinged wings that allow it by manual
manipulation to form either a closed cube or an open cubic net, frames the massive rotary bands
of some piece of manufacturing equipment. Even if this photograph began as a document for the
artist’s private use, a variation on the image was ultimately selected to serve as the invitation
poster for Posenenske’s March 1968 solo exhibition at Dorothea Loehr’s Frankfurt gallery. (Fig.
58) Posenenske clearly recognized that these photographs captured something central to her
project: they show her sculpture in a proximal relationship with mechanical equipment—art
literally sharing space with industry.
This discursive technique reoccurs throughout Posenenske’s documentary images of her
work: photographs and films that were produced primarily by Brunn, but also by Hanno Löwy, a
film student, and by Gerry Schum, proprietor of the eponymous art gallery-qua-television
production company, among a bevy of other professional photographers. The fact that
Posenenske publicized these documentary images—footage, for example, of her aluminum
Vierkantrohre installed at an airport and traffic junction in Frankfurt, which was broadcast by the
state-run Hessischer Rundfunk—suggest that she conceived of them as an integral component of
her greater artistic project. Posenenske described the Vierkantrohre as “changeable, as simple as
possible, reproducible. . . They are similar to building elements, they can always be rearranged
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into new combinations or positions.”11 The documentary images serve as visual bolsters to her
discursive framing of her own work.12
Given the ambition of Posenenske’s project, which sought to allow artworks to circulate
on the market in the same manner as other mass-produced commodities, it is perhaps surprising
to discover that the industries she engaged with were all linked to the specific project of postwar
West Germany’s economic revitalization. It’s possible that to the artist these companies simply
represented the closest, and most accessible, approximations of an imminent global modernity
founded on the principle of international cooperation through democratization and
industrialization. But her touchstone corporations—which are emblematized in her work, above
all, in the mechanical apparatuses of modernity (Volkswagen and Mercedes automobiles,
Deutsche Bahn trains, and Lufthansa airplanes; i.e. machines of mass circulation)—were all
explicitly associated with the country’s postwar economic recovery, which was less a return to
normalcy than a seemingly miraculous expansion of its economy.13 Posenenske’s references to
these modernist apparatuses points to West Germany’s re-positioning as an industrial power on a
global scale. Volkswagen, Lufthansa, and Deutsche Bahn all served as powerful economic
organizations within the country’s borders, while also publicizing and marketing West German
culture to international markets. It’s essential, as well, that these are all corporations that have to
do with transportation. Rather than simply fetishizing industrial production, Posenenske aimed at
corporate-scale circulation, in two senses: first, with her modular sculptures standing in,
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Posenenske, “Artists On Their Art” in Art International, May 1968, p. 50.
To date, these images are still the most commonly reproduced photographs of Posenenske’s work,
appearing repeatedly in exhibition catalogues, gallery press releases, blog posts, and so on.
13
The economic situation in Germany at the time is discussed in more detail in this dissertation’s first
chapter.
12
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formally, for the idea of the constant re-configuration of social space; and second, with her
work’s at-cost pricing and accessible consumption.14
The late 1960s were a watershed moment for artists’ engagement with corporations.
Robert Rauschenberg and Billy Klüver’s Experiments in Art and Technology (E.A.T.), an artistengineer matching service, produced dozens of artworks between 1956 and the 1970s. The Los
Angeles County Museum of Art’s Art & Technology program, initiated by curator Maurice
Tuchman in 1966, sought to promote exchanges between the art and corporate worlds, placing
both U.S. and European artists in Californian companies in short-term residencies. In London in
1967 Barbara Steveni and John Latham founded the Artists Placement Group with a focus on art
production within an expanded social context, placing artists in temporary positions within
government and industry departments to facilitate cross-disciplinary dialogue. The following
year, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Center for the Advanced Visual Studies
(CAVS), a fellowship program for artists, was initiated by MIT professor György Kepes with the
explicitly mission of facilitating cooperative projects that sought to expand the artist’s social role.
While each of these organizations operated with distinct relationships to private and state
funding, all emphasized the potential benefit to corporations of integrating artists’ creative
abilities.
In Germany, there were no such organized attempts to bring art and industry into
collaboration. Instead, the West German perspective was shaped by a rejection of the totalizing
stylistic mandate of East German Socialist Realism and a concurrent engagement with artistic
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Much of West German culture at the time was posed to explicitly connect the country with Western
Europe and the United States, as opposed to East Germany and the Soviet Union. Posenenske’s entreaties
to these West German companies might be thought of as part of this greater project. See Stephanie
Barron, Sabine Eckmann, & Eckhart Gillen, Art of Two Germanys: Cold War Cultures (Harry N.
Abrams, 2009).
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discourses radiating from the US, particularly Pop art and Happenings. For Gerhard Richter,
Sigmar Polke, Wolf Vostell, and Konrad Lueg’s first “demonstration” presented under the name
of “Capitalist Realism” in a Düsseldorf furniture showroom in 1963, for instance, the artists
displayed their works, and themselves, alongside furniture showcased on low plinths.15 (Fig. 59)
By putting themselves on display as art objects in an explicitly commercial (and non-art) context,
the Capitalist Realist group meant to parody the commodification of the artist-as-persona,
presenting themselves as ironic representatives of the vestigial fantasy of a blurred distinction
between art, work, and life in a world of cheap, mass-produced, and decorative consumer goods:
“We presented ourselves not as artists, but as sculptures. I wanted to display myself as an
occupant, as a member of the petit bourgeoisie, with this pathetic blanket on the sofa.”16
Posenenske’s work, in contrast, conveys none of Capitalist Realism’s cynicism. Neither was she,
however, naively optimistic about the possibility of truly democratizing art. Her reported
suspicion of Joseph Beuys’s project is indicative here: she found Beuys’s pedagogical approach
too impractical, opting instead to work with the preexisting structure of the art system, taking as
a given that art was a commodity like any other.17 If Beuys located art’s social potential in the
universality of human creativity, Posenenske instead sought its source in social and cultural
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As Andrew S. Weiner points out, a speech by Adenauer was playing on the TV while the event
occurred, as is visible in documentary images. As Weiner suggests, the artists’ project was thus also
explicitly implicating Germany’s Wirtschaftswunder, most clearly in reference to the fact that the
‘economic miracle’ had made cheap consumer goods like those featured in the installation available.
Weiner writes: “Opening with footage of razed cities and culminating in Adenauer’s state visit to the
White House, the broadcast remembered the postwar era in terms quite like those proposed at Documenta.
But . . . Richter and Lueg’s demonstration came off as farce, exuding an irony that was by turns flippant
and mordant.” See Andrew S. Wiener, “Memory Under Reconstruction: Politics and Event in
Wirtschaftswunder West Germany” in Grey Room 37 (Fall 2009), pp. 94–124.
16
Cited in Tiemar Elger, Gerhard Richter: A Life in Painting (University of Chicago Press, 2010), p. 66.
17
“Über Charlotte Posenenske: Ein Gespräch zwischen Konstantin Adamopoulos und Burkhard Brunn”
in Silvia Eiblmayr and Astrid Wege (eds.), Charlotte Posenenske, ex. cat. Galerie im Taxispalais
(Innsbruck, 2005), p. 104.
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infrastructures operating on a scale much larger than the individual.18
With Posenenske’s participation in the September 9, 1967 event Dies Alles, Herzchen,
Wird Einmal Dir Gehören (All This, Darling, Will One Day Soon Be Yours), her work’s evocative
linkage between art and industry moved, for the first and only time, from images to performance.
The event also, however, suggests a dead end in the artist’s attempt to thematize her work’s
industrial character. The program of ephemeral, site-specific installations and performances—
which the art press dubbed, in the parlance of the time, a Happening—was organized by Paul
Maenz at Loehr’s gallery, a former railway station at Alt Niederursel 41 in Frankfurt. The
proceedings were documented in a seven-minute segment, titled Happening Abend [“Happening
Night”], filmed by Schum and aired on television by the Hessischer Rundfunk on September
26th, two weeks later, as part of the cultural program Titel Thesen Temperamente.19 The
segment’s opening shot shows that the gallery’s entrance gate has been festooned with the
British, Dutch, and German flags, indicating to attendees, and the viewers at home, the
international affiliations of the participating artists. This was, surely, a wink aimed at both the
growing population of American artists on the German commercial gallery circuit and at East
Germany’s adoption, just over a decade prior, of its own flag, made distinct from West
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Daniel Spaulding writes: “The conflict at stake in Beuys’s art is that between necessity and freedom.
But what makes the work interesting is the ways in which it formalizes that conflict through two
historically specific figures: the accumulation of capital, which occurs as-it-were automatically, on the
one hand, and on the other hand the omnipotence of artistic creation, or of what I will describe as the
principle of universalized Gestaltung (the German word for shaping, formation, or design).” Spaulding
argues, in other words, that the universality at the core of Beuys’s project was modeled on the ostensible
universality of value in capitalism. to See Spaulding, “Introduction: Value/Violence” in Beuys, Terror,
Value: 1967–1979, Ph.D. Dissertation, Yale University, May 2017, p. 2. Though I will not devote specific
attention to Beuys’s practice here, I discuss his work in relation to the mythology around artistic persona
in West German practices at the end of the 1960s in this dissertation’s second chapter.
19
Schum founded his eponymous Fernsehgalerie (“Television Gallery”) the following year. The title
Happening Abend suggests that this was conceived as a spinoff of the radio program Abendstudio
(“Evening Studio”) that ran from 1948 until 2003.
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Germany’s by the addition of a coat of arms.20 Attendees can be seen collecting their tickets, in
the form of flowers, as they enter the space. A voiceover sets the scene: here were seven young
artists’ works that “you can’t buy or take home with you.”
Posenenske’s cardboard Vierkantrohre Series DW stand near the center of the courtyard
as the other invited artists—among them Jan Dibbets, Richard Long, Konrad Lueg, and Peter
Roehr—make preparations.21 Roehr—a close friend of Posenenske’s— readies a cardboard
cutout sign advertising his film Ringer, a four-second appropriated clip of two male wrestlers
that would play on a loop throughout the evening. Dibbets and his assistants empty burlap sacks
of sand into the courtyard’s center, using shop brooms to brush a circle into the mound. An
assistant executing Long’s piece—the artist did not attend the event himself—traces the corners
of a section of the building with twigs arranged in perpendicular rows. Posenenske first appears
two minutes into the segment: Dressed in a white military jacket, with fasteners on the shoulders
and a mandarin collar buttoned at the throat, she delivers directions to a group of four male
assistants as they prepare to re-arrange her modular cardboard sculptures into a new
configuration. (Fig. 60) Her assistants consult a hand-drawn set of diagrams, with a header
reading “PROGRAMM,” that illustrates the possible configurations of the cardboard ducts. (Fig.
61)
With the Vierkantrohre, Posenenske’s intention was to coerce a situation of collective
decision-making: the arrangement and placement of the modular pieces was left to be determined
by whoever was installing them. (“Have fun!”, as she wrote in the press release for one gallery
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As described in this dissertation’s first chapter.
The participating artists were Posenenske, Dibbets, Long, Lueg, Roehr, Barry Flanagan, Bernard Hoke,
and John Johnson.
21
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show.22) The ‘Happening Abend’ footage, however, shows her performance departing from that
intention in two notable ways. First, Posenenske is clearly playing the role of overseer. She
strolls with her hands folded behind her back, looking over her assistants’ shoulders as they
consult her pre-determined diagrams and providing instruction. Second, her assistants are
distinguished from the events’ other participating artists, and its guests, by their outfits: they
wear white mechanic’s jumpsuits, each with the word ‘SERVICE’ embroidered above the right
breast pocket and a small, enameled pin affixed to the left. Though this is not legible in the film,
the pins might have positively identified these as jumpsuits borrowed from Lufthansa, as Brunn,
and others, have since confirmed.23 The group’s affect, nevertheless, is dry and serious; they
form a strange contrast to the soundtrack, The Beatles’ Revolver, which blares in the background
as Posenenske’s team reshuffles the cardboard modules.
Lufthansa is referenced at least three times throughout Posenenske’s oeuvre, though only
in this instance with this kind of pantomimic display.24 The donning of the Lufthansa jumpsuits
was noted, but not remarked upon at length, by the press at the time, who otherwise found
Posenenske’s performance to be a cheeky but toothless display that could be chalked up to
another instance of Warholian absurdism: “In fact, it was not a provocation; an amusement,
meaningless, but mainly lighthearted.”25 No effort was made to identify what, precisely, the artist
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Charlotte Posenenske, “Schöne neue Plastik” in Charlotte Posenenske, ex. cat. Kleine Galerie
Schwenningen, October 6–November 2, 1967, n.p.
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The Lufthansa overalls are mentioned by Brunn in “Aspects of Her Work” in Renate Wiehager (ed.),
Charlotte Posenenske: 1930–1985 (Ostfildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz, 2008), p. 76 and by Renate
Wiehager in “On the Work of Charlotte Posenenske” in ibid, p. 11.
24
In an informal conversation, the administrator of the Posenenske Estate archives in Berlin suggested to
me that Paul Maenz, Posenenske’s gallerist at the time, had an acquaintance who was a Lufthansa pilot,
and that this connection likely provided the point of access for this and Posenenske’s following
collaborations with the airline.
25
Cited in Astrid Wege, “‘The things I make are variable, as simple as possible, reproducible’: Charlotte
Posenenske” in Silvia Eiblmayr and Astrid Wege (eds.), Charlotte Posenenske, ex. cat. Galerie im
Taxispalais, Innsbruck, 2005, p. 26.
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meant by conceptually linking her work to Lufthansa.26 Posenenske and her assistants’
performance at Dorothea Loehr’s gallery was, perhaps, unintentionally charming, but not
parodic, as it was received; and Posenenske’s own expression to “have fun!” with her sculptures
seems here to have clashed with her project’s deadpan ethos. For Posenenske, the deadpan
delivery of the Loehr performance was intended to hold in tension the audience’s expectation of
a ludic artistic performance with the performers’ dry demonstration of industrial assembly. For
its audience, it was instead experienced as the deadpan delivery of a joke.27
Suzanne Boettger has suggested that the ephemeral works on display in Herzchen—
including the iterative activation of Posenenske’s sculptures—anticipate the process-based
practices associated with Postminimalism.28 Among the participating artists, however,
Posenenske was alone in overtly inviting an association between her work and corporate
industry. I suspect that she was dissatisfied with the results, and that the Loehr performance, in
fact, marks a dead end in Posenenske’s thinking about how to weave art together with industry.
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Consider that this event took place one decade before the hijacking of a Lufthansa passenger jet by the
Red Army Faction, the far-left, anti-imperialist guerilla group formed in the wake of Germany’s student
protest movement. Formed in the 1920s by the merger of two preexisting private companies—Deutsche
Aero and Junkers—and with a significant investment by Deutsche Bank, by the early ’60s Lufthansa had
become a major representative of West Germany on the global stage, with an aggressive marketing
campaign aimed at convincing tourists to visit the country despite the devastation it had experienced
during the war. (The GDR had tried, and failed, to launch its own national airline under the Lufthansa
name in the mid-1950s.) As the airline’s designated hub for travel to other European nations, the Frankfurt
airport where Posenenske would later stage her Vierkantrohre played a significant role in this
international campaign. The airline’s strong symbolic significance would have been as evident to
Posenenske as it was to the RAF. See Harold James, “Die Frühgeschichte der Lufthansa: Ein
Unternehmen zwischen Banken und Staat” in Zeitschrift für Unternehmensgeschichte / Journal of
Business History, vol. 42 (1997), pp. 4–13.
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Henri Bergson, as Stuart-Halevy notes in op. cit., famously described the comic as the “mechanical
grafted onto the living” in Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic, trans. Cloudsely Brereton
and Fred Rothwell (London: Macmillan, 1911), p. 37.
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Suzanne Boettger, “The Lost Contingent: On Paul Maenz’s Prophetic 1967 Event and the Ambiguities
of Historical Propriety” in Art Journal, vol. 62, no. 1 (Spring, 2003), 34–47. Boettger notes that in 1969
Robert Morris’s Continuous Project Altered Daily employed a constant rearrangement of sculptural
element similar to Posenenske’s at Leo Castelli’s loft space on West 108th Street.
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The following year she left art making behind for good, turning her attention to the pursuit of a
doctorate in sociology. Such a stylized activation of her work would not be repeated until after
her death.

B. 1967
The Vierkantrohre are undeniably photogenic objects, as is testified to by one of the most
often reproduced photographs of Posenenske’s sculptures installed on the tarmac at the Frankfurt
am Main airport. (Fig. 62) The three sets of aluminum tubes might be mistaken for the hardware
of an in-progress or discarded renovation project, were it not for the vast stretch of tarmac that
surrounds the objects, their symmetrically defined compositions, and their triangular grouping.
Unlike the earlier images of Posenenske’s aluminum reliefs and Drehflügel, whose loose
arrangements and atelier locations endow the photographs with a sense of spontaneity, this image
of her Vierkantrohre can only be read as purposively composed. This was one of two
simultaneous public installations of Posenenske’s sculptures that she organized in the summer of
1967, a few months before the performance at Dorothea Loehr’s gallery: while a set of the
Vierkantrohre and a large Drehflügel stood temporarily in the circulatory spaces of the Frankfurt
airport, a second arrangement of the Vierkantrohre was erected at the center of a traffic island in
Offenbach, part of the greater Frankfurt Rhein-Main urban area on the river Main’s left bank, a
half hour drive from the airport.29 Each installation lasted for only a few hours; long enough for
the works to be documented in situ.
Eschewing the traditional strictures of the gallery context—with its overdetermination by
the forces of speculative capitalization—Posenenske intended for her sculptures to be displayed
29

Among Offenbach’s main industries in the 1960s were automobile manufacturing, machine-building,
and design; all of which surely made it an appealing location for Posenenske.
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in what she referred to, using a term that frequently appears in architectural theory, as “social
spaces,” or what Brunn would later describe as social “hubs”: sites where social infrastructures
on scales much larger than the individual could be perceived as multitudinous wholes.30 This was
an interest Posenenske began pursuing in earnest in 1967. Airports, traffic junctions, roadways,
and architectural rotundas represented interstices in the circulatory systems of modernity. By
seamlessly incorporating her sculptures into these sites, Posenenske sought to achieve two
broader aims: to place her work, literally, into social circulation; and to further diminish its
economic value as art by removing any association between the work and the institutions of the
art world.
The social potential of Posenenske’s work lay in its capacity to mediate between
networks of modern circulation, both on intimate and supra-human scales. This concern
developed out of the artist’s interest in sculpture as an addendum, and analogue, to architecture,
which in turn built on her early experience as a theatrical set designer in Lübeck in the late
1950s. Because the Vierkantrohre formally mimic pieces of architectural infrastructure—
specifically ventilation ducts—their placement in proximity to the floor, ceiling, or walls of their
sites of display implies that the sculptures are the visible protrusions of circulatory channels
embedded in the architectural support itself. Further, Posenenske initially intended for the
sculptures to be fabricated at a much larger—even room-sized—scale and conceived of their
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Burkhard Brunn, “Aspects of Her Work” in Renate Wiehager (ed.), Charlotte Posenenske: 1930–1985
(Berlin: Hatje Cantz, 2009), p. 119. Posenenske’s first husband was the architect Paul Posenenske, and
the term “social space” might have been familiar to Posenenske from the context of architectural
discourse, where it refers to a set of theories from sociology that illuminated, to different degrees of
specificity, that how one acts in a given space is determined by one’s hierarchical social position. See, for
example, Émile Durkheim, De la division du travail social (Paris, 1893); Paul-Henri Chombart de Lauwe,
“Sociologie, sciences humaines et transformations sociales” in Revue de l’Enseignement Supérieur, nos.
1–2, 1965, pp. 11–19; and Pierre Bourdieu, “Social Space and Symbolic Power” in Sociological Theory
vol. 7, no. 1 (Spring 1989), pp. 14–25.
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planar surfaces as potentially serving as floors, ceilings, and walls.31 The social space in which
she sought to intervene is thus manifested in both grand and minute gestures. According to
Brunn’s recollection of the opening reception for a group exhibition that included two of
Posenenske’s Drehflügeln at Galerie Loehr in 1968, “Frau Loehr, an extremely slender, elegant
woman[,] opened the exhibition by stepping out of the revolving vane [Drehflügel], which until
then had been closed, dressed in white. Couples later used the object for kissing undisturbed, and
children for playing hide-and-seek. The public immediately took the vanes to be doors.”32 The
sculptures could be experienced as architectural apparatuses, for modulating the ways in which
individuals interact in social space.
In Posenenske’s contemporaneous installations in public sites, the same interest in the
viewer’s circulatory relationship to the sculptures is mapped onto a much larger scale. The works
at the airport were installed in spaces where machines, rather than people, normally circulate, or
where people are circulated by machines: the airport’s tarmac and an external parking lot. The
Offenbach installation would likewise have been experienced primarily from the perspective of a
passenger riding in a moving vehicle, as suggested by one of the most frequently reproduced
images of Posenenske’s work: a photograph showing a bus turning a corner around the sculpture
on the Frankfurt junction. (Fig. 63) But less familiar images from the same event show a mother
pushing a stroller past the sculpture, or a dump truck passing by; each instance representing a
different register of the social, a different stratum of social space. The sculptures’ formal
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In a July 19, 1967 letter to a collector, Mr. Kowallek, Posenenske writes: “Ich möchte sie [die
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Burkhard Brunn, “Charlotte Posenenske (1930–1985): Remembering the artist” in Charlotte
Posenenske (1930–1985): Erinnerungen an die Künstlerin (Frankfurt am Main: Revolver, Archiv für
Aktuelle Kunst, 2005), p. 105.
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reference to circulatory mechanical equipment, along with their site-specificity, facilitate
encounters that shift between the scales of the individual and the social writ large. (Fig. 64)
The sculptures’ stripped-down aesthetic plays an important role in facilitating such social
encounters by serving to integrate the sculptures visually into their sites of display. When
Posenenske wrote, in 1968, that the objects she was producing were “decreasingly recognizable
as ‘artworks’” and that they “should have the objective character of industrial products,”33 she
meant to signal that the sculptures’ meaning, as the artist conceived it, lay in their formal
modularity, their serial fabrication, and their scale—which relates analogically to architecture
and to the body—rather than their interest as objects of aesthetic contemplation. Both the
cardboard and aluminum versions of the Vierkantrohre eschew color, facture, and finish; all
becoming incidental features of a mode of sculptural construction conceived as, primarily, spatial
and relational.34 Any aesthetic effects are to be taken as the circumstantial results of the
sculptures’ materiality.
Deadpan, as an affective mode, operates by holding form and content—in the usual
usage, the form being the comedian’s delivery of the joke, the content the punchline that invites
laughter—in unresolved tension. Rather than hinging on the decoupling of the performer’s
affective cue and the audience’s recognition of humor, Posenenske’s deadpan instead holds in
tension, on one hand, aesthetic presence and the recognition of “art”; and, on the other,
architectonic presence and the recognition of function. Her sculptures don’t look like art, and yet
they are; and while they do look like pieces of functional equipment, they, in fact, aren’t, as is
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Charlotte Posenenske, “Statement,” op. cit., p. 50.
The aluminum Vierkantrohre were fabricated using both a galvanized and an ungalvanized finish. The
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demonstrated by their lack of connection to their surroundings. These two pairs of form-content
paradoxes are, in turn, equalized in relation to each other; that is, placed into a heterarchy.
In photographs, however, the Vierkantrohre present themselves as objects of undeniable
aesthetic interest. Beyond betraying compositional intentionality, Posenenske’s photograph of the
Vierkantrohre installed on the Frankfurt airport tarmac also demonstrates how light plays off of
the sculptures’ surfaces, creating gradients, receding rectangles of shadow, and dynamic
geometric lines.35 If, for Posenenske, the Vierkantrohre were primarily conceived as relational
interventions in social space, the sculptures hold a contradiction at their core: their aesthetic
deadpan is undercut by the use—by Posenenske, Brunn, and their collaborators—of highly
composed photographic images to document the works in situ. One consequence of this reformatting of her project—from a sculptural and spatial intervention to the production of
images—was that her work could be valued for its aesthetic qualities; a conversion of value that
undersold the work’s social aims while serving to integrate it into a more familiar mode of
reception and appreciation.

C. 1986–1989
Posenenske’s own use of photography was the conceptual basis for the series of slim
publications produced by Brunn between 1986—marking the one-year anniversary of
Posenenske’s death—and 1989. (Fig. 65) Each of the books documents Brunn’s installation of
Posenenske’s sculptures in a different site: in Frankfurt’s Großmarkthalle in 1988, and on the
Deutsche Bahn platform of that city’s central train station, and in Deutsche Bank’s headquarters,
in 1989; a fourth documents a trio of displays in a parking lot, the rotunda of the Neue
35

This dissertation’s second chapter more specifically traces these visual effects to Posenenske’s studies
of the historic avant-gardes.
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Staatsgalerie, and the Hauptbahnhof in Stuttgart later the same year. Each temporary installation
was organized and funded independently by Brunn, with institutional support from JeanChristophe Ammann and then-head curator at the Frankfurt MMK Rolf Lauter; the Art Frankfurt
art fair and Kasper König’s PORTIKUS provided additional support for the installation at the
Frankfurt Großmarkthalle. Deutsche Bank, Deutsche Bahn, and Lufthansa each paid for the
production of the catalogues documenting their respective installations.36 Each of these thin,
glossy, pamphlet-like publications—which range between twenty-four and twenty-six pages—
contains photographs attributed to both Brunn and one of a handful of professional
photographers, including Rainer Spirandelli, Stephan Stecher, and Walter Kranl, and a brief text
by Brunn contextualizing the images.
I do not wish to question whether or not, in producing these photo books, Brunn was
realizing Posenenske’s intentions.37 Instead, my argument is that a quality inherent to the
sculptures themselves makes them particularly suited to—or perhaps even invites—projections
of value from diverse perspectives, including re-valuations that effectively work against
Posenenske’s intent. In her oft-cited manifesto of 1968, Posenenske wrote that her sculptures
were “not intended to represent anything other than what they are. The previous categorization of
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Renate Wiehager (ed.), Charlotte Posenenske: 1930–1985 (Berlin: Hatje Cantz, 2009), p. 183.
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the arts no longer exists.”38 Brunn’s photographs of the sculptures show that they are,
nevertheless, aesthetically valuable objects, and, further, that they are formally, stylistically, and
conceptually linked to both images of industrial apparatuses produced by the historic avantgardes and to trends in contemporary art of the late 1980s. While Brunn was, on one hand,
picking up the thread of a photographic practice that had been central to Posenenske’s own
approach during her lifetime, on the other he was re-introducing aesthetic value to her project
through photography, producing images of Posenenske’s sculptures whose stylized compositions
recontextualize and re-value her serial sculptures by converting their deadpan anti-aestheticism
into a recognizable historical style. To put this another way, aside from either Posenenske or
Brunn’s intentions, what these photographs actually do—i.e. the way they frame our perception
of the value of Posenenske’s work—is the result of their photographic connotations.
Brunn’s images betray intentional stylistic decisions that re-value Posenenske’s work by
placing it in dialogue with then-au courant photographic practices: specifically, their matter-offact compositions and framing, use of high-grain black and white, and complete absence of
passing observers all closely mimic the stylistic characteristics of Bernd and Hilla Becher, who,
beginning in the 1950s, had photographically catalogued water towers, gas containers, mine head
frames, blast furnaces, quarries, power stations, and other industrial sites across Germany.39
Using a large-format camera, static framing, and strictly straight-on views, and photographing in
soft light to achieve a fine grain and high gray tonal variation, the Bechers’ project was to build
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Charlotte Posenenske, “Statement,” op. cit., p. 50.
The Bechers’ work is representative of “New Topographic” photography, so named for the 1975
exhibition New Topographics: Photographs of a Man-Altered Landscape, organized by William Jenkins
at the International Museum of Photography in upstate New York, which received international acclaim.
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typologies of industrial architectural forms in a matter-of-fact, taxonomic manner. Building on
their inclusion in the seminal 1970 exhibition “Information” at the Museum of Modern Art, a
brief text by Carl Andre published in Artforum two years later claimed the Bechers’ work, which
he characterized via “the theme of variations within limits determined by function,”40 for
conceptual art. By the mid-’80s, a “Becher school” of young photographers—among them
Andreas Gursky, Candida Hofer, and Thomas Ruff; all students of Bernd’s at the Düsseldorf
Academy—had been announced in the press.
In describing the Bechers’ project, Andre’s choice of language belies his deference to a
high modernist artistic rhetoric (“determined by function”) and to late-’60s conceptualist logic
(“variations within limits”). However, the Bechers themselves characterized their project in
somewhat different terms. As Hilla Becher once put it: “In comparison to factories with their
simple boxlike structures, heavy industry produced. . . an inner form that was reflected in the
outer appearance.”41 Elsewhere, she expands on this point: “For us, industrial buildings were a
kind of anti-architecture. Or actually, you didn’t need to refer to them through architecture at all.
They are more like plumbing, but plumbing at a huge, monstrous scale.”42 If we are to take
Andre’s word for it—that is, if we take the photographs at face value as images of defunct
German industry— the buildings documented by the Bechers are implicated in the broader
process of the de-industrialization of the Ruhr Valley in the 1970s, and are therefore to be
appreciated as calcified remains; the dried riverbeds of flows of capital. But the structures
photographed by the Bechers are ‘like plumbing’ in that they are not simply containers, but
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conduits for channeling, circulating, and directing flows; and their formal appearance derives
implicitly from these circulatory functions, rather than from aesthetic concerns. (Fig. 66) The
stylistic qualities of the Becher’s photographs—matter-of-fact framing of formally limited
compositions, depopulated landscapes stripped of any signs of temporal specificity, including
even daylight—were designed to allow the viewer to focus her attention on the logic of interior
form made outer appearance. In Brunn’s photographs of Posenenske’s Vierkantrohre, the same
stylistic techniques are employed to emphasize Posenenske’s sculptures not as the ambivalent
remnants of industrial production—not as “fossils of use value,” as one critic has recently
described them—but as the making-visible of social processes that are normally hidden from
view.43 (Figs. 67 & 68)
Klaus Bussmann has noted that the absence of life in the Bechers’ photographs impedes
the viewer’s ability to determine whether the depicted buildings are still-functioning sites or
abandoned ruins.44 The removal, through photographic capture, of active subjects from these
sites of production serves the greater process of identifying aesthetic value in the externalized
form of social processes. Despite the fact that, as Posenenske herself emphasized over and over
again, an important aspect of her sculptures’ meaning was that they were intended to be handled
by cooperating teams of non-specialist collaborators, Brunn’s images of the sculptures are
entirely absent of human subjects; moreover, his installations were sited in places, like
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Frankfurt’s central market, where large crowds of people would normally have circulated.45
Brunn’s photographs remove the social and productive aspect of Posenenske’s work—her
sculptures’ interactivity and manipulability. But they also convert this social potential into
aesthetic value in the same manner as the Bechers.46
While it might be tempting to identify a further commonality in the Bechers’ use of
seriality, which might first seem to correspond with the seriality of Posenenske’s sculptures, this
is ultimately the point on which the two diverge. In the Bechers’ photographic series, the
romantic image of the abandoned plant—representing, perhaps, a moment in time that has
passed, a way of life that has ceased to exist—is revealed to be a typology, a formula, repeatable
and, indeed, repeated. Through repetition, the photographs’ potential for sentimental meaning is
revealed to be the product of a formal and aesthetic operation. This is a deadpan effect: the
identical formal repetition across the serialized images undercuts the individual images’ quasisentimental contents. At the same time, the British collieries collectively depicted in the Bechers’
Pitheads (1974) were not designed to be objects of aesthetic valued. And yet, when arrayed in
series, their repetition of a basic compositional template—a canted A-frame topped by a spoked
wheel—is recognizable as a formal (or perhaps even sculptural) typology with aesthetic value.
The Bechers’ deadpan thus operates on two levels: it revokes the sentimentality of their subject
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matter, while also converting the pictured industrial structures’ utilitarian compositions into
aesthetic typologies.
Brunn’s photographs, on the other hand, document specific, and singular, configurations
of Posenenske’s sculptures in situ. (Fig. 69) Rather than revealing industrial forms as aesthetic
typologies, his images of the Vierkantrohre emphasize the sculptures’ formal presence in relation
to their sites of display. The resulting images are equally aestheticized, but, crucially, substitute
the Bechers’ deadpan typologizing with historical allusion: Specifically, his photographs make
compositional and stylistic reference—sometimes bordering on pastiche—to the industrial
architectural photographs of the historic avant-gardes.47 Images of industry had played a central
role in New Vision (“Neue Sehen”) photography, named for the 1932 book in which Laszlo
Moholy-Nagy famously proposed that the handheld camera, as a mechanical tool, allowed for
the implementation of new perspectives and the depiction of new subjects that would acclimatize
perception to modernity’s distinctly new tempos and experiences. New Vision photographers
engaged in exploring the technical possibilities and limits of the camera, employing
unconventional lens-based and darkroom techniques and adhering to a strict principle of
perception cultivated in Moholy-Nagy and Walter Peterhans’s Bauhaus classes; all proposed as
antidotes to the neutered tableaux of Albert Renger-Patzsch’s Neue Sachlichkeit or Charles
Scheeler’s Precisionism. The interim between Posenenske’s projects in the 1960s and Brunn’s
installations in the 1980s saw a nostalgic revival of interest in early twentieth century
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photography, with several exhibitions of Neue Sachlichkeit and Neue Sehen photographs across
Europe.48
The forty-sixth plate in Germaine Krull’s 1928 photobook Métal, which collected sixtyfour photographs from her formal experiments in photographing urban and industrial forms in
Holland and France, is an apt example of the formal operations and stylistic tendencies
characteristic of New Vision photography and for which Krull is best known. (Fig. 70) A
posthumous 1977 retrospective of Krull’s work in Bonn and her inclusion in Documenta 6 the
same year established her reputation as a leading figure of Neue Sehen photography in Germany
and ensured her recognition well into the 1980s. Influenced in part by Soviet film theory, which
Krull had encountered during travels in Holland, her work is referenced in Walter Benjamin’s
“Little History of Photography” as an example of an activist and engaged photographic practice
that employed the camera lens as a tool for the active engineering of the world, rather than
passive observation.49 The photograph in question is a detail of a suspended bridge in Rotterdam,
though the proportional relationship between the studded mass that nearly fills the frame and the
hint of landscape in the background—reduced to one identifiable tower and a narrow slice of
hazy, receding horizon—is exaggerated to the point of obfuscation. Though receding orthogonal
lines of rivulets on the surface of the bridge’s steel frame indicate recession at an angle, the steel
mass is framed in such a way that its outer edge is square with the upper and right edges of the
print, so that this image of a piece of mechanical equipment that is designed to be constantly
raised and lowered is irrevocably flattened. The extreme viewing angle does more than subsume
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function to form; it is an alienation effect, a “making strange” of the constructed environment to
invite critical and objective engagement rather than passive acceptance of things-as-they-are.50
I introduce Krull here to indicate a parallel between the fragmentary formal techniques
employed by the photographer—bird’s eye and “worm’s eye” views, multiple exposures, and
close-ups, which, as has been noted by Sichel, render the mechanical apparatuses Krull captures
inert and dysfunctional—and the similar lack of connection between Posenenske’s sculptures and
their sites of display; an attribute that is stylistically emphasized in Brunn’s images. The lack of
connection between Posenenske’s Vierkantrohre and their surrounding sites—that is, the
characteristic that marks their lack of use value and so makes them discernable as artworks—
might be characterized as a sculptural analog to Krull’s framing techniques. Where Krull used
the camera’s aperture to isolate and abstract details of industrial equipment, Posenenske’s
sculptures—in Brunn’s handling—are, themselves, fragments of never-complete industrial
systems; they are literalizations of Umberto Eco’s “open work” that, at one extreme, are
perpetually open conduits, or, at the other, form closed loops; in either case negating any
functionality that might be connoted by their tubular forms, no matter how they are composed.51
Any photograph of a Vierkantrohre might re-enact the cognitive operations of abstraction
instigated by Krull’s photographs. The effect, however, is amplified in Brunn’s handling of the
sculptures in the 1980s: when, for instance, he hung a set of cardboard Vierkantrohre Series DW
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by invisible wires from the ceiling of Frankfurt’s central train station, making as explicit as
possible the lack of connection between the sculpture and the site, and hence its complete lack of
function.52 (Fig. 71) Brunn’s image of the suspended Vierkantrohre in the Großmarkthalle, shot
in stark black-and-white, similarly emphasizes the illusion that the sculpture is floating by
employing a stark, upward viewing angle, capturing the sculpture as it would have been seen by
passersby but also evoking the extreme, dynamic angles—especially top-down and ground-up
views—with which photographers like Krull or Moholy-Nagy hoped to jolt viewers out of
passive contemplation. Brunn’s photographs represent the projection of an aesthetic affinity with
a historical precedent that recasts Posenenske’s sculptures as pastiches of an earlier Modernist
techno-utopianism, a fetishism of steel and joinery and engineering that celebrates
industrialization’s redistribution of the sensible.53 (Fig. 72) They play the role of what Diederich
Diederichsen has called “relevance-attributors”: in emphasizing the sculptures’ aesthetic value,
the photographs bolster their art historical relevance, and thus their perceived artistic value.54

D. 1989
One of this chapter’s central arguments is that Posenenske’s modular sculptures—by the
artists’ design—are uniquely suited to the kinds of re-valuations described above.
Consequentially, they provide a cogent acknowledgement, and instrumentalization, of the
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multiple concepts of value that accrue to works of art once art’s focus expands from the
artwork’s internal, formal dynamics to its embeddedness in ideological structures, including, as I
argue, economies of worth.55 As described in this chapter’s preceding section, the flattened,
deadpan affect of Posenenske’s sculptural oeuvre, which derived from her interest in
industrialization, contributes to their heterarchical relationship to value, and thus to the
sculptures’ susceptibility to re-valuation.
By placing Posenenske’s work in train stations, markets, and other public spaces, Brunn
often achieved complex displacements that certainly seem in the spirit of the artist’s original
work. As I’ve discussed, however, his photographic documentation of those installations
introduced layers of aesthetic value that depart considerably from Posenenske’s’ own handling of
her work. Likewise, in his 1989 installation at the Deutsche Bank tower in Frankfurt, Brunn’s use
of photography incidentally displaced the sculptures’ critique of the functioning of social space
with an affirmation of their own aesthetic value. The installation’s impermanence—which
necessitated Brunn’s use of photographic documentation in the first place—impeded the intended
economic function of Posenenske’s work, which, as I will argue below, was dependent on a
transactional exchange—in other words, the sculptures’ acquisition through a sale. So, while the
Deutsche Bank headquarters is a place where the speculative production of value—precisely the
capitalist mode from which Posenenske sought to free art—is literally given form, and where art,
far from remaining autonomous, plays a particularly nuanced role in the production of value,
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Brunn’s installation ultimately failed to meaningfully deploy Posenenske’s work against the
bank’s instrumentalization.
Deutsche Bank is headquartered in two glass-and-steel office towers, connected by a
shared ground-level lobby, in Frankfurt’s West end on the historic Taunusanlage. (Fig. 73) By
1989 the twin towers, designed by Walter Hanig, Heinz Scheid, and Johaness Schmidt and
completed five years earlier, had become a prominent enough feature of the city’s skyline to have
earned the affectionate nicknames “Soll” and “Haben” (or “Debit” and “Credit”). Brunn’s
installation of Posenenske’s Vierkantrohre stayed in place between five and eight in the evening
on September 14, 1989 and was only open to invited guests, who had access to the building’s
lobby, but not to the interior rooms beyond the elevators.56
Brunn placed seven groupings of Posenenske’s sculptures in hallways, meeting rooms,
and engineering spaces around the building: He installed two sets of Vierkantrohre on the
building’s exterior, flush with the plate glass façade, so that they formed closed loops with their
reflected images. In the towers’ shared lobby, he arranged a grouping of standing columnar
Vierkantrohre into a three-by-four grid just inside the main doors, forcing those entering the
building to move in close proximity between or around the sculptures. Moving past this cluster
and into the lobby, visitors would have encountered four individual modulations of the
Vierkantrohre installed along the lobby’s exterior walls; three of these were accompanied by
photo placards showing images of the same objects installed in the tower’s interior, non-public
spaces—a corporate boardroom and a boiler room—and on the building’s façade. A fifth
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construction of the Vierkantrohre was placed next to a pre-existing sculpture in the lobby’s
southwest wall, and a smaller three-by-three grid of standing tubes was placed in the lobby’s
northwest corner. As a whole, the installation set up a push-and-pull between visitors moving
through the lobby—where the sculptures serve as obstacles that impede or slow movement
through the interstitial space—and the building’s interior rooms; an update to the use of art to
engage with and modulate social space that Posenenske had pursued in the 1960s. (Fig. 74)
The installation’s most directly antagonistic component came in what remained after the
September 14th reception had concluded, and in a component that was not accessible to the
reception’s guests, but would have been all but unavoidable for those working in the building:
Brunn placed ten examples of the cardboard Vierkantrohre Series DW in the elevator lobbies of
ten of the tower’s floors, where they remained for five consecutive days. As he describes: “This
creates—for a limited time—an interesting contrast between the individuality of the floors
characterized by the different artists and the uniformity of the ten objects.”57 But this description
surely downplays how the installation in the elevator banks would have actually been
experienced: We might imagine that the repetition of identical forms on each landing would have
had the effect of blurring the distinction between the floors, so that one would be confused, when
exiting the elevator, about which floor one was on.58
Brunn hand-drew a color-coded map that indicates the shape of the lobby’s interior and
the placement of each grouping of sculptures. (Fig. 75) Directional arrows indicate visitors’ paths
through the space, indicating that he was explicitly thinking about the relationship between the
sculptures’ placement and circulation through the lobby. The installation, in other words, was not
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so much about how the sculptures looked in the space as it was about how they modulated
visitors’ spatial experience of, and their ambulatory behavior throughout, the building. Likewise,
the Vierkantrohre were employed in the building’s elevator lobby as antipodes to the one-of-akind artworks by other contemporary artists on display throughout the building. Brunn’s
installation might be thought of as a winking critique of the ways that art is “used” in corporate
settings: for wayfinding, or for differentiating otherwise identical hallways. If his photographs of
the previous installations had barely even hinted that the sculptures were ever seen or interacted
with by real passers-by, there’s no way this could have been avoided in the case of the Deutsche
Bank project.
We might think of Brunn’s Deutsche Bank installation as designed to disrupt the smooth
functioning of the bank as a site of value production, as represented by the spatialized repetition
of form throughout the bank’s lobby. As if to illustrate how the Vierkantrohre’s aesthetic
qualities serve this critical aim in comparison with more traditional examples of corporate art
patronage, one of Brunn’s photographs from the Deutsche Bank tower shows a Vierkantrohre
construction placed next to a sculpture, permanently installed at the site, by Ulrich Rückriem—
an artist whose work, according to Brunn’s recollection, Posenenske liked, and who is somewhat
synonymous in Germany with corporate “lobby art.”59 (Fig. 76) Both the Rückriem and the
Posenenske are made from materials that are at home in Deutsche Bank’s sleek, stone-and-metal
foyer. But the Rückriem —a standing rectangular slab whose roughhewn face is punctuated by a
line of drill marks like those usually used in the process of cutting stone, but here employed to
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create a geometric composition on the material’s face—seems to emphasize its specificity, its
rough surface indexing at once the compression of thousands of years of geological formation
and the gestural mark of the artist’s hand. The sculpture is clearly a foreign element that has been
imported into the lobby, in contrast with the juxtaposed Vierkantrohre, whose geometric
modularity and stainless steel surface works like industrial camouflage to incorporate it with its
corporate surroundings. At the same time, the Rückriem sculpture’s weight and permanence
contrast dramatically with Posenenske’s Vierkantrohre. The repetition of the silhouette of this
canted, standing tube across the space de-emphasizes the sculptures as discrete objects and reemphasizes their status as portable modulators of experience in social space.
Brunn’s installation unfolded on two fronts: first, it intervened in social circulation
through the building—a locus of value production and capitalist speculation—via the sculptures’
placement as architectural interventions into the space. Second, and perhaps more intriguingly,
this was the only of Brunn’s projects in the 1980s that deployed photographic reproductions
within the installation itself.60 Three of the sculptures were accompanied by photographs
showing the same objects (that is to say, identical configurations of the same modular pieces)
installed in spaces beyond the lobby; rooms that would have been practically within reach, and
yet inaccessible to the reception’s guests. (Fig. 77) The photographs were taken in advance of the
September 14 event and printed onto large boards that were displayed on stanchions next to the
sculptures. Brunn describes the inclusion of the photographs this way: “Accessibility—or
transparency in the sense of unobstructed mental access—is an aspect that is fundamental to the
art of Posenenske, as her use of simple geometric forms shows. . . The [Deutsche Bank tower’s]
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one-way-glass façade signals with great clarity that the Deutsche Bank is not a public place, such
as the train station. Insight is denied. Intransparency [sic] is therefore part of the objective
significance of this architecture.”61 Brunn was, in other words, approaching his critique of the
bank from the perspective of its architecture as a (not so) social space. The inclusion of the photo
placards was conceived as a means to ameliorate the building’s built-in inaccessibility; the
photographs grant access to the building’s interior spaces, where power—both in the material
(the boiler room) and abstract (the boardroom) senses—are produced.
The problem with these strategies—the use of repeated modular forms and photographic
reproductions to interrupt or symbolically dismantle the ordered space of the bank’s lobby and
offices—is, first, that they again reiterate the sculptures’ aesthetic value by framing them as
photographs, and, second, that they neglect to engage with the true thrust of Posenenske’s
project, which was ultimately an intervention in the work of art’s market value. Another way to
say this is that in order for Posenenske’s work to fulfill its critical task, it requires a transactional
exchange; yet Deutsche Bank, to date, has not acquired her work. And it might be that, in this
respect, Brunn’s collaboration with Deutsche bank represents something of a missed opportunity.
The preceding decade had seen a dramatic increase in the number of corporate art collections. As
Chin-tao Wu has persuasively argued, this boom in cultural philanthropy was largely to these
corporations’ own benefit, with art collecting conceived as a public relations tool for
demonstrating a company’s dedication to cultural philanthropy, or even to indicate a progressive,
inclusive politics.62 By the late 1980s, Deutsche Bank was the largest of Germany’s six biggest
Großbanken, or universal banks. The bank was also acquiring up to three thousand artworks
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annually, mostly by contemporary artists, and had developed a collection that predominantly
focused on German and American works created since 1960. Contemporary art offered the bank
relatively low prices and low-risk investments, while, as Wu suggests, also providing social
status and prestige to its organizational leaders. As a result, art collecting became closely
intertwined with both Deutsche Bank’s corporate identity and its operations, an affinity that
persists to the present day: the bank now has a dedicated Arts Committee, publishes its own art
magazine—Deutsche Bank ArtMag—and advises and arranges private viewings of art for its
clients. The public is invited to take free tours of the work on display in its headquarters, where
each of the building’s sixty floors is currently dedicated to the display of a single artist. A 2007
survey of Deutsche Bank employees indicated that the philanthropic practices that the bank
established in the ’70s and ’80s continue to provide a significant benefit to its corporate image.
Respondents reported that the bank’s support for contemporary art is seen as a “reflection of the
company’s core values and organizational identity,” even if its employees don’t particularly like
the art in question.63 Further responses confirm that art’s role within the bank’s culture is
perceived as a primary public-facing asset:
According to a senior investment banker, the art collection shows that Deutsche
Bank is a benevolent, ‘civilized’ organization: “We are in an industry where our
value systems can be easily modified in a non-humane way. . . so [the art
collection] is telling you that we are not only about cut-throat money-making. . .
We demonstrate that we have a soul and wisdom. . . We are showing that
Deutsche Bank stands for innovativeness, forward thinking, risk-taking, exciting,
daring—all the things you think of when thinking of contemporary art.”64
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In a single line of thought, the investment banker quoted here suggests that art—
equivalent to “soul” and “wisdom”—endows humanity to the inhumane mechanisms of
corporate capitalism, but that art also represents risk-taking, daring, and innovation; all
qualities that are highly valued in the world of corporate banking. The apparent
unwillingness among the bank’s employees to acknowledge contemporary art as a sound
financial investment—as it is detailed to be by Wu—is surprisingly similar to the
confidentiality with which prices are set and discussed in the art market. It’s no great
secret that art collecting lends itself to cut-throat money-making as readily as trading
stocks or flipping houses; but the bank’s framing of its collecting practice as largely
philanthropic or culturally ameliorative only serves to conceal the advantages the bank
surely derives from storing a portion of its wealth in contemporary art.65 And, perhaps
somewhat counterintuitively, these statements further suggest that the more inaccessible
the work in its collection was perceived to be, the more symbolic value it might provide:
. . . “We have these weird things sitting in the lobby and in the meeting rooms,”
said the head of Branding. “This is saying that we allow funny people, weird
people, uncharacteristic people to be in our organization—nobody needs to be
uniform.” A senior manager agreed, asserting that “to collect and display modern
art which many people don't like shows we are courageous. . . It stands for a
modern approach in a modern organization.”66
What’s being described here is what is sometimes termed “artwashing”—i.e. the utilization of art
in a corporate context as a means to signal an inclusionary or even progressive politics,
regardless of the actual political position of the corporation in question. Put another way, this is
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an illustration of not only the fungibility of art’s value but also of the specificity with which
concepts of value are directed towards specific stakeholders. In his text in the publication that
accompanies the Deutsche Bank installation, Brunn suggests that all of the installations he
organized were placed in sites that served a “different kind of public” from the art gallery, whose
institutional purpose is to sell works of art.67 And yet, if these statements from the bank’s own
Branding department can be projected backward into the 1980s, to the beginning of the bank’s
engagement with contemporary art, it’s clear that placing Posenenske’s work in the bank’s
headquarters neither challenges nor escapes commercial art’s profit motive.
Likewise, the photographs that Brunn shot and installed in the Deutsche Bank tower seem
designed to instigate precisely the same experience described by the branding head quoted
above: they show “weird things” sitting in the lobby, in the meeting rooms, in the boiler room, in
the halls… But the very presence of the images, as photographs, in those same spaces effectively
signals that “things” are, in fact, works of art.

E. “The Frankfurt junction belongs to me”
It might be tempting to read Posenenske’s work as a sort of proto-institutional critique, as
the artist Alan Ruiz has recently suggested, in that she used the preexisting networks of capitalist
production and distribution to critique the opacities already endemic to the art system in her
time.68 Brunn’s site specific installations of the 1980s, however, demonstrate that the work could
succeed at intervening in the functioning of social space and, at the same time, counterintuitively
produce extractable symbolic value.
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It would be a mistake to think of Posenenske’s work as a rejection of industrial
overdetermination; it was, in fact, quite the opposite. And likewise, Posenenske’s work is exactly
not a simple rejection or subversion of the market: it requires the market, depending on her
work’s commercial distribution and purchase in order to fulfill its critical task. By selling her
work at cost, Posenenske was not criticizing the idea that artworks should be treated as
commodities; she simply sought to produce, distribute, and sell art as a utilitarian commodity
without special, luxury status.
Brunn’s photographs, meanwhile, actually undo the original intention of Posenenske’s
project: to make art that would obviate aesthetic valuation. While the photographs whose
production she oversaw during her life conjured the engineered aesthetics of the corporate
transportation industry, Brunn’s photographs instead reveal her sculptures’ beauty, styling them
as if they were technoutopian constructions, or the kind of industrial ruins typologically
memorialized, in the intervening years, in the photographs of the Bechers. Brunn’s mistake was
to find the Vierkantrohre beautiful; a rather sweet testament to his care for her and her work,
perhaps, but also a consequential re-framing of her project.
Upon completing her installation of the Vierkantrohre on a traffic island in Frankfurt—as
later remembered by Brunn—Posenenske, supposedly, exclaimed, “The Frankfurt junction
belongs to me.”69 Did she mean to suggest that the public siting of her work was intended to lay
claim to public space? I believe what she found in these sites was closer to the sensation
famously described by Tony Smith after a nighttime drive on an unfinished New Jersey turnpike;
a feeling that he likewise found in the “artificial landscapes” of drill grounds and, like
Posenenske, air strips: “The experience on the road was something mapped out but not socially
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recognized. I thought to myself, it ought to be clear that's the end of art.”70 Like Smith, what
Posenenske was after was not exactly an “end” to art, but rather an end to the preceding decades’
formalism and commercialism, which would cede way to experiences that would hold art and
non-art in heterarchical tension. But as her example demonstrates, by the time she announced her
exit from the art world, the mechanism for her work’s inevitable recuperation by art, for art, had
already been set.
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Chapter 4
Ecologies of Worth: Historical Value as Imposed Hierarchy

Even by the most conservative estimate, there are at least 240 possible ways to combine
the six tubular pieces that make up Charlotte Posenenske’s Vierkantrohre (Square Tubes), Series
D (1967). The set includes six individual sheet steel elements: three basic tubes—square,
rectangular, and cubic—and three connecting pieces that allow the tubes to be attached to one
another in different ways. Among the latter are an angular piece, for changing direction; a
“transition piece,” for modulating between the tubes’ square and rectangular openings; and a Tshaped piece that allows for three-way connections. (Because the rectangular piece is half the
depth of the other tubes, it can only be directly connected to the transition piece, which limits,
somewhat, the possible combinations.) The modular sculptures are available to order from
Posenenske’s estate via Peter Freeman, her New York gallery, through an order form that turns
the normally opaque process of buying art into something closer to ordering parts from a
hardware catalogue: check the boxes next to the pieces you wish to order, note how many of
each element you want, and calculate the total cost—the going rate is 4,500 euro per element,
with a minimum of four elements per order.
Once you consider that there’s no reason why more than one of each module type might
not be included in a given construction, the possible combinations within the set of six elements
increase exponentially. One would think, therefore, that the likelihood of any one combination of
the Vierkantrohre in a gallery or museum show repeating an arrangement from a previous
exhibition would be very unlikely. Posenenske’s intention, after all, was that the pieces should be
handled and screwed together by teams of non-specialists, employing collaborative
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experimentation and collective decision-making to reach a consensus. The purpose of her design
was to provoke experimentation, and Posenenske even suggested that the sculptures could be
disassembled and re-arranged mid-exhibition.
And yet, there is surprising consistency in the formal arrangements arrived at not only in
recent years, but across decades of exhibitions of Posenenske’s work. As one peruses images
showing installations of the Vierkantrohre from the 1960s to the present, one could be forgiven
for assuming that the repeated compositions must be forms the artist had devised herself, or that
have been canonized by her estate. It seems to be the rule, rather than the exception, that
reference is made to previous exhibitions in recent installations of the sculptures. One
conspicuously recurrent arrangement involves two symmetrical groupings, each consisting of a
pair of two angular pieces connected to form a ninety-degree L, with two rectangular tubes
attached to either of their square openings, forming, in sum, a square made up of four tubular
openings that protrude at a forty-five-degree angle to the floor. The overall impression is of
something like a homemade missile launcher. This particular arrangement seems to have first
appeared at Konrad Fischer’s Düsseldorf gallery in 1967; the construction is visible in the top
left corner of the contact sheet that Fischer used as an invitation card for the show. (Fig. 78) The
same composition was then evidently recreated for Posenenske’s posthumous exhibition at Paul
Maenz’s Frankfurt gallery in 1986, in an installation designed by Maenz and Burkhard Brunn,
the artist’s husband. It subsequently reappeared in 2010 when New York’s Artists Space staged
the first US exhibition of Posenenske’s work, and again in Dia Beacon’s large-scale retrospective
in 2019. (Figs. 79–81) This is but one example of the many friendly ghosts that seem to haunt
Posenenske’s posthumous exhibitions. Also recurrent is a pair of standing Xs, each constructed
from two connected T-shaped modules; two rectangles and one square tube connected by two
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transition pieces that calls to mind the snake that swallowed an elephant in Le petit prince; and a
square tube connected by a transition piece to a rectangular tube that presents a very convincing
facsimile of a stove hood vent.
Far beyond coincidence, this formal persistence is, indeed, the result of decisions made
by the respective curators and staffs of the aforementioned institutions, though certainly not in
the manner that Posenenske intended. While paying homage to past installations, these formal
redundancies in an otherwise open sculptural system also tell us something about the values of
the institutions in question. Posenenske’s works were supposed to be inexpensive and accessible,
displayed in non-art contexts, and assembled and re-assembled by non-specialists. The metal
modules were intended to be used until they started to rust, corrode, or fall apart, and then tossed
out; the cardboard versions are equally un-precious, and are susceptible to creasing, crushing,
and rot. This artistic strategy is imbued with a pointed political ethos: by subverting the
expectations of the art market and arts institutions, Posenenske’s serial works were designed to
challenge the very basis of the work of art’s treatment as a rarified commodity to be treasured
and preserved. As I’ll argue in this chapter, the re-creation of past arrangements of the
Vierkantrohre is but one of several strategies that art institutions have developed to solidify and
convey the historical value of Posenenske’s work. It is my argument that this emphasis on
historical value—while arguably deriving from the sensible goal of preserving the artist’s
oeuvre—ultimately conceals the central role that the interrogation of art’s economic value played
in Posenenske’s work.
Perhaps because the long-term value of Posenenske’s objects themselves is a priori a
moot point, the recurring compositions I am describing, by hearkening back to past exhibitions
of the artist’s work, return the historical value that has been stripped away by the sculptures’
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impermanence and reproducibility. For the moment, we will set aside the fact that this would
seem to be in sharp contrast with the artist’s stated intentions—the protection of which has, over
the past few years, become a widely accepted guiding principle for the conservation of works of
art.1 More important for the discussion below is the idea that historical value, when it pertains to
works of art, is a type of value whose definition, identification, and limitations are created and
imposed from without, rather than reflecting inherent qualities of the work of art itself. This is a
point that is commonly made in regard to explicitly ephemeral artistic practices, particularly
media or performance-based or conceptual work: When it comes to works of art in the postmedium condition, individual institutions must, on a case-by-case basis, determine what material
object, contractual paperwork, or other form of agreement is the best representation of an artist’s
oeuvre in the context of the museum’s collection. In making these decisions, these institutions
transform ephemeral artistic practices into material objects, and, at the same time, historical
value into economic value. But the institutional treatment of Posenenske’s work suggests that the
designation of historical value to artistic materials is a process that is more complicated than is
often acknowledged, and that transcends the question of material ephemerality.
The relationship between the museum and historical value might, at first, seem obvious:
the museum is a collection of objects that, because they index the development of specific
genealogies in art’s development over time, have innate historical value. The museum is, in other
words, a repository—a bank—of objects from which history may be narratively extracted. There
are two problems with this assumption: First, as Hanna Hölling and Francesca Bewer have
recently discussed, over the past decade conservation discourse has experienced a shift towards
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understanding artworks as—in Jane Bennett’s terminology—“vibrant matter” that is capable of
undergoing material transformations in reaction or relation to its context, matter, interpretation,
and display.2 The material that makes up an artwork is understood to be in a constant state of
transition and reconstitution. Without a stable material form, the process of art’s institutional
acquisition and conservation becomes one of constant renegotiation. Second, historical value
itself—like all values—is determined within a specific social context, within what Arjun
Appadurai calls “tournaments of value”: “Complex periodic events that are removed in some
culturally well-defined way from the routines of economic life. Participation in them is likely to
be both a privilege of those in power and an instrument of status contests between them. The
currency of such tournaments is also likely to be set apart through well understood cultural
diacritics.”3 This is to say that art’s historical value is subject to definition within a highly
specified social field that functions in distinction from (though not, as I will elaborate on below,
independent of) the concept of market or economic value. Rather than a repository, the museum
is factory of historical value.
Since museums of modern and contemporary art began introducing curatorial positions
and entire departments dedicated to media and performance art in the early 2000s, the question
of the processes by which institutions assign historical value to ephemeral materials has only
become more pressing. But in contrast with the kinds of media and performance-based work that
seem to pose the most challenging questions for museum acquisition and conservation practices,
Posenenske’s work provides a particularly salient case study because of its misleading material
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Hanna B. Hölling, Francesca G. Bewer, & Katharina Ammann (eds.), The Explicit Material: Inquiries
on the Intersection of Curatorial and Conservation Cultures (Boston, MA: Brill, 2019), p. 2.
3
Arjun Appadurai, “Introduction: commodities and the politics of value” in The Social Life of Things:
Commodities in Cultural Perspective (Cambridge University Press, 1986), p. 21. He goes on: “Though
such tournaments of value occur in special times and places, their forms and outcomes are always
consequential for the more mundane realities of power and value in ordinary life.”
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simplicity. Her sculptures—fabricated in paper, cardboard, and sheet metal—are not
exceptionally difficult to conserve and, according to the artist’s own logic, are designed to be
replaceable and reproducible. While many museums have acquired her work in the past
decade—particularly following the foundational exhibitions I will discuss below—there is wide
variation in the types of material those institutions have acquired. In 2007 London’s Tate art
museum purchased an aged particleboard prototype of Posenenske’s Drehflügel that had
previously been exhibited in 1968 at the Kunsthaus Hamburg. (Fig. 82) As a part of that early
exhibition that seems unthinkable today, viewers were allowed to scrawl on the sculpture’s
pressboard wings with pencil during the exhibition vernissage; a form of engagement that
Posenenske did not foresee, but nevertheless embraced.4 These incidental markings remain
visible on the sculpture’s paperboard surface, granting this specific copy of the reproducible
sculpture a patina of age value that, no doubt, contributed in large part to the interest of the
museum’s acquisitions committee in this object over other examples of Posenenske’s work. It
seems a similar prioritization of the aesthetic signifiers of age value led the same museum two
years later to acquire a set of metal Vierkantrohre fabricated in galvanized steel, a material with
a speckled optical texture that Posenenske’s estate is no longer using because it contains lead.5
The newer re-fabrications of the sculpture—whose differentiation from the earlier exemplars
seems exactly counter to the artist’s original intentions—have smoother, more uniform surfaces
which, once the distinction is pointed out, are easily differentiable at a glance from the earlier
works. The latter sculptures have since been deemed “prototypes” by Posenenske’s estate. The
Museum of Modern Art in New York, as another diverging example, made the decision in 2008
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Burkhard Brunn, “Signs of Wear and Tear (Historicity)” in Renate Wiehager (ed.), Charlotte
Posenenske 1930–1985 (Hatje Cantz, 2009), p. 82.
5
This was explained to me by Jens Ole Ray, current administrator of the Posenenske archives and estate
at Galerie Mehdi Chouakri in Berlin, where all of the extant copies of the sculptures are stored.
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to acquire three paintings produced between 1960 and ’65, representative of Posenenske’s
earliest works, followed by an additional painting and an early “fold” relief; all predating her
much better-known reliefs and interactive modular sculptures.6 In 1990 the Museum für
Moderne Kunst in Frankfurt, taking a different approach, purchased brand new re-fabrications of
both the cardboard and metal Vierkantrohre. These acquisitions represent three different
philosophies regarding the identification of the historical value of Posenenske’s art: is such value
to be found in the pristine preservation of the artist’s sculptural system as it was originally
conceived (as by the MMK), or in what results from the meeting of that system with lived
interaction in the context of a gallery or exhibition (Tate)? Or is it, to follow MoMA’s logic, to
be identified in the artist’s earliest produced works, which anticipate the conceptual content of
the rest of the artist’s oeuvre; in other words, should the individual works be understood as
indexes of a greater diachronic development?
While these different approaches raise questions about how to characterize the
materiality of an artist like Posenenske’s work, they are ultimately also ways of confirming its
economic value. Posenenske was an artist whose work was designed to challenge speculation,
rather than rejecting the market altogether, by producing unlimited series of identical objects.
And yet, by, for example, creating a distinction, as the Tate acquisition did, between so-called
“prototypes” and new re-fabrications—the prior being higher in historical value than the latter—
collectors and museums pave the way for price differentiations within the market for
Posenenske’s work, with increased historical value leading to higher market prices. Historical
value, in other words, provides a hierarchy with which to re-institutionalize Posenenske’s work,
whose very basis was its rejection of art’s speculative economic value. To extrapolate to this

6
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chapter’s larger point: The fact that there is no obvious way for a museum to adequately
represent Posenenske’s work is the result of their failure to grapple with its challenge to art’s
economic value and is symptomatic of the fact that museums disguise economic value within
institutionalized concepts of historical value.
I should point out that my focus here is not the way that value is produced “around” the
art object (i.e. in museum ticket sales, donors’ gifts following positive exhibition reviews, and so
on), but rather on curatorial processes, by which I mean the organization of exhibitions and the
procurement of collection acquisitions.7 While it’s often noted that collecting and conservation
are, in effect, two different aspects of the same general museum function, it’s less common to
draw a clear link between exhibitions—including exhibitions in non-collecting institutions—and
later sales or acquisitions.8 Treating these two processes as in convergence, rather than as two
distinct concerns, is in part an attempt to confront the fact that their separation serves, in large
part, to mask the museum’s economic function.
The act of curation results in either an exhibition or an institutional acquisition; both of
which, in turn, lead to the necessity for conservation—either to return a work to its ideal state for
inclusion in an exhibition, to repair damage, or to plan for its long-term preservation; and,
conservation, as I will elaborate below, ultimately turns on the work of art’s (re-)valuation. This
is the procedural chain that links curation to economic value. Rather than a linear progression,
what I’m describing is a cycle: re-valuation feeds further curatorial interest, which in turn results
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Mark W. Rectanus, Museums Inside Out (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2020), p. 173.
“The financialization of museums . . . and their own implication in the regimes and transfers of capital
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shaping cultural institutions.”
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S. Weil, Rethinking the Museum: And Other Meditations (Washington DC: Smithsonian Institution
Press, 1990), p. 59; cited in John W. O’Hagan, “Art Museums: Collections, Deaccessioning and
Donations” in Journal of Cultural Economics, 1998, vol. 22, no. 2/3, Special Issue on the Economics of
Museums (1998), p. 198.
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in future acquisitions, further conservation, and thus further acts of re-valuation. It should also be
noted that, as Hölling et. al. have pointed out, curation and conservation sometimes overlap in
their aims (both being understood as “the responsible stewardship and thoughtful interpretation
of artworks and artifacts”), and that acts of curation—whether for the purpose of an exhibition or
an acquisition—often imply or necessitate conservation.9 As the sum of this cyclical process,
historical valuation—as the exhibition analyses that follow in this chapter will demonstrate—
ultimately obscures the procedural chain linking curatorial practices to economic valuation.

Curation

Valuation

Acquisition

Conservation

Concealing or denying the relationship between historical value and economic value is
central not only to the functioning of art museums, but also to the logic of contemporary art at
large. Sociologist Olav Velthuis has usefully summarized the two distinct and contradictory
logics that govern art’s movement through different “regimes” of value. The “logic of art,” as
Velthuis writes, “is understood to be a qualitative logic; it centers around the uncompromising
creation of symbolic, imaginative, or meaningful goods, whose value cannot be measured. The
logic of capitalist markets, by contrast, would be a quantitative logic that centers around
commodification and commensuration of human activity.”10 The contradiction lies in the fact

9

Hölling et. al., op. cit., p. 5.
Olav Velthuis, Talking Prices: Symbolic Meanings of Prices on the Market for Contemporary Art
(Princeton University Press, 2005), p. 24.
10
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that artworks that are “priceless” when viewed from the perspective of their historical or cultural
significance are, nevertheless, as susceptible to market valuation as other classes of commodities.
Velthuis references Pierre Bourdieu’s analysis of symbolic value to suggest that supposedly
noneconomic forms of capital—like art—effectively conceal the economic capital that is their
basis, serving as short-term vehicles for long-term economic value to be cashed in on at a later
date.11 Exhibitions and acquisitions are thus two different but interrelated ways in which
museums both establish the historical value of and, at the same time, make a speculative
financial investment in an artist’s work.
Beyond the question of a work’s acquisition and conservation, for me this is a question
about what an exhibition of work like Posenenske’s should seek to do, particularly when
conceived as a posthumous overview of the artist’s oeuvre. Posenenske aimed for her work to
appear outside the contexts of the gallery or museum and conceived of it so that its market value
would remain low, producing her serial works in unlimited series and selling them at cost. One
could argue, therefore, that any presentation of the work in the context of an exhibition will be
inadequate to the artist’s intentions. One illustration of the problem is the wall texts that
accompany Posenenske’s sculptures in museum displays. Such labels typically note that
Posenenske’s sculptures were sold at cost without telling us, in quantitative terms, either what
that cost actually was, how it compares to the price of works by her contemporaries, or whether
or not this pricing structure is still maintained by her estate. This informational opacity obscures
the point of the work in the first place. Hence, one of the core arguments of this dissertation as a
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Pierre Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital” in J. G. Richardson (ed.), The Handbook of Theory and
Research for the Sociology of Education, (New York: Greenwood, 1983), pp. 241–58.
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whole: that the role played by economic value in Posenenske’s project must be foregrounded to
adequately represent her work.12
My interest in what follows is thus in the mechanisms by which Posenenske’s art has
been posthumously mobilized to produce new kinds of value, in negotiation with historical
value, in exhibition contexts. This chapter’s main aim is to trace Posenenske’s “rediscovery”
from the early 2000s through the present, placing it within a trajectory of value-producing events
that ultimately culminated in the mass acquisition of 155 of her sculptures by the Dia Art
Foundation in 2019. Beyond that, the concern of the exhibition analyses that make up the bulk of
the chapter is to characterize the relationship between historical value and other kinds of value—
in particular, symbolic and economic (market) values—in specific terms.13 Throughout the
chapter, conservation theory is important to my argument for its focus on the imbrication of
materiality and value, both in the sense that conservation practices develop from and follow acts
of acquisition and in that, for much of the twentieth century, art conservation was theorized as
the act of balancing the multiple concepts of value that might pertain to a given work of art.
I begin by briefly defining historical value—a term that has been deployed in the context
of art’s conservation since at least the early twentieth century—and examining some of the
specific retroactive methods of historical valuation that have been applied to Posenenske’s work.
In the interest of further illuminating the complex dynamics between curatorial practices, the
production and maintenance of historical value, and economic value, the remainder of the
chapter then moves through three major posthumous exhibitions. Rather than focusing
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willing to pay for something, “price” as the minimum, and “economic value” as the abstract sum of those
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exclusively on institutions that own examples of Posenenske’s art, I focus on those that—
whether intentionally or incidentally—have fundamentally re-valued her work. First, I examine
the major rediscovery of Posenenske’s oeuvre represented by her inclusion in Documenta 12 in
2007. Four decades after the artist abandoned the art world out of frustration with art’s capacity
to enact social change, her works’ placement amid a semi-historicized display of conceptualist
practices—as well as within the social milieu surrounding the prestigious quinquennial
exhibition—effectively reincorporated her work into conceptual art’s postwar history and,
consequentially, reintroduced it to the art market. I then turn to Posenenske’s first institutional
show in the US in 2010. The exhibition at New York nonprofit gallery Artists Space reappraised
the historical value of Posenenske’s work through the collaborative participation of three
younger contemporary artists, in a reevaluation that I argue is symptomatic of the tangled
relationship between historical, economic, and symbolic capital. Finally, I explore Posenenske’s
first major museum retrospective, held at the Dia Art Foundation in Beacon, New York in 2019.
Building on the preceding exhibitions, this was the clearest attempt, to date, to establish and
differentiate lines of historical value within the posthumous reception of Posenenske’s work by
emphasizing historicized categorizations of material within her existing oeuvre (prototype versus
re-fabrication, etc.) In various ways, each of these exhibitions subjected Posenenske’s work to
re-hierarchized scales of value in volatile interaction with the artist’s anti-hierarchical treatment
of her own work.
To reiterate this chapter’s central assumptions: first, the historical value of a given artist’s
work is constructed—not simply relayed or represented—in the processes of curation,
acquisition, and conservation; second, flexibility, or transferability, between historical value and
the different kinds of value with which it simultaneously coexists is fundamental to the way art
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history is written within these contexts; and finally, emphasis on the production of historical
value serves to mask, or distort, the question of art’s economic value. While historical value may
be the type of value that museums most tangibly traffic in, its discursive separation from
economic concerns in institutional art discourse from the early twentieth century on is a direct
precedent for the current reluctance to understand curatorial practices as value-producing events.

***

In his 1933 text “The Modern Cult of Monuments,” Alois Riegl used the term “historical
value” to describe what he saw as one among a taxonomy of values that pertain to works of art
and architecture from the past.14 Thinking, primarily, of the nineteenth century romanticization
of crumbling architectural ruins from antiquity, Riegl’s primary concern was to distinguish
between historical value—which “arises from the particular, individual stage [a work] represents
in the development of human activity in a certain field”15—and what he called “art value,”
which, in comparison, is a relative, contemporary value applied retrospectively to aged objects.16
The conflict for Riegl lay in the fact that monuments from the past simultaneously reflect the
aesthetic values of the period in which they were constructed while incidentally offering a
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Riegl is discussing medieval churches, but he is careful to explain that the same types of value pertain
to both works of architecture and works of art, both representing what he calls “intentional monuments.”
Alois Riegl, “The Modern Cult of Monuments: Its Character and Its Origin” in Oppositions no. 25 (Fall
1982) (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1982), pp. 21–51.
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Ibid, p. 34.
16
“Art value” is an expression of Kunstwollen, e.g. of the overdetermining aesthetic spirit of a specific
epoch. Restoration theorists now use terms like "patina" and "age-value" to try to describe the qualities
acquired over time as a work ages and "the fascination" it creates. Cornelia Weyer, “Media Art and the
Limits of Established Ethics of Restoration” in Ursula Schädler-Saub and Angela Weyer (eds.), Theory
and Practice in the Conservation of Modern and Contemporary Art: Reflections on the Roots and the
Perspectives, ed. (London: Archetype Books, 2010), p. 30.
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different, and contemporary, aesthetic value—e.g. that of the romanticized image of the
crumbling ruin—that suits contemporary tastes. He proposed resolving this contradiction through
the concept of “age value.” Where historical value is the result of a work’s chronological place in
history, age value refers to the visible patina of age (cracked stone, ivy-covered columns, et
cetera) that accrues over time. Both are contrasted with “newness value,” by whose logic signs of
decay “irritate, rather than lend atmosphere.”17 As an answer to the specious assumption that
value is simply and directly correlated to old age, Riegl revealed historical objects’ value as a
negotiation between aesthetics, historically-specific taste, and the visibility or masking of signs
of age. His essential point is that all of these kinds of value are simultaneously present, and the
work of the restorer or conservator is to balance them against each other; hence his text’s
foundational importance to the applied practice of art conservation.18
Riegl’s taxonomy notably excludes the question of economic value altogether and
provides only a cursory discussion of “use value.” This is, in part, due to his insistence that
architectural monuments and works of art are imbued with both historical and artistic value and
are therefore interchangeable when it comes to questions of preservation; his discussion of
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between the two.
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artistic conservation is overdetermined by the principal concerns of the nineteenth century
conservationist, for whom the preservation of architectural antiquities— especially churches—
was most pressing. Riegl points toward the idea that present-day “use value” might fulfill either
intellectual or artistic “needs”; beyond that, the reader is left to wonder what it means to take
about a historic work of art’s “use.”
By the 1960s, with the publication of Italian conservator Cesare Brandi’s Theory of
Restoration (1963), a critical discourse had emerged to support the idea of conservation as a
practice entirely distinct from the concerns of the market. In a nod to Riegl’s value taxonomy,
Brandi—an art historian and restorer—defined the act of restoration as “the methodological
moment in which the work of art is recognized, in its physical being, and in its dual aesthetic and
historical nature, in view of its transmission to the future.”19 “Restoration,” he continues, “should
aim to re-establish the potential oneness of the work of art, as long as this is possible without
committing artistic or historical forgery, and without erasing every trace of the passage through
time of the work of art.”20 The idea that historical and aesthetic values are always co-present in a
work of art, and that the conservator’s role is to keep these two different kinds of value in
balance, is still an accepted guideline for conservators today. In more recent conservation
discourse, similar attempts to differentiate and categorize the various values that apply to works
of art are not uncommon, and many theorists have attempted to incorporate economic value as
one component of an analytical conservation practice.21 Economic value often remains, however,
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simply one among many relative notions of value that pertain to works of art. The conservator
Jonathan Ashley-James, for instance, has sought to develop a holistic, “overall” value of art and
cultural heritage via deductive mathematical means.22
The problem with such a holistic approach is that it risks oversimplifying the complex
relationship between economic value and art’s symbolic economy of historical, aesthetic, and
cultural values. In fact, the denial of art’s economic value forms a constitutive part of the
particular way art is bought and sold on the market, where that denial can counterintuitively be
directly correlated to an increase in and artist or work’s market price. Pierre Bourdieu proposed
that art dealers gain symbolic capital by denying economic value plays any part in their trade, a
denial that allows them to bestow both symbolic and economic value on the artists they
represent, and the works they re-sell, later on.23 In other words, the denial of art’s economic
value—realized as an aversion to discussing prices or pricing strategies, and the shunning of
collectors who openly practice speculative collecting— is not simply an ideological mask that
cynically conceals art’s economic function, but rather is symptomatic of art’s simultaneous
possession of economic and symbolic values. My assumption here, building in part on
Bourdieu’s analysis, is therefore that when institutions establish the historical value of an artist’s
oeuvre they are also, ultimately, creating market value.

Sustaining Cultural Heritage (New York: Chichester, 1994), pp. 269–286; S. Michalski, “Sharing
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In Posenenske’s case, exhibitions’ value-producing function is clear in the handling of
the different categories of materials that make up her oeuvre, as I’ve already begun to illustrate
above. Because Posenenske’s sculptures were conceived to invite interactivity, some extant
examples of her work are imbued with a sense of historical value that result from their inclusion
in previous exhibitions, or the marks they bear that demonstrate their “used” status in
comparison to newer re-fabrications. What a conservator would deem “cosmetic” damage, in
other words, can counterintuitively result in increased historical value by differentiating one
example of a serial work from others, linking it to a specific past event. The Tate’s acquisition of
the pencil-marked Drehflügel, for instance, might be characterized as the direct result of this
mode of re-valuation based on use. Likewise, if the materials used to produce an artwork
change—either out of necessity, as is the case with Posenenske’s metal Vierkantrohre, or for
some other incidental reason—an unintentional differentiation is created that results in a limited
sub-class of objects that are distinguished from the greater series of which they are a part. Such
differentiations based on the signifiers of age value work against Posenenske’s intentions,
increasing the market value of the newly limited works in question.
This use-based re-valuation might be thought of in relation to the “relic,” a term I am
borrowing here from the artist Chris Burden’s terminology for describing his own work.
Burden’s relics are the material remnants of his performance-based works, where the artist’s
body is the primary artistic material; for example, the nails with which the artist was crucified
atop a Volkswagen Beetle for the work Trans-Fixed (1974), or the pieces of broken glass he
crawled over for the work Through the Night Softly (1973). (Fig. 83) These are the objects that
are maintained and sold by Burden’s gallery as collectible artworks, a means of returning auratic
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specificity to an otherwise immaterial artistic practice.24 The relic, as deployed by Burden, might
thus be thought of as an answer to the loss of aura of the art object in performance art,25 or,
likewise, to performance’s transformation of the artwork into an experience, rather than an
object, responding to its subversion of the market system and its collapse of presence and
representation into the singular performing body.26 As Arjun Appadurai has written, “Relics
belong to a particular economy of exchange and demand in which the life history of the
particular relic is essential, not incidental, to its value.”27 The art relic derives its specific sense
of historical value from its proximity to an event that otherwise leaves no material trace and, as a
result, serves to re-commodify an uncommodifiable event.
The logic of the relic is similarly behind the repurposing—and re-commodification—of
Posenenske’s mass-producible forms, which the artist intentionally left unnumbered and
unlimited so that no one example would have increased value over another. Whereas the value of
Burden’s relics derives from their one-to-one, indexical relationship to the artist’s act of
performance, the special value of the drawn-on Drehflügel is the result of interaction by the
public in a previous exhibition—Posenenske’s 1968 show in Hamburg—more than an indexical
link to the artist’s hand (or body). (It’s worth remembering here that the term “provenance”
refers to not only an artwork’s previous ownership, but also significant or historic exhibitions it
has been included in, which increase its symbolic value.) The identification of an older class of
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“prototype” Vierkantrohre similarly has little to do with proximity to the artist and her
intentions, but rather introduces a temporalized distinction that arbitrarily fetishizes some
examples of her work—namely, those that show visible signs of age value—over others. In sum,
where Burden’s relics are a response to the difficulty of commercializing his performance work
concocted by the artist and his gallery, the same operations can be identified in the institutional
reception of Posenenske’s work since the early 2000s as a way to extract additional, previously
non-existent value from what were intended to be uniform serial works.
The implementation of the logic of the relic might be thought of as one method to
recuperate the lapsed status of the mark, in response to various ways that evidence of the artist’s
hand was expunged from late modernist artistic practices. Like other means of historical revaluation—which, as we will see below, also include contextualization in relation to both past
and present artistic modes—the designation of historical value to materials is ultimately a means
to re-hierarchize artistic practices that aimed, as Posenenske did, to level such hierarchized
valuation. But the implications of my argument extend beyond her practice to artists whose work
poses challenges to traditional notions of materials’ historical value, even when those artists were
less directly critical of institutional acts of valuation. Rather than a unique characteristic of
Posenenske’s work, what I am identifying as heterarchy is thus a condition of institutional
reception wherein traditional scales of valuation cease to adequately function in the appraisal of a
given artist’s work. Taken on its own terms, Posenenske’s art simply refuses to fall in line with
art institutions’ hierarchized value system.
The exhibitions I describe below each find diverging ways to reconcile Posenenske’s
work within institutional regimes of value, in which historical and economic valuation are
obliquely intertwined. It’s no coincidence that the 2019 Posenenske retrospective at Dia Beacon,
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as the most clearly hierarchized presentation of the artist’s oeuvre, also directly resulted in the
largest institutional acquisition of her work. The question pursued in the following analyses is: is
there a way to allow art to “live” in heterarchy—to uphold devaluation in institutional contexts
whose ultimate function is to hierarchically evaluate artistic practices? Can stability be found in
heterarchy without deferring to institutionally sanctified concepts of historical value?

I.

“Documenta 12,” Kassel, 2007
“Documenta 12 is a space of possibility. The terrain that spreads out beyond
meaning is neither fully charted nor definitively fixed. High prices
notwithstanding, claims of ownership have no validity there; it does not divulge
its truth. Documenta 12 therefore places special emphasis on aesthetic education.
We learn with art and the learning process is never-ending.”28
With this lofty language—which manages, in a few concise lines, to evoke art’s

autonomy from instrumental consumption and the infinity of aesthetic meaning—Documenta 12
was announced to the world. The exhibition’s 2007 iteration was, for the first time, co-curated by
a couple: the writer and curator Roger M. Buergel, working under the title of Art Director, and
art historian and curator Ruth Noack. Buergel and Noack’s exhibition—spread over five venues
in the city of Kassel, Germany—eschewed both an overarching conceptual framing and guide
booklet, leading to gentle complaints from some critics.29 Press materials describe three guiding
“leitmotifs” that do little to illuminate the exhibition’s curatorial aims beyond grounding it in
inquiries that pertain to the broad domains of historiography (“Is modernity our antiquity?”),
philosophy (“What is bare life?”), and praxis (“What is to be done?”).
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Though its aims may have been obscure, the outcome of the 2007 edition of the
quinquennial exhibition is, to some extent, numerically quantifiable thanks to an exit
survey of its visitors. Precisely 750,584 people—a record-breaking number—attended the
exhibition between its opening on June 16th and its closing on September 23rd. Of these,
nearly a quarter were from Holland; visitors from the US made up 7.8 percent of the
audience. The meticulously collected data around the exhibition is perhaps most useful for
what it indicates in general about the twelfth Documenta’s reception, rather than for its
specific data points: Asked to indicate which of the exhibition’s artists stood out most,
visitors provided the names of no fewer than ninety-nine of the 119 included artists. The
twelfth Documenta was clearly full of exciting discoveries.
In the absence of a clear, overarching conceptual framework, the exhibition’s
critics picked up on its foregrounding of forgotten oeuvres from the past as its guiding
ethos. Among these artists, Posenenske was firmly identified by the art press as one of the
exhibition’s most significant re-discoveries. The New York Times’s Holland Cotter
picked Posenenske out as one of the exhibition’s clear “stars,”30; historian and critic
Diedrich Diederichsen similarly wrote that Documenta 12 made it “a point of honor to
rehabilitate forgotten positions. . . for example, with Charlotte Posenenske.”31 Artnet’s
Walter Robinson chose Posenenske as a prime example of Documenta 12’s poignant re-
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presentations of lapsed artistic projects.32 The romanticization of Posenenske’s
disappearance from the art world that Documenta 12 set in motion—compounded by the
fact that this retreat was the result of the artist’s deliberate choice, as stated in her 1968
“manifesto” announcing the end of her practice as an artist—led to a flood of gallery and
museum exhibitions and institutional acquisitions of her work in the following years. It
would be false, however, to say that she had been completely absent in the years between
her death in 1985 and 2007. On the contrary: Only two years before Documenta 12’s
opening, the first museum retrospective of Posenenske’s work had been held in Innsbruck,
Austria. Why, then, did the event of Posenenske’s inclusion in Documenta hold such
massive sway in reintroducing her work to the art world, the art market, and museum
collections?
As I’ll argue here, 2007 was a breakthrough year for Posenenske’s work not only
because of Documenta’s unique prominence within the contemporary art world but also
because the presentation of her sculptures at Documenta 12 offered visitors a compelling
historical narrative into which the formerly under-historicized artist could be easily
contextualized and understood. Furthermore, Documenta 12 was able to build on earlier
attempts to institutionalize Posenenske’s work, reinforcing the claims made on the work’s
behalf in previous years and crystallizing them as orthodoxy. The ultimate result of her
2007 “re-discovery” was the re-introduction of her work—including previously
nonexistent materials, re-valued in ways the artist herself could never have conceived—to
the market.
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Founded in 1953 and held every four or five years since, Documenta is widely
acknowledged as one of the most prestigious, best-funded, and most historically
significant of the many recurring art fairs and large-scale biennials that have emerged in
the second half of the twentieth century.33 While its curators over the years have reconceived Documenta as various different kinds of platforms—an exhibition, an
educational laboratory, a discursive platform, a global network, and so on—it remains a
central event on the art world calendar, a career-making showcase for artists, and an event
that is routinely looked to as a bellwether of trends in contemporary art. To some extent,
the exhibition’s air of historical significance was intentionally predetermined in its initial
design: As the art historian Walter Grasskamp has discussed, Documenta’s founding
director Arnold Bode was an avid student of museum exhibition design, whose projections
of historical weight he sought to emulate in the nineteenth century museum—Kassel’s
Museum Friedericianum—where Documenta has been staged since its first edition. In
terms of its historical significance as a meeting of display strategy and content, Grasskamp
compares Documenta’s inaugural edition to Vivant Denon’s presentation of Napoleon’s
trophies in the Louvre—as Grasskamp puts it, “Bode’s staging produced significance.”34
Furthermore, the first Documenta’s interpretive texts were provided by the art historian
Werner Haftmann, whose widely read and immensely popular book Painting in the
Twentieth Century had been published one year earlier in 1953, serving to legitimate
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Bode’s exhibition with academic pedigree and framing. From its beginning, Documenta
was conceived as a platform for producing art history.35
Posenenske’s work was installed in both the Neue Galerie in the Museum
Friedericianum’s main building—the largest of Documenta 12’s five exhibition sites—and in the
newly-built Aue-Pavilion, a 10,000-square meter satellite space with corrugated plastic walls and
a concrete floor, situated near the main museum building.36 The artist had conceptually divided
her work into distinct series, and each of these were represented across the two sites: examples of
her wall-based Plastische Bilder and Series A, B, and C sheet metal reliefs could be found
mounted around the peripheries of both spaces. A cluster of examples of her sheet metal Series D
Vierkantrohre and an example of her Drehflügel (also known as Series E) were placed in the
Aue-Pavilion, while the cardboard version of the Series DW Vierkantrohre were installed in the
Neue Galerie. The Vierkantrohre Series D were situated at the juncture of two groupings
dedicated to mostly European and American conceptual practices of the ’60s and ’70s: to the left
lay an array of works by Martha Rosler, Katerina Seda, Poul Gernes, and Sadane Afif; to the
right, an arrangement of works by the American conceptualist Lee Lozano—who, like
Posenenske, also pointedly quit the art world at the end of the ’60s—and Lukas Duwenhögger, a
young German painter and installation artist. Robinson’s review describes the installation in the
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Neue Galerie as “lit like a vampire movie,” with dramatic spotlights shining down on works
placed against olive-green walls.37 (Fig. 84)
Most peculiar among the presentation of works by Posenenske was the arrangement of
cardboard Vierkantrohre that was displayed in the Neue Galerie. Rather than sitting directly on
the floor, the cardboard construction in this case was huge by wires from the gallery’s ceiling,
where they dangled in proximity to a work by the American artist Trisha Brown, best known for
her work as a choreographer in the context of the Judson Church group in the 1950s. Brown’s
work—Floor of the Forest (1970)—is a piece in which dancers climb and hang from a rope net
stretched across a metal frame that is interlaced with colorful pieces of clothing, which the
dancers slip in and out of. Brown’s prop-sculpture was periodically activated by performers
throughout Documenta 12’s run. (Fig. 85) The spatial juxtaposition of Brown’s and
Posenenske’s works was prominently placed on the second floor of the Friedericianum, in the
first gallery off of the building’s central stairway.
While the charm of Brown’s work lies in its seeming transformation from an inert work
of sculpture to a support surface for live, performing bodies—and the parallel slippage from an
experience of sculpture to an experience of dance—the presentation of Posenenske’s cardboard
Vierkantrohre was theatrical in a different sense. Posenenske herself never displayed her
sculptures hanging from wires, as they were installed in the Neue Galerie. This is, instead, a
callback to an installation that was organized by Burkhard Brunn, Posenenske’s widower and the
manager of her estate, in 1989. Beginning in 1986—one year after Posenenske’s death—Brunn
organized a series of installations of her sculptures in public sites in several German cities,
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among them the Deutsche Bahn platform of the central train station in Frankfurt.38 As captured
in extensive photographic documentation of the event, Brunn elected to hang the Vierkantrohre
from the station’s ceiling, posing them artfully in mid-air in front of the station’s massive
stained-glass façade. The presentation risks overplaying the sculptures’ aesthetic qualities, which
were exactly not important for Posenenske, and eliding their true function: to facilitate
collaborative creativity by requiring groups of people to work together to decide how they should
be constructed. In addition to that re-emphasis on the aesthetic, then, the hanging arrangement in
the Neue Galerie emphasized the Vierkantrohre’s status as sculpture.
From a curatorial perspective, the spatial juxtaposition of Brown and Posenenske makes
sense: Both Brown’s Floor of the Forest and Posenenske’s Series DW Vierkantrohre are
sculptures that were designed for interaction, though in Brown’s work that interaction maintains
the composed qualities and performer-viewer separation of dance, in contrast with Posenenske’s
embrace of open-ended participation and explicit rejection of virtuosity. (Unlike Brown’s work,
Posenenske’s sculpture was not “activated” during the exhibition, though the example of her
Drehflügel was available for interaction by visitors, as I describe below.) Produced a few years
apart in two different contexts, Brown and Posenenske’s works in such close proximity suggest a
shared spirit of experimentation in the wake of modernism’s abstract reduction of form, where,
in both cases, the interjection of the live, performing body was found to be a suitable solution to
modernist austerity; an impression that chimes with the stated aims of Documenta 12’s curators:
“On the poetics of Documenta 12: We conceive of the exhibition as a medium.
This takes us away from the mere representation of the ‘world’s best artists’ to the
production of an experiential space, in which it is possible to explore the terms
‘art work’ and ‘public’ in stark juxtaposition. What is contemporary art? What is a
contemporary public? The experience of art is always the experience of life.”39
38
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What better juxtaposition of sculptures-cum-performance props, each of whose presentation
invites the temporary coalescing of an otherwise ambulatory audience into a group—in other
words, both works “create” a public—to realize these ideas? Adding to the potency of the
juxtaposition of Brown and Posenenske in the Neue Galerie is the fact that both works were
simultaneously historical and new; that is, both were presented as re-constructions, using new
materials, of works that were first conceived decades ago. What Riegl might have described as
the material “newness value” of the sculptures surely contributed to the sense, among
Documenta 12’s visitors, that in entering this gallery they were, confoundingly, discovering a
piece of art history belonging to the past that was, at the same time, brand-new.
The juxtaposition of Brown and Posenenske’s work made a startling impression: in the
exit survey that collected meticulous data about the experiences of the exhibition’s visitors,
which also asked them to identify any artists whose work had made a particularly strong
impression, Brown’s is the single most-mentioned name.40 On the same list, Posenenske is
number twenty-four, appearing just above emerging artist Peter Friedl and below the critically
heralded Hito Steyerl. Posenenske’s success at Documenta 12, in other words, was largely the
product of the exhibition placing her work within a constellation of other artists’ work. This was,
ultimately, an ahistorical gesture, in the sense that Documenta 12’s displays were geographically
diverse, juxtaposing works by artists who likely knew little to nothing of each other’s practices.
And yet, by placing them within a curatorial mise-en-scène their formal and conceptual echoes
and reverberations created a sense of common historicity—a “history effect,” one might call it—
rather than making an actual historical claim.
40
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The collative historical framing I am describing does not, however, fully explain why
Documenta 12 seems to have contributed so dramatically to Posenenske’s rediscovery.
Grasskamp’s argument that Documenta is exemplary of the production of art-historiographic
“priorities” suggests that the exhibition should not be taken as a monolithic, singular event, but
rather as a single node in a much broader system—encompassing the art world at large—within
which formal and informal decisions about the worth and value of specific artists, artworks, and
events are regularly established and reinforced.41 Though Posenenske’s inclusion in Documenta
12 re-introduced her work to a global audience, the grounding for its rediscovery was laid with a
series of preceding events that established what we might call an ecology of worth around her
work in the preceding years: her 2004 retrospective at the Galerie im Taxispalais in Innsbruck,
Austria, as I mentioned, which demonstrated her work’s historical value; her inclusion in and
promotion by the corporate art collection of Daimler AG, indicating its economic value; and the
showing of her work at the London gallery space Between Bridges, run by the vaunted
photographer Wolfgang Tillmans, just months before Documenta’s opening in 2007, implying its
cultural value.42 On their own, any one of these three acts of institutionalization might not have
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initiated Posenenske’s retrospective canonization. Further skepticism might justifiably be derived
from statistical evidence to suggest that, for example, art world attitudes towards a given artist
have no correlation whatsoever to that artist’s value on the market, and vice versa.43 Taken
together, however, I believe these valuation-events provided the platform from which
Posenenske’s “rediscovery” was launched. Documenta established Posenenske’s historical value
through the convergence of historical, economic, and cultural precedents in two senses: spatially,
within the exhibition itself, as a constellation of temporalized works; and symbolically, with
Documenta 12 as the culmination of preceding events that established Posenenske’s multi-tiered
worth.
If Documenta 12 can be thought of as the culmination of a pre-existing ecology of worth,
it also performed its own valuation function by, incidentally, producing new classes of material
that were then made available to the market. Included alongside the reliefs and Vierkantrohre
was a plywood reconstruction of Posenenske’s Drehflügel (1967), a cubic frame affixed with six
hinged wings that can be opened and closed. Posenenske designed the sculpture in two sizes, and
Brunn has suggested that the work bridges her interest in Minimal sculpture—a designation that
the smaller Drehflügel (one meter square) invites—and architecture, which is invoked by the
proportions of the larger Drehflügel, scaled up to the size of the human body so it can be

Institute of Arts, 2003; an exhibition of the collection at Iziko South African National Art Gallery, Cape
Town, 2004; “Klassische Moderne bis Minimal” at Galerie der Stadt Sindelfingen, 2004; “Daimler Art
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entered.44 (Like the Vierkantrohre, the Drehflügel is an infinitely reproducible work.45) For
Documenta, Buergel and Noack initially requested to borrow a copy of the sculpture from
Stephan Diederich at the Museum Ludwig in Cologne. (Fig. 86) Upon Brunn’s insistence that
visitors must be allowed to physically interact with the work, however, the request to Cologne
was retracted, and three plywood exhibition copies were instead commissioned from the Kassel
joiner Prüfer in a different material from the prototype. Five weeks into the show, the repeated
strain of Documenta’s massive audience opening and closing the sculpture’s winged doors
caused the joints supporting them to break, and three additional reinforced replacement copies
had to be ordered.46 (Fig. 87) Brunn’s reaction to the situation, as documented in his
correspondence with head of Documenta 12’s curatorial office Rike Frank, provides a succinct
demonstration of his understanding of the exhibition as an interface between object and market:
“Please have your carpenter build new wings—please give me a quote. I will pay for it—in the
hope, by the way, of being able to sell the swinging doors after the exhibition.”47 The broken
copies were, presumably, to be tossed out.
In comparison with the case of Tate’s Drehflügel prototype—scribbled upon by its
Hamburg audience in 1968—this incident demonstrates the entangled regimes of value at play in
Documenta’s presentation of Posenenske’s work: the necessity for use value that is central to the
artist’s project; the market value of the refabricated copies of her work; and the assertion of the
work’s historical value as affirmed in the exhibition context. Brunn’s solution to this
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entanglement attempts to uphold Posenenske’s intentions while introducing material
differentiations within her existing oeuvre. The fact that the broken exhibition copies of the
Drehflügel’s doors are newly deemed non-art in Brunn’s estimation, rather than reconceived as
relics of the sculpture’s past participatory activation, suggests that the work’s historical value lies
in the act of its activation in the present. There’s no reason, however, that the broken doors
should not be recuperated, following the logic of the relic, as material indexes of her work’s
ongoing life.48
To approach this conflict as a value heterarchy is to acknowledge not only that multiple
conflicting modes of valuation compete in art’s historical valuation, but that individual
determinations of what is valuable in a given artist’s oeuvre have a lasting effect on its future
treatment and may incidentally produce value in other ways. Even without fulfilling an explicit
commercial or collecting function, exhibitions like Documenta are the at the crux of this process:
they produce value not only through historicized narratives, but in the way they augment objects
and introduce, amplify, and retain different modes of valuation through acts of conservation.

II.

“Charlotte Posenenske,” Artists Space, New York, 2010
The YouTube channel jameskalmroughcut is run by James Kalm, the self-proclaimed

inventor of the “spontaneous online video art review.”49 Kalm visits art openings with a small
handheld camera, capturing POV-style walkthroughs of shows that are then uploaded to his
channel and watched by over sixteen thousand followers. The “rough cut” in his channel’s title
refers to the fact that his videos are largely unedited from Kalm’s raw footage; as he writes in the
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channel’s description, “It’s hoped that you will enjoy these ‘rougher cuts’ of the New York art
world.”50
A video uploaded to Kalm’s channel on July 21st, 2010 documents Kalm’s visit to the
Posenenske retrospective at the New York gallery Artists Space, one of the stalwarts of the city’s
nonprofit gallery scene, with its roots in the loft-scape of 1970s Soho.51 This was Posenenske’s
first one-person institutional exhibition in the United States, and one of the first exhibitions at
Artists Space under the directorship of Stefan Kalmár. Kalmár had previously worked as artistic
director at Cubitt Gallery, London; as director of the Institute of Visual Culture, Cambridge; and
as director of the Kunstverein Munich.52 As Artists Space’s then newly appointed director
described to Artforum on the day of the show’s opening:
“While working on our show, it became important to also ask why her work has
never received broad attention within the United States. Why does her art still
exist only on the margins of art history? To highlight the participatory dimension
of Posenenske’s work, every two weeks we will invite a different artist to change
the Square Tubes [Vierkantrohre]––Ei Arakawa and Rirkrit Tiravanija have been
invited, and a third is yet to be confirmed. Three generations will respond or pay
homage to Posenenske’s notion of participation. This is the unique aspect of our
exhibition, distinguishing it from recent exhibitions in Europe (at the Palais de
Tokyo in Paris and at the Haus Konstruktiv in Zurich).”53
As a corrective to Posenenske’s marginalization, in other words, Kalmár proffered the social
capital of two well-known New York-based artists whose work emphasizes art’s intertwinement
with social networks.54 Both artists are associated with relational aesthetics, a term that the critic
Nicolas Bourriaud coined in 1998 to describe artworks that take human relations and their social
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context as their point of departure.55 Tiravanija—sixteen years older than Arakawa—rose to
prominence in the 1990s for using art galleries as spaces to prepare and serve meals to visitors,
beginning with the work pad thai (1990) at Paula Allen Gallery in New York. Arakawa’s work is
more closely aligned with performance art as a mode, and yet is dedicated to its subversion: he
produces collaborative, choreographed events that confuse the traditional audience-performer
relationship, often involving other artists, friends, and occasionally random passers-by. For
instance, Arakawa’s tongue-in-cheek theatrical musical Paris & Wizard, which premiered at the
Museum of Modern Art in February 2013, dramatized a research trip to Japan by MoMA curator
Barbara London, with the Swedish-born artist Marie Karlberg playing the role of the curator (renamed “Barbara Paris”).
In inviting Arakawa and Tiravanija to participate in his exhibition’s re-configurations,
Kalmár reframed Posenenske’s project of the late 1960s with a contemporary spin. The Artists
Space exhibition forged a conceptual link between Posenenske’s work and relational art circa
2010, as if to suggest her Vierkantrohre—which were intended to be assembled by collaborating
groups of non-specialists—are in fact a historical precedent for the work of artists like Arakawa
and Tiravanija. The fact that Kalmár did not invite, say, one of Posenenske’s contemporaries to
engage with her work, deferring instead to figures with strong recognition among the gallery’s
overwhelmingly young and art world-savvy audience, suggests an intention to not only reintroduce her work but to draw a lineage between it and contemporary practices. It’s also
important to note that the Artists Space retrospective came at a moment when relational art was
undergoing a process of institutionalization that affirmed its historical importance: for instance,
Tiravanija’s untitled (free/still)—which originally involved the artist cooking and serving curry
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from the office space of New York’s 303 gallery—was acquired in 2011 by the Museum of
Modern Art. Positioning Posenenske’s participatory work as a precursor for newly-historicized
relational art, in effect, bestowed historical value on both generations of practices.
The evening of Kalm’s visit marked the exhibition’s third reception on the occasion of
Tiravanija’s re-configuration of the Vierkantrohre. Kalm’s video opens with a pan across the
gallery: Visitors cluster in groups around the rows of columns that cut through the open-plan loft,
recently re-designed by the architecture offices of the Institute for Applied Urban Design and
Jesko Fezer, both based in Berlin, in collaboration with the New York-based office Common
Room. The office space is delineated by exposed studs without drywall. Pipes and circuit
breakers left exposed along one side of the space face a full wall of sash windows, granting the
gallery an atmosphere of both structural and lucent transparency. This was precisely the feeling
that Tiravanija’s re-configuration of the exhibition was designed to amplify by placing arrows of
red, white, green, blue, and black gaffer’s tape on the gallery’s raw wood floor, tracing lines that
mirror the electrical wiring and piping overhead. Tiravanija posed modules of Posenenske’s
Vierkantrohre—which are typically displayed directly on the floor or affixed to a wall—on
wheeled dollies, with the intention that gallery visitors would move them around the space
following the vectors of the gallery’s internal infrastructure as mapped out on the floor. (Fig. 88)
Kalm’s video shows, however, the audience at the July 21st reception appear to be
uniformly uninterested in interacting with Tiravanija’s system. (Fig. 89) The YouTuber quickly
identifies Tiravanija, who stands at the gallery’s center surrounded by clusters of chatting
visitors, many holding bottles of beer. The artist fumblingly readjusts the position of one of the
Vierkantrohre on its dolly, perhaps attempting by demonstration to goad attendees into
participatory action. He looks up and smiles nervously as the amateur documentarian
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approaches, camera raised. Throughout their brief exchange, the artist maintains a grimace of
polite tolerance; Kalm, thoughtfully, keeps the conversation brief:
Kalm: You put the wheels on. Does that mean you’re inviting everybody to sort
of roll them around and see what happens?
Tiravanija: Exactly. Well, basically—
Kalm: Can we ride them too?
T: Basically, my idea was to reconfigure them in the space.
K: So, can we ride them too? Can we ride them like skateboards?
T: Well… with some great care.
K: With some great care?
T: Because they’re kind of sharp.
K: That could be dangerous. Congratulations.56
Kalm proceeds to push the sculpture some distance across the floor, mispronouncing both
Tiravanija and Posenenske’s names.
Kalm is obviously not the visitor Tiravanija is anticipating. The artist is stuck between a
rock and a hard place: on one hand, the majority of the audience at the reception is made up of
art world cognoscenti who are too cool to take his rolling bait; on the other, he is confronted by
art world outsiders who, like Kalm, might take his prompt for interaction too literally. This brief
tête-à-tête between artist and YouTube interloper reveals that the interactivity Tiravanija has
envisioned is not the same as the egalitarian invitation to participation that Posenenske originally
proposed. The mismatch is a symptom of the Artists Space exhibition’s re-valuation of
Posenenske’s via a notion of social art that is particular to 2010, and that, far from reflecting
56
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Posenenske’s original idea, served to create a kind of value around her practice that would not
have been imaginable in the moment of the work’s original conception. Artists Space’s
exhibition demonstrates how the presentation of historical value, positioned in relation to the
present, is mobilized in the production of symbolic value.
Tiravanija’s reconfiguration was one of three separate re-installations of Posenenske’s
work during the course of Artists Space’s show. For his own re-configuration of the
Vierkantrohre, which took place on the July 6th, Arakawa printed lines from Posenenske’s 1968
“manifesto”—the text in which she disavowed art’s ability to create productive change in the
world and, consequentially, announced her abandonment of art-making—on large sheets of
brown butcher paper, which were spread across the gallery’s floor. Posenenske’s sculptures were
then arranged on top of the paper and, in an event that involved several performers and a live
audience, dragged across the floor, with their sharp edges snagging on, tearing, wrinkling, and
creasing the paper and so distorting the artist’s words. Arakawa’s reimagining of the material
ramifications of the Vierkantrohre’s mobility reflects his frequent propensity for using other
artists’ works as prompts for action.57 While the intention, surely, was to poetically place the
narrative of Posenenske’s legendary abandonment of artmaking in material dialogue with the
physical presence of her own sculptures, Arakawa’s scheme might also be taken to suggest the
erasure of Posenenske’s words through the blunt force of the movement of her own sculptures.
(Fig. 90)
Both Tiravanija and Arakawa’s reconfigurations of the work notably removed the
essential component of the manual and collaborative screwing together of the sculptural units,
which was, one might argue, the entire point of Posenenske’s system to begin with. This was not
57
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so for the third and final re-configuration, designed by the gallery’s staff. In line with previous
exhibitions of Posenenske’s work, the staff chose to configure the Vierkantrohre in a mix of sitespecific spatial interventions and arrangements borrowed from installation photographs taken
during Posenenske’s lifetime. (The works were arranged and assembled in advance of the August
3rd reception, so visitors to the gallery on that evening experienced a more traditional gallery
presentation than with either of the preceding events.) In addition to the now-familiar
arrangements that I described at this chapter’s outset, the installation also included a linear
combination of tubular Vierkantrohre that stretched from the open-plan office area across the
gallery’s floor, as well as a vertical column of tubes with one open end placed directly against
the pane of a window, rooting the sculptures in the gallery space and folding together the
stripped-bare aesthetic of the gallery’s recent renovation with the sculptures’ industrial austerity.
(Fig. 91) With these three reconfigurations culminating in an installation that granted the final
word on Posenenske’s practice to its own staff and exhibition space, Artists Space proposed
intertwining the historical value of Posenenske’s work with, on the one hand, its relevance to
current social art and, on the other, the open and transparent gallery space as a physical
manifestation of relational art’s interactive and interpersonal aims.
To many viewers—including, among others, Art Agenda critic Adam Kleinman—the
suggested parallel between Posenenske’s abandoned practice and the then-recent development of
the “relational turn” in contemporary art was clear in the series of re-presentations at Artists
Space. Less clear was how, exactly, the show’s visitors were to understand the relationship
between Posenenske’s withdrawal from artmaking—which, as Kleinman shrewdly points out,
directly followed her disagreement with public art’s instrumentalization, which led her to reject a
commission for a public sculpture in a German housing development—and the gallery’s literal
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reanimation of her participation-based sculptures. As Kleinman noted at the time, one obvious
critique of Artists Space’s exhibition rhymed with the argument of many of relational art’s
critics: like many supposedly emancipatory relational artworks, the installations by Tiravanija,
Arakawa, and Artists Space’s staff might be taken to “create simulations of social exchange” and
thus be “allegorical, at best” in their relationship to true egalitarian empowerment.58
In his influential discussion of social practice’s political potential, Grant Kester argues
that establishing dialogue among diverse communities should be the aim of relational works—an
idea that contrasts sharply with Posenenske’s emphasis on her work’s relational quality as
objects, whose accessible potential derives from their simplicity and variability. (“I leave this
alteration to the consumer who thereby again and anew participates in the creation.”59) By
establishing “cross-cultural dialogue,” Kester suggests, “[such] exchanges can catalyze
surprisingly powerful transformations in the consciousness of their participants.”60 Writers and
historians like Shannon Jackson share Kester’s understanding of social practice as a primarily
dialogic and immaterial variety of art practice, identifying paradigmatic cases in projects like
Oda Projesi—a Turkish artist collective’s transformation of a private apartment into a common
dining room, playroom, and organizing space—or the Swiss collective WochenKlausur’s boat
rides on Lake Zurich to initiate conversations between sex workers, politicians, journalists, and
political activists. For Jackson, however, the efficacy of these projects, and their political
potential, lies in their ability to forge new and sustainable social institutions, establishing what
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she calls new “forms of interdependent support”; “social systems of labor, sanitation, welfare,
and urban planning that coordinate humans in groups and over time.”61 Both Kester and
Jackson’s models deemphasize object-oriented experiences in favor of social structures,
interpersonal dynamics, and dialogic exchange.
Not only did Posenenske ultimately abandon her work, but her sculptures were designed
from the beginning to resist treatment as typical art objects. In theory, her stance should chime
with Tiravanija and Arakawa’s relational approach. However, her “social practice”—if we can
call it that—centers objects in a way that relational art does not. To return to Tiravanija as a point
of comparison, his work pad thai was originally carried out in the context of a commercial
gallery, and yet—aside from inverting the roles of the gallery’s exhibition and office spaces—the
work does not explicitly interrogate the commercial role of the gallery in a manner comparable
to Posenenske’s regulation of her works’ market presence. And whereas the social relationships
around objects (in Tiravanija’s case, a meal) are important to his practice, Posenenske’s desire
was to lower the status of the objects she produced. Her emphasis on the role of economic
exchange in facilitating social transformations around her work importantly necessitates their
treatment as commodities like any other.
In an exhibition that foregrounded the social relations that unfold around Posenenske’s
sculptures, what Kalmár presented as a logical generational parallel instead resulted in confusion
over the true object of his show. A review from the New York Times’s Roberta Smith is
symptomatic of this confusion: the exhibition is described as not only a historical recuperation of
Posenenske’s forgotten oeuvre, but also a statement about Kalmár’s directorship at Artists Space.
Smith writes: “Using [Artists Space’s] architecture and its history, [Kalmár] also shows us
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something that is, sadly, more usual in European museums and exhibition spaces than in
American ones: a breathtaking no-frills logic that makes sense, and in making sense, makes a
statement. In essence, vision—especially when followed through to the last detail—matters
much, much more than money.”62 In comparing the remodeled Artists Space to a European
exhibition space—by which we can assume she means a kunsthalle, a publicly-funded space with
no collection that does not make sales—and in setting up a direct antinomy between “vision” and
“money”, Smith’s review perpetuates the fantasy of art’s imperviousness to economic valuation
when presented in the context of the nonprofit gallery. She ignores, in other words, the fact that a
social economy of symbolic value undergirds the nonprofit gallery’s activities. In discussing
Tiravanija’s reconfiguration, for instance, Smith fails to point out that the artist is a member of
Artists Space’s board; a fact that undoubtedly influenced his invitation by Kalmár to participate
in the show.
Adding to the confusion here is the fact that Kalmár framed his Posenenske exhibition as
a project centered in historical rediscovery. This was suggested by, for example, the reference to
“three generations” re-configuring Posenenske’s work in his statement cited above. The
exhibition’s historicist framing was reinforced by the presence of several glass vitrines
containing ephemera and publications from the ’60s through the ’80s, including Posenenske’s
sociology dissertation—implicating her post-art work in the retrospective framing of her artistic
oeuvre—and the accompanying program of films by Peter Roehr and Gerry Schum from the late
1960s that provided further historical grounding.
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If adherence to the historical context and reality of Posenenske’s work was the point of
Artists Space’s exhibition, perhaps its roots in Posenenske’s own practice can best be identified
as the performative event at Dorothea Loehr gallery in 1967—part of the opening reception for
the exhibition Dies alles, Herzchen, wird einmal dir gehören—that I discussed in detail in this
dissertation’s previous chapter. That event, we will recall, saw Posenenske and a team of
assistants dressed in Lufthansa engineers’ overalls re-arranging the Series DW Vierkantrohre
following a predetermined plan by the artist before a live audience. I argued that that event, just
months before she left artmaking behind for good, marked a final nail in the coffin for
Posenenske’s project, transforming her radically accessible sculptural system into a parodic
spectacle of corporate engineering. But if, as Suzanne Boettger has argued, the 1967 event might
be characterized as anticipating the process-based practices of post-Minimalist art, a continuing
lineage might just as easily be traced from those practices to the relational work of a Tiravanija
or an Arakawa.
Given my suspicions that the Loehr event realized the limitations of Posenenske’s
radically accessible artmaking, however, it’s possible to imagine more relevant, and perhaps
more appropriate, ways that Artists Space might have used its exhibition to foreground the
economic thrust of Posenenske’s project—her own emphasis on her work’s consumption—as an
engagement with art’s value, rather than foregrounding its thematization of social relationality.
The space of the Posenenske archive in Berlin—which is managed by Galerie Mehdi Chouakri—
is primarily devoted to a storeroom that houses all of the existing examples of the artist’s
modular sculptures. These are packaged in cardboard boxes printed with the name “Charlotte
Posenenske” in a sans serif font; to the casual observer, the rows of identical boxes on basic
aluminum shelving might look more like the self-service aisle of an Ikea store than an art storage
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facility. Each box is adorned with a sticker illustrating the shape and color of the component it
holds. When a collector requests to purchase copies of Posenenske’s sculptures, the requested
pieces are, literally, pulled off of the shelf; when no copies of a specific modular piece are left,
the estate orders additional re-fabrications. (Fig. 92)
If the Artists Space exhibition’s aims were reoriented around maintaining Posenenske’s
intention that her work be treated like any other commodity, and precisely not that it look, feel,
or function like any other work of art, why not transplant the archive’s storage facility directly
into the gallery space and offer sales of the work—at cost, as intended—from the gallery floor?
Would this not realize the artist’s intentions in a manner much more consistent with her original
proposal than inviting art world stars to reconfigure them during events attended, by and large,
by a small, in-the-know coterie of fellow artists and gallery followers? Such a treatment, of
course, is precluded by the fact that sales of artwork via Artists Space—a non-profit gallery—are
limited to relatively inexpensive editions produced, and marketed, for fundraising purposes. The
gallery is thus doomed to uphold the illusory separation of art’s historical value from its
economic value, and ultimately, as Bourdieu anticipated, to reinforce its treatment as a typical
work of contemporary art, rather than an everyday commodity. If the exhibition functioned
primarily as an engine of symbolic value around the gallery, its board, and its audience, this is
partly because, as a non-commercial space, it is not equipped to adequately represent the work of
an artist like Posenenske, whose work functions as an intervention within the very commercial
system that galleries like Artists Space pride themselves on not participating in.
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III.

“Charlotte Posenenske: Work In Progress,” Dia Beacon, 2019
There’s something unseemly in the image of a single, isolated module of Posenenske’s

Vierkantrohre. (Fig. 99) When one is accustomed to seeing the objects bolted together into
sculptural forms—when attention is attuned, in other words, to the Vierkantrohre as a system for
creating compositional gestalts, and always with careful attention, no less, to the spatial
relationship between the composed sculpture and their sites of display—the image of a single
geometric unit from Posenenske’s system framed against an off-white backdrop, as if it were an
entry in a commercial catalogue for industrial hardware, seems like an unsolicited peek behind
the curtain of the artist’s intentions. There’s a reason that Posenenske’s estate sells the modules
at a minimum of four pieces per order. Without being composed to form a greater whole in a
specific architectural context, the units, on their own, lack the interactive, egalitarian aspect that
turn their consumer into an artist; their intended responsiveness to specific architectural and
spatial contexts is moot. The sculptures are not only aesthetically but also conceptually
dependent on serial presentation in specific spatial, and social, contexts.
This is, nevertheless, the way that the Dia Art Foundation chose to catalogue
Posenenske’s sculptures, following their acquisition of 155 works from Posenenske’s four
sculptural series in 2019.63 The acquisition made Dia far and away the largest institutional
collector of Posenenske’s work. In a departure from the convention established by other
museums—where full sets of the Vierkantrohre are represented by a single placeholder image in
the institutions’ databases—Dia treated each individual module type as a single work of
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sculpture, not only photographing them individually but ascribing each an individualized
“tombstone” caption (“Charlotte Posenenske, Series D Vierkantrohre (Square Tubes) [Tpieces]”; “Sheet steel, screws; 7 units”). The foundation also established a new standard of
dating for the sculptures: new re-fabrications of the serial objects are designated in Dia’s system
by the addition of the words “New Fabrication” followed by a date, reflecting the year they were
produced. We could compare this, for example, to the checklist from the 2005 Posenenske
retrospective in Innsbruck: there, all works are simply dated with the year they were conceived,
and listed as full sets, not individual pieces.
The way Dia operates is unique among its peer institutions in several regards. The
foundation was established in 1974 by Philippa de Menil, the daughter of Houston arts
patron Dominique de Menil; her husband, the art dealer Heiner Friedrich; and Helen Winkler, a
Houston art historian with the purpose of funding long-term installations, site-specific works,
and works of land art that, for their scale and ambition, would otherwise be impossible to realize.
Its collection is narrowly focused on work from the 1960s and ’70s, granting it a historical
specificity that differentiates it from, on the one hand, the encyclopedic approach of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art or the Museum of Modern Art and also, on the other, noncollecting kunsthalles emphasizing emerging or underrepresented artists like the New Museum.
The exhibitions at Dia’s main site in Beacon, New York—a former Nabisco box factory on the
Hudson river—generally last a year or more, considerably longer than the few months typically
granted to museum exhibitions.
The historical specificity of Dia’s program has presented the institution with unique
challenges in a moment when art institutions are struggling to correct for the structural biases
and blind spots endemic to museum programming in the US. Under the directorship of Jessica
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Morgan since 2015, Dia has undertaken an initiative to diversify its program and collection
beyond the largely white, largely male artists with which it is most closely associated. (The
images that come to mind are Richard Serra’s monumental, spiraling steel funnels; Dan Flavin’s
austere and atmospheric installations of fluorescent light fixtures; or Robert Smithson’s
displaced piles of sand and broken glass; all of which can be seen on permanent view in the
Beacon galleries, where they are presented without wall texts or other contextualizing
information.) As part of Dia’s initiative to push its program beyond familiar territory, the
Posenenske retrospective fell between an exhibition at the foundation’s Chelsea gallery of work
by Nancy Holt and a show in Beacon by Jaqueline Humphries. Organized by Dia curator Alexis
Lowry, the first museum-scale retrospective of Posenenske’s work in the US was on view from
March 5th to September 9th, 2019 before traveling to the Musée d’Art Contemporani de
Barcelona, the Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen Düsseldorf, and the Musée d’Art Moderne
Grand-Duc Jean in Luxembourg. Dia’s mass acquisition of Posenenske’s work was announced in
conjunction with the retrospective.
While ostensibly conceived to relay and, at least partially, to realize Posenenske’s own
aims for her work’s ongoing life, the Dia retrospective’s objectives were framed in a way that
elided the difference between the artist’s aims and the curators’ own decisions. Its starting point,
according to the museum’s press release, was the artist’s intention for the sculptural series she
produced during her lifetime to be treated as “prototypes”: “This exhibition brings together
nearly all of the ‘prototypes for mass-production’— as Posenenske described the objects
fabricated in the 1960s—juxtaposing them with more recently made examples. Seen as new
fabrications rather than replicas, the elements are authenticated by certificate but like the
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originals are not numbered as limited editions, in an attempt to avoid financial speculation.”64 As
I described earlier in this chapter, the term “prototypes” is used by Posenenske’s estate to
describe examples of Posenenske’s serial works that were produced during her lifetime, as
opposed to newer, posthumous re-fabrications. (Posenenske’s Berlin gallery, Mehdi Chouakri,
uses the terms “historical works,” “prototypes,” and “refabrications” to differentiate between
earlier, unique painting and sculptures, prototypes for mass production, and newer copies.) Dia’s
seemingly innocuous use of the term in their press release, however, raises a few important
questions. First, we should question what Posenenske actually meant by her use of the term. In
her 1967 statement, she writes, “The series can be prototypes for mass production. . . The objects
should have the objective character of industrial products. / The former categorization of the arts
no longer exists. The artist of the future would have to work with a team of specialists in a
development laboratory.” The artist’s own use of the term, then, was in reference to her works’
status in relation to an as-yet-to-be-realized future; to say that they can be prototypes for mass
production is not to say that they must be, in a programmatic manner, treated as such. In other
words, her text suggests that she was not thinking about how the works would eventually enter
the market or museum collections.65 Second, the use of the term “nearly all” in Dia’s press
release suggests that Posenenske’s series were conceived, and are presented in the Dia
retrospective, as a singular and complete body of work. But Posenenske purposefully produced
her work in unlimited series in order to avoid the special status that comes from limited supply;
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the series were never meant to be complete.66 While Dia upholds Posenenske and her estate’s
refusal to number re-fabrications of the artist’s works as a way to avoid preferential pricing, the
museum’s framing actually inverts the relationship between the serial works and the artificial
limitations of numerical editioning: In Dia’s handling, the re-fabrications are not limited, but the
prototypes are. Third, the release circumstantially points out that new re-fabrications are
accompanied by certificates of authenticity; something that there is no sign of Posenenske ever
having practiced during her lifetime.67
With phrases like “the arrangement of Series D elements changes twice over the course
of the exhibition,” the release occasionally slips into the passive voice, as if to defer curatorial
authority. The slippery phrasing actually indicates that at pre-determined times during the
retrospective’s run specially trained art handlers from Dia’s staff cordoned off the section of the
gallery where the Series DW Vierkantrohre were installed with low partitions before slowly and
methodically dis- and re-assembling the pieces into a new, pre-determined configuration. This
mirrors the way Brunn has conducted re-configurations of the sculptures in the past, in that the
people handling the sculptures are physically separated from an onlooking audience. (It’s also
worth noting that during my own visit to the exhibition the handlers absolutely did not look like
they were “having fun,” as Posenenske originally encouraged in the statement cited in Lowry’s
text.) Dia’s use of the passive voice obscures the exhibition’s reorganization of the participatory
process conceived by the artist.
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This re-framing is somewhat ironic, given the retrospective’s curatorial themes. In the
retrospective’s wall texts and in her essay in the exhibition catalogue, Lowry centered the show’s
examination of Posenenske’s work on the concepts of work and play, finding historical
resonance between her work and, for example, the Situationist group in France—Posenenske’s
contemporaries who sought to counter capitalist spectacle culture, where social relations are
mediated through objects, by embracing expression through directly lived experience in the
urban context of Paris. Within this historically contextualized presentation, Lowry’s essay
characterizes Posenenske’s instructions for how to handle the Vierkantrohre—which the artist
released as a statement alongside her Series D sculptures—as “game-like”.68 The concept of
“work as play” is invoked to reconcile Posenenske’s foregrounding of questions of production
and distribution with her work’s ludic open-endedness. What all of these decisions do, in sum, is
shift agency away from the works’ “consumer” and onto the sculptures as historical material—an
act that entails the historical re-valuation, and hierarchization, of the material remains of the
artist’s practice—ultimately sidestepping the question of the work’s use or consumption as a
commodity. As in Artists Space’s exhibition nine years earlier, aside from grounding
Posenenske’s work historically this shift in emphasis also resulted in a conflict between use and
historicization.
By spatially distributing grouped material with different historical designations
throughout Dia Beacon’s galleries, the 2019 retrospective replaced the one-to-one direct
relationship Posenenske envisioned between her sculptures and their consumers with a curatorial
parcours. The display was organized by series, in a loosely chronological arrangement.
Curiously, the galleries were numbered in an order that reversed how they would be encountered
68
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when entering the building through its main entrance: Gallery 1, containing Posenenske’s early,
non-sculptural works—designs for theatrical sets and costumes from the late 1950s, paintings
and tape-on-paper collages, “Sculptural Pictures” (Plastische Bilder), and architectural
proposals—was located at the far end of galleries 2 and 3 from the building’s entrance. The latter
spaces were dedicated to Posenenske’s reliefs (Series A, B, and C) and the Vierkantrohre (Series
D and DW).69 Though this was not explained in either the wall texts or map included in the
exhibition brochure, the distribution of works between galleries 2 and 3 was determined based on
their status as either prototypes or re-fabrications: Gallery 2 contained prototypes of the reliefs,
bookended by two new fabrications from the previously unrealized Series E, whereas gallery 3
contained all new fabrications of both the reliefs and both metal and cardboard versions of the
Vierkantrohre. The exhibition checklist reflects the galleries’ division of the works by series,
rather than chronological sequence, with objects within each series denoted as either a
“Prototype” or a “New Fabrication (2018)”. If each successive series of works produced by the
artist represents a further refinement of her practice, moving progressively closer to the ultimate
goal of non-hierarchical objects and experiences, Dia’s retrospective re-distributed the results of
that progression as a spatial hierarchy, literally sectioning off temporally classed groupings of the
artist’s work.
Because the Dia retrospective was both the first major US historical retrospective and the
largest institutional purchase of Posenenske’s work, it offers a uniquely stark example of how the
production of historical value can mask—or bump up against—economic value. As I laid out in
this chapter’s introduction, we can trace a direct line of progression from the act of curation to
institutional acquisitions, which in turn necessitate conservation and, thus, the re-valuation of the
69
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work of art as a material object. In the case of Dia’s treatment of Posenenske’s work, that
progression is especially clear: the curatorial logic guiding the retrospective led directly to the
mass acquisition of the artist’s work, and to her sculptures’ categorization according to a new,
hierarchized scale of value. Nevertheless, in this cycle of progressive re-valuations the
relationship between art’s institutional acquisition and its economic value on the market remains
obscured. In a 2019 interview with Dia’s director Jessica Morgan, Artnet News editor Andrew
Goldstein asked specifically about the nature of this relationship:
[Goldstein:] What do you make of this moment when long-overlooked artists are
suddenly becoming market stars?
[Morgan:] We’ve seen this with Michelle Stuart and Dorothea [Rockburne], who
is being courted by many galleries competing to represent her work. We’ve seen
an uptick in interest in Anne Truitt as well. It’s very far from our interest to have a
role in market change. But, sadly, most people only come to value something
once the market value is confirmed for them—even though Truitt’s work was just
as good when it cost less. In some sense, these things are important in order to
cement the artists’ place in time. So it’s been very satisfying to see that growth of
interest in their work on many levels, because it’s this combined force that
ensures people will continue to see and understand it.70
Morgan’s careful response, it seems to me, gets the story backward by failing to acknowledge
that an artist’s market value is a result of its historical, cultural, and symbolic valuation. Market
value, in other words, emerges from a preexisting ecology of worth. Morgan avoids drawing a
direct connection between Dia’s curatorial focus on artists like Stuart, Rockburne, and Truitt and
their subsequent re-valuation on the market, accepting that “growth of interest in their work”
plays out “on many levels”—i.e., within different regimes of value—with the caveat that “it’s
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Andrew Goldstein, “‘There Were Women Working Then, Too’: How Dia Director Jessica Morgan Is
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very far from [Dia’s] interest to have a role in market change.” She acknowledges that there is a
connection between historical, cultural, and economic scales of valuation, but reaffirms that
market value is not one of the institution’s explicit concerns.
Further illuminating the role of the museum as an economic actor, Martha Buskirk has
pointed out that artists often only have to deal with question of the life of their work over time,
and the exchange or replacement of degrading elements, once they enter an established market.71
For artists like Posenenske, whose work was designed precisely to intervene in art’s typical
institutional life, this means institutional acquisitions are not only moments of canonization but
instances of re-valuation that establish standards for the work’s treatment that the artist may
never have intended. Posenenske, again, provides an unusual case here because by entering the
museum her work is halted in its intended trajectory, which was to be put directly into the hands
of its consumer.
This leads us to a final question: What effect will Dia’s approach to this acquisition have
on the future market for Posenenske’s work? Among the institution’s contributions to her work’s
ongoing life is the creation of a new cataloguing standard, new dating standards, and a new
hierarchy of materials. Perhaps most consequentially, Dia fabricated, for the first time, a
proposed work that Posenenske designed, but never realized, as an addition to her Series E: the
Raumteiler (Room Partition), a rectangular sheet of powder coated steel hinged on one end so
that it can be rotated, tracing a circle whose circumference is matched to the width of its site of
display, so that when pivoted to sit perpendicular to the gallery wall it effectively blocks off
access to the space. The Raumteiler is one of the 155 works by Posenenske that entered Dia’s
collection at the conclusion of the retrospective; in future exhibitions, it will be re-scaled and re71

Martha Buskirk, The Contingent Object of Contemporary Art (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2003),
p. 25.
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fabricated to match the architectural dimensions of its next site of display. Should it be loaned to
another institution for the purpose of an exhibition, the Raumteiler will be insured, like any other
work, and its lenders will pay a loan fee to Dia.
Can these acts—carried out, in theory, in the name of preserving historical value—be
thought of as anything but extractions of value from an artistic practice premised on art’s
dramatic de-valuation?72

IV.

A Model Case
The “model case” produced by Posenenske’s estate in 2007 occupies a peculiar position

in relation to the artist’s existing oeuvre. Containing a set of 1:10 paper miniatures of
Posenenske’s Vierkantrohre, the case was designed to facilitate the construction of models after
which arrangements of the full-sized sculptures may be determined. The model pieces come in
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Museum accessioning is intertwined with market value, but its practitioners resolutely insist that
economic value is not part of the equation. (As the cultural economist John W. O’Hagan has noted, most
museum acquisitions are received as gifts from individual donors, and the details of a particular
acquisition—if the institution records them at all—are often kept private; see O’Hagan, “Art Museums;
Collections, Deaccessioning and Donations” in Journal of Cultural Economics, 1998, vol. 22, no. 2/3,
Special Issue on the Economics of Museums [1998], pp. 197–207. It is perhaps only with the act of
deaccessioning a work from a museum collection that economic value is finally acknowledged. As
historian Martin Gammon describes it, deaccession is a rare moment when the different kinds of value
attributed to an artwork not only can but must be frankly weighed against one another. It thus reveals the
economic concerns that always underlie the institutional fantasy of autonomy from the market:
“Deaccession may be a fruitful and important entry point through which to more deeply
investigate the utopian ambitions of the museum experiment, as precisely the point at
which the resacralized object in aesthetic terms has been devalued in some fashion on the
basis of some curatorial authority, and where it often reemerges through the commerce of
the marketplace to assert a countervailing claim to aesthetic authority in a new context.”
Martin Gammon, Deaccessioning and Its Discontents [Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,
2018], p. 9.
The act of deaccession requires a frank appraisal of a work of art’s economic value, as balanced against
its historical, cultural, or symbolic worth to the museum. Deaccessioning is “the breaking point or caesura
of the utopian assumptions that underwrite” the museum; it “illustrates the limitations of those ambitions
in a dystopian world full of contingencies and imperfections.” (Ibid, p. 15) It is precisely those
contingencies and imperfections that Posenenske sought to mobilize in guiding art away from the
production of either symbolic or economic value and, instead, towards heterarchy.
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an attractive wooden box, which includes a pair of white archival gloves. (Fig. 93) Copies of the
model case are given as “gifts” to those who order ten or more serial works from the artist’s
estate. They are also supplied to gallery or museum curators who are preparing to exhibit the
Vierkantrohre so that the modular sculptures’ multitude of possible configurations can be
explored in an easy and user-friendly manner.73 Posenenske’s sheet metal modules are much
more cumbersome to handle than one might expect: their thin, untreated edges are sharp, and
there’s no easy way, without the use of thick gloves, to achieve a hold on them without cutting
one’s hands; a physical threat that the miniature Vierkantrohre reduce to papercuts.
The existence of the model case also reflects the contingencies that prohibit an institution
like Dia from simply allowing museum visitors to interact directly with Posenenske’s sculptures:
the risk of personal injury to those visitors, and likewise of damage to the sculptures, is not
immaterial. (The preemptive closure of Robert Morris’s 1971 retrospective at the Tate Modern,
which occurred only four days into the exhibition’s scheduled run, might be taken as a
cautionary precedent: this was the result of one sprained finger, one torn leg muscle, and
fourteen painful splinters that visitors endured while interacting with Morris’s wooden ramps and
planks, which, themselves, quickly began to deteriorate and fall apart, only adding to the risk of
further injuries.)
If we take a long view on the institutional life of Posenenske’s work and the way it has
been received by art institutions, the model case is, improbably enough, the closest extant
realization of her own desires for her work among both the objects Posenenske left behind and
those proffered posthumously by her estate. We are unable to see it as such, however, because it
embodies the exact qualities that work against institutional regimes of valuation—the same
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qualities that Posenenske saw as the solution to art’s instrumentalization in the name of value
production. Perhaps the case can best be categorized by what it is not: It isn’t an artwork, per se,
nor is it an artists’ multiple, or edition. Rather, it serves the function of a maquette. It’s intended
to demonstrate, and to offer the consumer a basic sense of, the sculptures’ most important
characteristics: their modularity and their capacity for recombination.
Where art institutions produce historical value by—to cite the instances that have been
explored in this chapter—implementing the logic of the relic to emphasize objects’ patina of age
and impose material hierarchies, or by placing works within spatialized and temporalized
ecologies of worth, the model case responds with resolute ahistoricity. Because the objects it
contains are miniaturized copies, they may only ever exist in allusion to the sculptural and
cooperative practice for which they stand in; they resist valuation by standing off to the side of
the artist’s institutionally defined oeuvre. Given as gifts, they obviate economic valuation. As
maquettes, they exist at the limen between the larger sculptures as objects and their construction
as a cooperative social act. The models are delicately fabricated by hand, rather than industrially
produced, like the hand-made miniature reproductions of his own readymades that Duchamp
included in his 1941 Boîte en Valise. And just as Duchamp’s valise embodies, as T.J. Demos has
argued, the condition of the artist’s exile from Vichy France by matching the condition of
geopolitical displacement with miniaturization and pochoir, the Posenenske estate’s model case
might be thought of as an object that troubles the scales of art’s institutional valuation, finding
resolution between Posenenske’s conceptual aims and her sculptures’ materiality without falling
into the hierarchizing trap of historical valuation.74
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The fact that the model case is part of an informal economy that circulates around
Posenenske’s work, but is kept distinct from her sculptures themselves, is crucial to its ability to
circumvent the value-producing mechanisms of the museum. As her work demonstrates, once an
object enters the art industry—the museum-gallery-criticism-value machine—it can’t help but
fall into the kinds of revaluation that institutional practices have carried out on Posenenske’s
oeuvre. And yet, for the same reason that it fails to fulfill the role of a “museum object,” the
model case is also not an accurate representation of Posenenske’s practice, in that it obviates the
economic exchange—in series, at cost—that provides the foundation for her works’ criticality vis
à vis the art system.
As I’ve suggested throughout this dissertation, a solution might be identified by
following Posenenske’s lead and leaning in to the economic dimension of her practice. This
would require a twofold reconfiguration of the museum’s role: On one level, it requires changing
the way we think about the objects that enter the museum, which must be conceived not as relics
of art history, but rather as the products of the museum; that is, as the material realization of
institutionally defined discourses, practices, and experiences, as much as the result of a given
artist’s production. Second, art’s economic function within the museum —and, in turn, the
economic functions that undergird the museum’s presentation of art history—need to be
acknowledged, and foregrounded, in museums’ curatorial practices. To acknowledge the
museum as a factory of historical value is not necessarily to condemn its practices, or to call for
its destruction; on the contrary, I think Posenenske’s work is but one example of the kinds of
critical practices that might, in fact, be developed in tandem with the museum, once its valueproducing function, and its engagement with art’s economic value, are recognized. At the very
least, Posenenske’s case demonstrates that acknowledging the art system’s intertwinement with
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the production of value is not only beneficial but crucially necessary for accurately, honestly, and
effectively representing work like hers in the museum context.
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Conclusion: Against Museum Value

Developed as an intervention in the context of an emerging market where speculation—
applied equally to artworks and to artists themselves—had become an inescapable component of
contemporary art’s perceived value, Posenenske’s sculptural system was designed to furnish a
carefully managed supply chain for art, and one that had the potential to continue into perpetuity,
outliving the artist herself. Of course, her project ultimately failed to materialize as intended. In
the various deviations from the artist’s intentions that can be identified in her work’s recent
institutional reception, it becomes clear that Posenenske’s conception of art’s value was
relatively limited. She equated art’s value with its price, believing that setting constraints on the
latter would effectively regulate the former. It was perhaps only with her growing realization that
the value of art is also inflated through the partitioning of fine art from design and of unique art
objects from artists’ multiples, and, likewise, through the influence of social capital, including
the commodification of artistic persona, that she understood the inadequacy of the system she
had devised. What she may not have anticipated were the additional problems posed by
revisionist projects that would emphasize her works’ unintended aesthetic value and identify
historical value in examples of her work that had acquired a patina of age.
While the particular economic focus of Posenenske’s work, and the story of its
institutional reception following her death, illuminates the art system’s methods of valueproduction in a manner that is unique among the artistic practices of her immediate milieu, the
hierarchies of value it reveals and critiques that regulate artworks’ movements through
institutional contexts are equally functional in the art system writ large. Art’s value, as the
preceding chapters have argued, is subject to shifting and often conflicting definitions, and
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should be understood as the product of institutional and historiographic practices. Not only do
the apparatuses of art history—collections, exhibitions, documentary photographs, publications,
the administrative procedures of the artists’ estate, and so on—uphold existing regimes of value;
they also, as I have argued, serve to produce new kinds of value, and to convert concepts of
value from one to the other: aesthetic value, for example, may be derived from work that was
meant to evade aesthetic valuation via stylized photographic documentation. This is particularly
true, and relevant, for the very concept of value that drives the institutional practices of the
museum: “historical value,” as I have argued, is produced—not protected—by the museum’s
curatorial and conservational functions. Likewise, art’s economic value, which museum and
gallery practices alike are designed to obscure, is fabricated and maintained through the
institutional practices of historicization, curation, and conservation.
While Posenenske’s work might be conceived as a response to art’s specific
socioeconomic condition in the context of the Wirtschaftswunder, her deployment of ongoing,
serial production and at-cost pricing must be grappled with as a persisting knot in her works’
institutional life, rather than as contextualized details that can be presented as secondary to her
sculptures’ material and aesthetic presence. By foregrounding and instrumentalizing art’s
economic value, her work presents a problem for institutional practices that normally treat
market value and price as belonging to the profane sphere of commodification, from which the
museum is distinguished by its safeguarding of noble symbolic values that supposedly transcend
commercial interests. The system she devised lays bare the artificial value hierarchies that make
it possible to conceive of art as a special kind of object that is distinct from everyday
commodities, and endowed with superior types of value.
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Posenenske’s pointed critique of—and even, by 1968, her activism against—the art world
is hardly detectable in recent exhibitions of her work, which now frame her artistic practice as
thematizing “play” or the democratization of creative action while downplaying the radicalism of
her work’s economic intervention. The “demonstrations” with her modular sculptures that have
been performed over the past decade in such diverse venues as Art Basel, the art gallery of the
University of Southampton, and Dia Beacon, where trained staff arranged the sculptures into predetermined configurations in front of a passively observing audience, hardly reflect the works’
economic ethos. Instead, they transform a sculptural system whose meaning hinged on its
accessible prices and egalitarian use into the apparatus for, essentially, sales demonstrations.1
(Fig. 94) (For one such presentation, the sculptures’ handlers dressed in the kind of paper suits
worn by house painters, in a clear homage to the Lufthansa coveralls worn by Posenenske’s own
team of performers in 1967, as discussed in chapter three; however, the updated garments might
also be taken to suggest those worn by technicians in microchip factories, ironically suggesting
that the sculptures were being protected from the handlers, and not the other way around.)
Posenenske’s categorization as a “German Minimalist,” as I have suggested, further serves this
greater project of institutional recuperation by inviting her works’ classification, based on
material and stylistic resonances, in relation to well-established, canonized practices while
ignoring the interrogation of art’s economic value that distinguishes her from her US
contemporaries.
The glossing over of the more critical aspects of Posenenske’s work is symptomatic of its
slippage into the history-producing machinery of the art system, ruled, as it is, by the production
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See, for example, video documentation of the live demonstration at Art Basel 2012
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNRfZ3R0F1U) and a 2015 demonstration filmed for ARTtube
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgdI8R1NTaw).
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of what Ariella Aïsha Azoulay has called museum value. The categorization of Posenenske’s
work as a variant on Minimalism, as it is institutionally defined, smooths over the stillunresolved reversals, tensions, and contradictions that have resulted from her works’
introduction to galleries and museums as objects of art history, proposing that we understand her
work as belonging to a lapsed artistic project that is part of a historical past. However, to
characterize her work’s inability to escape the vacuum of museum valuation as a failure is to
overlook its true utility: her art, seen from the perspective of value, glaringly reveals the
hierarchies of valuation that govern all objects entry into the museum. This is, perhaps, what
makes the story of her work exceptionally relevant to the present moment.

***

Writing on the museum presentation of objects looted in colonial operations, Azoulay
describes what she terms the “imperial modality of art”; the process by which objects of
symbolic cultural value are removed from their worldly origins and recontextualized within
museum collections:
By violating the norms and rules of colonized people who practice art differently
and jeopardizing their interests and aspirations, the imperial modality of art,
pursued through collectible objects, extracts from their enmeshed practices
discrete, collectible, and displayable objects, whose intrinsic value, content, and
meaning can be fleshed out regardless of the world from which they have been
detached. This world. . . is ruined and then reconstructed as the background, what
is called a context, for a ‘lost’ or ‘vanished’ culture that can be appropriated as the
terrain of experts.2
Museums’ dislocation of cultural objects from their original contexts, meanings, and value thus
has a dual effect: it relegates the cultures and peoples that produced those objects to the historical
2
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past while also making the museum the authority on defining their new aesthetic and historical
meaning and value. As a result, Azoulay continues, “Artists came to be understood as producers
of art objects and concepts whose value was defined in comparison to previously dislocated
objects of art, already separated from their communities of fabri. The requirement for artists was
now uniqueness, tethered to the potential of their artwork to occupy a spot in invented histories
of art culled from depositories of refugee-objects.”3 The diverse objects collected in the
museum’s displays represent disparate and fundamentally different uses, meanings, and concepts
of value particular to the contexts in which they were created, which are collectively obscured
under the invented category of “art”.4
While the repatriation of stolen cultural property is a pressing and urgent issue, and an
essential component of the greater project of decolonization, I think Azoulay’s critique of the
museum’s imperial procedures implicitly reveals the operations carried out on all museum
objects. The set of epistemological operations that reconstitutes looted cultural property as “art,”
through their violent separation from their original meaning and value, is the very same set of
operations that constitutes “art,” via institutional systems, in the first place. Or, to put it another
way: imperial plunder, and the violent de- and re-valuation of cultural property that it represents,
is the basis for museums of modern and contemporary art today, whose own operations and
valuative procedures derive from the imperial modality Azoulay describes.5
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Ibid, p. 109.
Ibid, p. 121: “After all, the colonized value their objects in multiple different ways, without seeking
recognition of their value from those who took them away, and without seeing the category of art as a
desired label.”
5
To fully describe the foundational connections between encyclopedic museums and museums of
contemporary art would require a more extended discussion. Many museums dedicated to the display of
contemporary art were established as temporary kunsthalles, without any permanent collection at all (see
note 11 in the present text). Examples of early encyclopedic museums with permanent collections of
contemporary art are less widely discussed: the Metropolitan Museum of Art, for one example, collected
4
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As Azoulay explains, market value—the very quality of art objects that is obscured in
curatorial, conservational, and art historical practices—provides an implicit justification for the
institutional handling and presentation of museum objects:
The naturalization of the vitrine; pedestal; white, thick and protective walls; alarm
systems; and armed guardians as the proper place for plundered lives is predicated
on the protection of denuded objects’ market value. As museumgoers, we are
expected to recognize their unique value and thus partake in the rarefication of
these looted objects, as if the people who created them are incapable of creating
more of them as if what they now create is valueless except as souvenirs. 6
The presentation of stolen objects of cultural property in Western museums, in other words, is
justified by those objects’ perceived (though never explicitly stated) economic value, which is
indicated by the measures put in place to protect them from damage or decomposition in the
museum context. The institution’s responsibility of stewardship is economic in that it involves
ownership and the question of the legitimate rights to a cultural object, but also in the sense that
conservation is a set of procedures that is designed to retain the museum object’s value by
ensuring its sustained material integrity, which, as I have described, results in the bolstering of its
market value. (When we encounter an object subjected to those protective measures in the
museum, we implicitly understand that object, first, to be “art,” and second, to be valuable.)
Azoulay uses the term “museum value” to describe the result of objects’ extirpation from their
worldly origins and recontextualization within an economy of implicit, but unspoken, economic
value: “We can no longer accept the imperial reduction of art making to the production of objects
with museum value and market price, which, stripped of their context, are rendered tautological:
an art object is an art object is an art object.”7 She insists that the only adequate solution to this

work by what we would now call “emerging” US artists from its founding in the 1880s, often purchasing
canvases from national artists’ club competitions.
6
Azoulay, op. cit., p. 141.
7
Azoulay, p. 142.
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situation is repatriation: to allow stolen objects to return to the “worlds” in which they once
circulated.
What Azoulay is calling for is a resolution to the effects of museums’ imperial modality
that would acknowledge and legitimate the values that colonized people place on the products of
their own cultural practices, distinct, as they are, from market valuation. This proposal contrasts
sharply with both of the prevailing approaches to repatriation, which are designed to, in effect,
protect the interests of economic valuation. In 2018, for example, the British Museum announced
that it will return bronze reliefs looted from the kingdom of Benin to Nigeria, responding in part
to French President Emmanuel Macron’s 2017 commitment to repatriate Sub-Saharan African
objects housed in French museums and the subsequent, widely publicized report by Felwine Sarr
and Bénédicte Savoy proposing that the restitution of cultural property should be implemented
on a state level.8 The return of the Benin bronzes, however—which represent only a few of the
700-odd Benin objects in the British Museum’s collection—was devised as consisting of a longterm loan to a new museum in Benin City, designed by the architect David Adjaye. Such loans,
which have become a common method for gesturing at restitution without actually surrendering
looted objects, are usually renewed every few years in perpetuity. In a similar vein, Sarr and
Savoy’s report suggests that stolen objects might be copied using 3-D scans so that they can be
returned to their original cultures while remaining—albeit as copies—in Western hands,
effectively retaining Western access to looted property. Both of these proposed solutions
privilege economic valuation over other concepts of value, whether explicitly—by conceiving of
reparations as a financial exchange—or implicitly—as with the argument that objects should
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Felwine Sarr & Bénédict Savoye, The Restitution of African Cultural Heritage: Toward a New
Relational Ethics (November 2018), online: http://restitutionreport2018.com/sarr_savoy_en.pdf, accessed
January 29, 2021.
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only be returned to their cultures of origin once those cultures have built institutions that match
the resources and technical ability of those in the West, which is a specific stipulation of the
British Museum deal.
The problem here is with the lack of specificity in Azoulay’s conception of “worldly
rights”—or, to be more specific, the lack of specific, quantifiable criteria by which something
like “cultural value” might be measured.9 “Aesthetic value” and “historical value” are
universalizing concepts whose very utility derives from their flexible application to any object
deemed “art,” regardless of the context from which it derives. While institutions like the
European Commission, for instance, have established initiatives to measure cultural value, such
studies are likewise based on general concepts like the promotion of “wellbeing” in a generalized
population, rather than a utilitarian concept that might usefully be ascribed to objects as a way to
defy or challenge museum values. Calls for restitution on their own, without a measurable
concept of cultural value that can meaningfully compete with economic valuation, will only
result in half-measures like the British Museum’s Benin deal.
Though Azoulay’s critique is directed at the museum as a colonial apparatus, its
implications go beyond the colonial relation to the museum’s re-valuation of objects in general,
effecting not only looted cultural property but also all kinds of material that enter the museum. I
should be clear, however, that I am not suggesting we equate the valuative procedures carried out
on contemporary art with the historical violence of colonialism, whose effects extend far beyond
the treatment of objects to the subjugation of colonized peoples, the destruction of indigenous
cultures and lands, and the imposition of racist and extractive abuses on a massive scale.

9

I use the term “cultural value” to refer to symbolic values that are shared among a group with a common
culture. The “aesthetic value” and “historical value” applied to a work of art are therefore both examples
of cultural values.
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Likewise, I do not intend to suggest that the same solutions might be applicable to the problems
presented by both objects of imperial plunder and to recontextualized works of contemporary art
(which are, after all, frequently created with the explicit aim of ending up in museum
collections). Rather, I’m proposing, first, that the situation Azoulay describes is a heterarchy of
value—one that might be handily summarized with the term “museum value”—that extends
beyond the value concepts at play in Posenenske’s work to concepts of value that fall outside of
those maintained in Western institutional systems. Second, Azoulay’s concept of “worldly
rights” to an object need not only apply to those that derive from non-Western cultures; in fact, it
might be deployed as a countermeasure against the obscurantist operation of “museum value.”10
The concept of “worldly rights” asks us to recognize that concepts of value that deviate
from the economic, the aesthetic, and the historical, as they are upheld in the museum context,
are legitimate, and that their meaning lies in their rootedness in specific worldly contexts. Each
case of value heterarchy, as it pertains to art, thus requires its own dedicated study, and a parsing
of its own axiomatic concepts of value. Foregrounding economic value, as I am proposing we
would have to do in order to adequately grapple with Posenenske’s work, for instance, would be
inadequate to addressing the cultural value and meaning that colonized people place on their own
cultural property. But the concept of restitution might be employed to counteract the dominance
of “museum value” as it pertains not only to stolen cultural property, but also to the
institutionalization of critical artistic practices, including works of contemporary art.

***

10

Azoulay writes: “Art should be understood as a world-building set of activities irreducible to the
creation of discrete objects. Through these activities, people’s place in a shared world and their right to
this place are carved.” Azoulay, op. cit., p. 140.
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Despite the fact that Posenenske’s art was developed in a context where the art market
was experiencing exponential growth, it’s easy to forget that the “white cube” gallery had not yet
been established as the de facto setting for contemporary art, and, equally, that work by
contemporary artists had not yet been incorporated into museum collections and bestowed with
institutionally-certified historical value.11 With the exception of Berlin’s Neue Nationalgalerie,
established in 1968, museums of contemporary art in West Germany were by and large the
product of the 1980s: Frankfurt’s Museum für Moderne Kunst wasn’t founded until 1981; the
Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen in Düsseldorf, Museum Ludwig in Cologne, and Schirn
Kunsthalle in Frankfurt all opened in 1986. The notion did not yet exist in the 1960s that
contemporary art might be at home in the museum context.12
If we can say that Posenenske’s work has been re-valued through its removal from its
worldly context, then to what “world” do her sculptures belong? There are two extant
photographs of Posenenske’s second solo exhibition at Galerie Dorothea Loehr, held between
June 15th and July 20th in 1966. (Figs. 95 & 96) These are hardly professional-quality
installation photographs; rather, they demonstrate the washed-out lighting and off-center
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By way of illustration: the global record price paid for a work of art had only entered six figures for the
first time in 1957. The 1959 record was £275,000 for Rubens’s Adoration of the Magi; Valesquez’s
Portrait of Juan de Pareja sold at Christie’s, London in 1970 for £2,310,000; an increase of over two
million dollars. Christophe Spaenjers, William N. Goetzmann, & Elena Mamonova, “The economics of
aesthetics and record prices for art since 1701” in Explorations in Economic History, vol. 57 (July 2015),
pp. 79–94.
12
In general, twentieth-century museums of contemporary art adopted the temporary exhibition model of
Paris’s Musée de Luxembourg—a so-called “musée de passage”—with the Louvre acting as the
repository for its aging works ten years after an artist’s death. This model was mimicked by New York’s
Museum of Modern Art in 1929, which sent its aging canvases to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and,
later, by the New Museum in the 1970s, which intended for its collection to eventually migrate to MoMA.
Other institutions, like London’s Institute of Contemporary Art, founded in 1949, lacked a collecting
function altogether. In other words, institutions seeking to establish themselves as museums of
contemporary art have historically done so by renouncing the idea of a permanent collection altogether.
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compositional framing of casually taken snapshots. Loehr’s Frankfurt gallery occupied an old
farm house at Alt Niederursel 41, and the photographs show a rough-hewn, shabby brick interior
that differs dramatically from the white-cube spaces in which we’ve grown more accustomed to
seeing Posenenske’s work presented in recent years. A simple brick fireplace is smudged with
broad, dark soot stains; the simple, painted brick walls, displaying examples of Posenenske’s
spray-paint-on-paper Plastische Bilder, are visibly kissed with patches of grime; the meager
natural lighting from a tiny, single-frame picture window is supplemented by crudely rigged up
lights, attached with clamps to haphazard stems. The relief works on display are examples of the
first that Posenenske had completed using a spray-gun and industrial paint, folding her paper
supports and spraying them from a distance to create high-contrast arrays of intensely juxtaposed
color. One of the images (Fig. 95) also includes some very early versions of Posenenske’s
Reliefs; the red, arched form that she conceived, for the first time in her practice, as a prototype
for mass production, though this particular model was never serially fabricated.
The context of the repurposed farmhouse is just as central to the works’ meaning as the
traffic islands, airplane hangars, and other public spaces in which Posenenske placed her work
over the following year. At Dorothea Loehr, in the summer of 1966, the formal qualities of the
Plastische Bilder projected a particular ethos—a belief in modernist rationalization, the efficacy
of streamlined engineering, and a celebration of the aesthetics of industrial production—that
remained decisively absent in their rundown surroundings. The reliefs, while demonstrating a
fascination with the socioeconomic transformations of the Wirtschaftswunder, emblematize
potential by their contrast with the tangible historical texture of the gallery space in which they
appear. What we lose in recent institutional presentations of Posenenske’s work is not only the
egalitarian participation that she intended, but also her art’s future-oriented relationship to the
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historical texture of the context in which it emerged. When the logic of museum value is applied
to Posenenske’s objects, their historical specificity is reconceived as a product, indexically
linked, of the patina of age that adheres to the sculptures themselves. When, for example, a work
of art is framed against an antiseptic white or grey backdrop, as has been customary in museum
displays since at least the mid-1960s—and much longer in museums’ internal cataloging
photographs—the lived reality of its cultural context is, literally, whited out, while the most
minute details of its materiality are subjected to quasi-scientific scrutiny. (Figs. 97–99)
Posenenske intuited that such contextual deracination would alter her work’s reception; hence
her determination, with the sculptural works that followed her Reliefs, that her work should
appear in social “hubs,” rather than gallery or museum spaces. The next steps the artist would
take, with her employment of serial production and at-cost pricing, are likewise future-oriented;
measures put in place to regulate and manage her works’ continuing life, in defiance of the
futurity of price and market speculation. These images signal that a shift in perspective is
required to adequately grapple with the meaning of Posenenske’s art: to recognize that the
“world” to which they belong is not the museum, but the market; and that this means maintaining
their orientation to the future, rather than situating them within a historicized past.
In answer to Azoulay’s wry bromide that “an art object is an art object is an art object,”
we might remember Posenenske’s statement made in 1968—on the precipice of her departure
from art—in which she hazarded, signaling her weariness with art in general, that “a cube is a
cube, and anyone who calls it an artistic cube is suspicious.”13 To designate a cube as “artistic” is
to exercise the authority of artistic valuation. While Posenenske reached her own conclusion
regarding how best to exercise that authority—that is, by forcefully turning it down—we should
13

Charlotte Posenenske, “Flyer, handed out at the opening of Documenta 1968,” Charlotte Posenenske
Estate Archive, Berlin.
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acknowledge that there is power in the understanding that it, like the value it confers, is invented;
which means that what we value as “art”, and how, is a matter of perspective.
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